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Principal Secretary & 

                   Principal Chief Conservator of Forests 
           Govt. of Mizoram 

 

FORWARD 

The State Environment Plan of Mizoram is prepared based on the District 
Environment Plans after collecting of datas in various areas, the action plan is 
proposed to manage the environment respective districts of of Mizoram. There are 
11 administrative districts and out of whic2 

h only one Urban Local Body, ie. Aizawl Municipal Corporation, so far established. 
Since the state is entirely hilly and all the district headquarters located at the top of 
the hills, draining various wastes down the hills subsequently would be affecting 
people in the neihbouring states. In fact Mizoram has little impact due to low wastes 
generation because of the lesser population, active collection of waste – door to 
door in the urban and proper natural drainages.  However, as the population grows 
and as the living conditions and standard improves the public wastes generated has 
to be managed effectively for well being of the people. 

Of the 11 districts, Aizawl district was selected as model district as per Hon’ble NGT 
vide para 5 of its order Dt.19.3.2020 considering to its relatively larger population, 
availability of datas,  action areas, etc. In absence industries and heavy influx of 
tourists the state faces little threat to environment from its denizens. In fact, the 
topography, small population, awareness among the people on waste management, 
etc. helps to manage day to day management. 

This SEP is a bunch of compilation of DEPs from four districts, ie. Aizawl, 
Champhai, Kolasib and Mamit districts. It is understood that in a in a small 
population like in Mizoram, even these four districts have little action for the  64 
action areas and 220 data points as per the format of the CPCB and hence 
proposed action plan in various Thematic Areas are also minimal.  The effort of all 
district authorities for preparation of their respective DEP is acknowledged and 
highly appreciated with the hope that the proposed action plan under each Thematic 
Areas are implemented for the betterment of our environment. 

 

 

 

 

                                              (LIANDAWLA) IFS 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

State Environmental Plan is formulated by accessing the district reports and 
plans as bottom up approach. The main objective of preparation of this plan is to 
highlight the present scenarios of Environment management and making clear 
strategy for future implementation of environmental norms as per the plans prepared 
at District level. Even for a small state like Mizoram, significant changes in 
environmental and socio-economic scenarios are seen as advancements in all 
aspects have thrived. With development have sky-rocketed, management of 
developmental projects and activities have become the need of the hour. Without 
such plans, sustainability cannot be ensured. 

Preparation of District Environment Plan evolved from the state of Rajasthan 
where one Shree Nath Sharma filed case in the Hon’ High Court of Rajasthan about 
remedial action for enforcement of environment norms in Bharatpur. The matter was 
initiated by way of writ petition before the Rajasthan High Court with reference to 
pollution of Sujanganga river which is surrounded by a historical Fort. The High Court 
transferred the writ petition to National Green Tribunal (NGT) which order was 
affirmed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court. Cases dealt in O.A No. 360/2018 were mostly 
of removal of encroachment, segregation of hospital waste, traffic plan, testing air & 
water quality, etc. Tribunal directed the Collector and the District Magistrate, 
Bharatpur to take further remedial action. An affidavit of compliance has been filed by 
the Commissioner, Municipal Corporation, Bharatpur annexing a status report from 
the Collector/District Magistrate. From the report it appears that the immediate 
problem may appear to have been addressed due to steps taken. However, 
enforcement of environmental norms is a continuous requirement. The District 
Magistrate, CPCB and the SPCB are informed to consider further necessary action 
which may be coordinated by the SPCB 

Hon’ble National Green Tribunal in O.A. No. 606/2018, while dealing with the 
compliance of Municipal Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016 also flagged other 
issues and required monitoring at the level of the Chief Secretaries and the District 
Magistrates    

“We may also refer to order dated 15.07.2019 in O.A. No. 710/2017, Shailesh Singh 
vs. Sheela Hospital & Trauma Centre, Shahjahanpur & Ors. directing as follows”:  

“We find it necessary to add that in view of Constitutional provisions under Articles 
243 G, 243 W, 243 ZD read with Schedules 11 and 12 and Rule 15 of the Solid Waste 
Management Rules, 2016, it is necessary to have a District Environment Plan to be 
operated by a District Committee (as a part of District Planning Committee under 
Article 243 ZD) with representatives from Panchayats, Local Bodies, Regional 
Officers, State PCB and a suitable officer representing the administration, which may 
in turn be chaired and monitored by the District Magistrate. Such District 
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Environment Plans and Constitution of District Committee may be placed on the 
website of Districts concerned. The monthly report of monitoring by the District 
Magistrate may be furnished to the Chief Secretary and may be placed on the website 
of the District and kept on such websites for a period of one year. This may be made 
operative from 1.08.2019. Compliance of this direction may also be seen by the Chief 
Secretaries of the States/UTs. This may not only comply with mandate of law but 

provide an institutional mechanism for effective monitoring of environment norms.”  

To facilitate preparation of such District Environment Plan, CPCB prepares a Model 
and places the same on its website which was adopted with suitable changes as per 
local requirements for all Districts in the country and monitored by the Chief 
Secretaries with reports to the 
Tribunal in O.A. No. 606/2018. 
EF&CC Dept of all States may 
collect such District 
Environment Plans of their 
respective States and finalize 
the ‘State Environment Plan’ 
covering the specific thematic 
areas including information as 
template of Model District 
Environment Plan provided by 
the CPCB. Based on States 
Environment Plans, MoEF&CC 
and CPCB shall prepare 
country’s Environment Plan 
accordingly.  

The format designed by the 
Central Pollution Control Board for 
preparation of District Environment 
Plan was given to all the 11 
districts in Mizoram. The District 
Environment Plan was then 
prepared under the chairmanship 
of Deputy Commissioner of 
respective districts. Of the 11 
districts majority of them chose to 
prepare their Environment Plan by 
modifying the CPCB’s format and 
it is to accept that to start with. As 
recommended by the CPCB 
District authorities have prepared each of their environment plan based on the 
following thematic areas: 
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1.0   Waste Management Plan     

(i)  Solid Waste Management Plan 

(ii)  Plastic Waste Management 

(iii) C&D Waste Management 

(iv)  Biomedical Waste Management 

(v)  Hazardous Waste Management 

(vi)  E-Waste Waste Management 

2.0  Water Quality Management Plan 

3.0  Domestic Sewage Management Plan 

4.0  Industrial Wastewater Management Plan 

5.0  Air Quality Management Plan 

6.0  Mining Activity Management Plan 

7.0  Noise Pollution Management Plan. 

The State Environment Plan literally is a compilation of the District Environment 
Plan, however it was difficult when DEPs were haphazard and lack uniformity. The 
Core Committee in its third meeting Dt.10.9.2020 decided that District Environment 
Plan submitted by the districts may be prepared afresh by observing format/templates 
as per the design of the Central Pollution Control Board. Meanwhile in a small 
population like in Mizoram it was understood that of the 64 action areas and 220 data 
points majority of the districts will have little action areas and data points to be 
collected to prepare action plan. The districts may collect or assess data points 
properly filled data in the format followed by preparation action plan at the end of 
each Thematic areas covering Action points, Strategy and stakeholders responsible 

and prepare DEP afresh. The direction of the Hon’ble NGT in its order Dt.19.3.2020 
stated that -   

Templates for District Environment Plan captures basic information on 64 action areas 
using nearly 220 data points, which are essential for framing District Environment Plan. 
The office of District Magistrate is expected to use the template of action points and 
indicative data requirements given for preparing District level Environment Plan. It is 
suggested Information pertaining to data points may be collected from respective 
agencies in the District. 

Hence, as per the direction of Hon’ble NGT vide para 5 of its order 
Dt.19.3.2020 the Core Committee designates Aizawl District as a model district to 
prepare DEP considering to the availability of data and nearness to various resources.  
The datas collected and framed followed by Action Plan of each Thematic Areas is 
hope to be implemented for the better management of the enviroments of all districts.  

We hope that this report/plan will provide necessary information to all 

concerned and help them to move towards the path of sustainable development. 

We would like to thank the district authorities for providing required information for 
the preparation of the State Environment Plan. 
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CHAPTER I 

1.1. CONSTITUTION OF CORE COMMITTEE FOR PREPARATION OF STATE 
ENVIRONMENT PLAN 

In compliance with Hon’ble National Green Tribunal’s order O.A No. 360/2018, 
Dt.26.09.2019 in the matter of Shri Nath Sharma vs Union of India & Ors, the 
competent Authorrity constituted a Core Committee for preparartion of State 
Environment Plan was constituted vide No.C.18014/302/2019 – FST Dt.24.2.2020 
taking into consideration of the district environment Plan of all districts in the state with 
folllwoing composition. 

1. Principal Secretary & PCCF   
Environment, Forest & Climate Change Department, 
Govt. of Mizoram      - Chairman 
 

2. Working Plan Officer (N), EF&CC Department   
Govt. of Mizoram      - Member Secretary 
 

3. Representative of Health & Family Welfare   
Department        - Member 
 

4. Representative of Urban Development & Poverty 
Alleviation Department     - Member 
    

5. Representative of Local Administration Department - Member 
     

6. Representative of Public Health Engineering  
Department,        - Member 
     

7. Representative of Geology & Mining Department,  - Member 
 

8. Representative of Information & Communication 
Technology Department     - Member 
 

9. Representative of Aizawl Municipal Corporation - Member 
   

10. Environmental Engineer, Mizoram Pollution Control  
Board        -  Member 
 

The District Environmental Plan of respective districts in line with templates of 
Central Pollution Control Board covers seven thematic areas and mentioning about 
current status as well as future course of action which will be executed by Districts. 
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1.2 BRIEF INTRODUCTION ABOUT MIZORAM 

Mizoram is one of the seven northeastern states of India. The state is situated 
on the extreme south of northeastern part of India between 21o58’- 24o 35’ N latitude 
and 92o15’- 93o29’E longitude. The territory stretches over 277 km in a north south 
direction while east-west width extends over 121 km. The total geographical area of 
Mizoram is 21,081 sq. km. The winter temperature varies between 10° to 21°C and in 
the summer the range is 20° to 30°C. 

The land of the State is mostly hilly. The hills are steep and are separated by 
rivers which flow either to the North or South, creating gorges between the hill ranges. 
Eastern sector is higher than the western sector. Average height of the hills is about 
1,000 metres. At an altitude of 2157 meters above the sea level, PhawngpuiTlang 
(Blue Mountain) is the highest peak in Mizoram. The major rivers flowing through 
Mizoram include Chhimtuipui, Tlawng, Tut, Tuirial, and Tuivawl and the major lakes 
are Palakdil, Tamdil, Rungdil, and Rengdil. 

Mizoram is the fifth smallest state in India. Total population of Mizoram as per 
2011 census is 1,097,206 of which male and female are 555,339 and 541,867, 
respectively. About 87% of the population is Christian majority. The Literacy rate in 
Mizoram is 91.33% as per 2011 Census as against 88.80% in 2001. 

The state has eleven administrative districts which include Aizawl, Lunglei, 
Champhai, Lawngtlai, Mamit, Kolasib, Serchhip,Saitual,Hnahthial,Kawzawl and Saiha. 
Aizawl is the capital of this state. There are three Autonomous District Councils in the 
state namely Chakma Autonomous District Council, Lai Autonomous District Council 
and Mara Autonomous District Council. 

 

1.2.1 FORESTS AND WILDLIFE 

Mizoram has vast natural resources including forests and wildlife. According to 
India State of Forest Report (ISFR)- 2015, an area of 18,748 sq. km which is 88.93% 
of the total geographical area (21,087 Sq. km) of the State is under forest cover in 
Mizoram. Of this, about 138 Sq. km is Very Dense Forest (VDF), 5,858 Sq. km 
Moderately Dense Forest (MDF) and 12,752 Sq. km of Open Forest (OF). Besides, 
about 535 Sq. km of the area is under tree cover. Thus, total forest and tree cover 
area of State account for 19,283 Sq. km. which is about 91.42% of the total 
geographical area of the State. 

Mizoram possesses different types of forests which have been classified 
differently by different researchers. Widely used classification of forest of Mizoram 
includes 
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(a) Tropical wet-evergreen forests, (b) Tropical semi-evergreen forests, and (c) 
Montane sub-tropical pine forests. However, the National Remote Sensing 
Agency (NRSA) has classified the forests of Mizoram into (a) Sub-tropical 
evergreen forest, (b) Tropical evergreen forest, (c) Tropical moist deciduous 
forest, (e) Bamboo forest, (f) Quercus forest, and (g) Jhum land (current, old 
and abandoned). As per the assessment carried out by Forest Survey of India 
in the year of 2019, Reserve forest, protected forests and unclassed forest in 
the State of Mizoram constituted an area of about 4,483 sq.km, 0 sq.km and 
1,158 Sq km, respectively. The State of Mizoram has 10 protected areas 
(National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries) constituting about 1240.75 sq. km. of 
area which accounts for about 5.88% of the geographical area of the State. The 
protected area including the buffer area covers about 1728.75 sq. km. which 
accounts for about 8% of the total geographical area of the State. 

 

1.2.2  AGRICULTURE AND ALLIED SECTORS 

Agriculture occupies a very important place in the economy of Mizoram and 
farming has traditionally been recognized a subsistence livelihood option in the State. 
About 80% of people of Mizoram are either directly or indirectly engaged in agricultural 
practices. The economy of the State is primarily dependent on traditionally cultivated 
cereal crops. The agriculture in Mizoram is mainly dependent on the rainfall mostly 
occurring in monsoon season. Shifting cultivation (Jhum cultivation) is the primary 
method of farming practiced by Mizo people. Shifting cultivation is environmentally 
detrimental and low agricultural production and productivity. 

Major crops of Mizoram include rice, maize, different types of pulses and oil 
seeds, sugarcane, potato, cotton, tobacco etc. Rice is the major crop in the State. 
Maize (Zea mays L.) is the second most important cereal crop. Cash crop plantations 
of broom, rubber, tea, coffee, oil palm etc. have also been undertaken in the State 
economic upliftment of the people and reduction of jhum area. 

Jhum cultivation still remains the most significant practice of farming in the state 
for various reasons such as hilly topography and lack of irrigation facilities. With 
increasing awareness of the disadvantages of shifting cultivation, the farmers have 
started adopting settled cultivation such as Wet Rice Cultivation and terraced 
cultivation in the plains and valleys.  

 

1.2.3  WATER RESOURCES 

Mizoram, under the influence of southwest monsoon receives heavy rainfall 
during the months of May to September. Rainfall is the only source of water in the 
State and replenishes both Ground and Surface water. Surface water available in 
rivers and streams is the chief source of water for the people of Mizoram as 
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underground water is not easily accessible due to hilly terrain. Besides domestic uses, 
the river water finds multiple uses in sectors of development like agriculture, industry, 
transportation, aquaculture, tourism, etc. 

The state is endowed with numerous ephemeral and perennial streams and 
rivers, which swell or recede in response to seasonal variations in precipitation. A total 
of 21 rivers along with their tributaries criss cross 1700 km of length in the State. Of 
these, 15 are major rivers in Mizoram. Out of which seven rivers, namely Tuivawl, 
Tuivai, Tuirini, Tlawng, Tut, Tuirial and Teirei flow northward and ultimately confluence 
with Barak river of Mizoram valley. Other five rivers namely, Mat, Tuichang, 
Khawchhaktuipui, Tiau and Chhimtuipui (Kolodyne) flow towards south. The remaining 
three rivers namely Tuichawng, Deh and Khawthlangtuipui flow to the west. 

 

1.2.4 ENERGY 

Mizoram has limited installed thermal and hydropower generation capacity 
which is insufficient to meet the energy needs of the State. The State stands at 30th 
position with approximately 0.06% of total installed capacity of power in the country. 
Mizoram mostly depends upon power generated by hydel and thermal stations located 
in neighbouring states which supply the State’s share of power on the formula evolved 
by the Government of India. Thus, Mizoram is still a power deficient and a power 
importing state despite having substantial hydropower potential. 

 

1.2.5 WASTE MANAGEMENT 

In Mizoram, population growth, rise in economic and industrial activities, 
urbanization and rising standards of living have all contributed to an increase in both 
the amount and variety of wastes generated in urban and semi-urban areas of the 
State. 

Mizoram lacks proper waste management practices. Management of solid 
waste in Aizawl is done by two Urban Local Bodies namely the Urban Development 
and Poverty Alleviation, and Trade and Commerce Departments. Trade and 
Commerce Department only manages market wastes and all other wastes are being 
managed and handled by Department of Urban Development and Poverty 
Alleviation.Wastes are dumped mostly in open which may cause adverse effect on the 
surrounding environment, especially streams and rivers. Wastes disposed off at the 
dumping areas include all sorts of wastes such as paper, plastics, tins, rags, vegetable 
wastes, cardboard boxes, glass, metal, rubber, yard wastes, wood, textiles etc. There 
is need for creating awareness programmes for promotion of segregation of wastes at 
the household level in the state. 
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At present there is no treatment facility for wastewater and septage in the State. 
Generally the collected septage is transported to the disposal ground. There are no 
specific legal provisions relating to septage management, but there are a number of 
provisions relating to sanitation services and environmental regulations, which majorly 
stems from, The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and the Water (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act, 1974. Since the State does not possess a separate collection 
centre for hazardous, biomedical and e-waste, clear data on quantity generated and 
disposal is not available. Proper management system is yet to be adopted. Public 
awareness is also very low. 

 

 

1.2.6 TRANSPORT AND INDUSTRY 

The State is fairly connected with rest of the country by air, rail and road. 
Lengpui airport connects Mizoram with Kolkata and Guwahati. The State is connected 
by railway linking Bhairabi Railway Station of Mizoram with Assam and other parts of 
the country primarily for goods traffic. The nearest practical railway station is at Silchar 
in Assam. The state is in the process of developing water ways with the port of 

AkyabSittwe in Burma along its biggest river, Chhimtuipui. 

Road transport is the dominant means of transportation in Mizoram as roads 
are the primary means of communication which lead to removal of rural isolation and 
improve the life of the people. Total length of all types of roads in Mizoram is 7688.864 
km having a road density of about 36.463 km/100 Sq km as against the national 
average of 129 km/100 sq km. Out of the total road network, National Highways 
covers 1302 km, BRO Roads covers 1046 km and State Roads cover 4731 km.There 
is an unprecedented demand of transportation in Mizoram due to towns becoming 
centers of all major activities. As a result, there has been an immense increase in both 
private and public transport. As Public transport falls short of the demand, numbers of 
private vehicles on road have registered a sharp increase over the years. In Mizoram, 
vehicles are the main source of air pollution since there are no significant industries. 
Increase in number of vehicles is contributing greatly to air pollution in terms of high 
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concentration of particulates, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen 
in ambient air at some locations of Aizawl city. 

Mizoram is an industrially backward state and industrial activity is dominated by 
Small Scale Industry. Major industrial units of Mizoram are agro and forest based 
industries together with handloom, handicrafts, tea, food processing, broom, agarbati 
stick industry, electronics, consumer goods industries, sericulture, cement clinker 
grinding units, food and allied products processing units, brick making units, bamboo 
processing units and power generating plants. A Software Technology Park is being 
established in Mizoram University campus with the objective of promoting export of 
computer software from Mizoram. A Steel Plant has also been established in Mizoram. 

As per the records of the Industries Department, there are more than 4976 
industrial units, most of which are small scale units. There are no large or medium 
scale industries in the state. Although pollution by industries is not an issue in the 
State, the Mizoram State Pollution Control Board of the state has initiated and 
implemented regulation measures for environmentally sound management of 
industries 

 

1.2.7 HAZARDS AND DISASTERMANAGEMENT 

The unique geo-climatic conditions of the state of Mizoram makes it vulnerable 
to various natural calamities like earthquakes, cyclones, hailstorms, cloudbursts, 
landslides, floods, fires etc. Entire northeast region, including the State of Mizoram 
has been categorized in Seismic Zone- V, which is considered as ‘the highest risk 
zone to earthquakes’. The hilly area of Mizoram consists of steep slopes with 
unconsolidated materials which are located near faults and tectonically weak zones. 
Therefore, this zone is highly unstable and is at a constant threat from landslides. 

The Government of Mizoram has constituted and notified the State Disaster 
Management Authority as per the National Disaster Management Act 2005 with the 
Chief Minister as the Chairman. Roles of State Disaster Management Authority are to 
ensure the preparation and approval of the State Disaster Management Plan regularly; 
to conduct quarterly meetings and formulation of the plans and policies for the State in 
matters related to Disaster Management; to review of the ongoing programmes and 
ensure preparedness and mitigation activities for minimizing the effect of disasters in 
the State; to develop plans and proposals and ensure the availability of funds for 
Disaster Risk Reduction initiatives; to ensure that all legal frameworks are in place for 
effective implementation of the disaster preparedness and mitigation activities etc. 
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CHAPTER II 

DISTRICT ENVIRONMENT PLAN 

District Environment Plans are prepared by concerned Districts as per the template 
circulated by CPCB which will be operated by a District Committee with a 
representatives from village council, Local Bodies, Regional Offices, Mizoram 
Pollution Control Board and suitable officer representing a District administration 
which may in turn chaired and monitored by Deputy Commissioners. District 
Environment Plans and constitution of District Committee may be placed on the 
website of Districts concerned. The monthly report of monitoring by the Deputy 
Commissioners may be furnished to the Chief Secretary and may be placed on the 
website for a period of one year. 

Accordingly, District Environment Plans are prepared by the Districts with 
reference to the 12 thematic areas indicating the following. 

(b) Current status. 
(c) Desirable level of Compliance in terms of statutes. 
(d) Gap between current status and desired levels. 
(e) Proposal of attending the gap with times lines. 
(f) Department responsible for implementation. 

Districtwise Environment Plans are given below. 

 

I. DISTRICT ENVIRONMENT PLAN – AIZAWL 

INTRODUCTION 

In pursuance to the National Green Tribunal order O.A No.-360 of 2018 and 

Letter No.H.88088/Poltn/50(XXVI)/2019- MPCB/A 32 Dt. 10.1.2020 from Mizoram 

State Pollution Control Board regarding constitution of District Committee to prepare 

District Environment Plan (DEP), the District Level Committee for Aizawl District, 

Mizoram was constituted comprising of the following members: 

Deputy Commissioner Chairman 

SE, PHED Member 

District Urban Development Officer 

(AMC) 

Member 

Divisional Forest Officer Member 

Medical Officer, District Hospital Member 

Range Officer (RO) Member 
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The District Level Committee held on 17th January, 2020 prepared the District 

Environmental Plan of Aizawl District in line with the templates of Central Pollution 

Control Board and it covers following thematic areas: - 

 

1. Waste Management Plan 

(i)     Solid Waste Management Plan 

(ii)     Plastic Waste Management 

(iii)     Construction and Demolition Waste Management 

(iv)     Biomedical Waste Management 

(v)     Hazardous Waste Management 

(vi)     e-Waste Waste Management 

2. Water Quality Management Plan 

3. Domestic Sewage Management Plan 

4. Industrial Waste Management Plan 

5. Air Quality Management Plan 

6. Mining Activity Management Plan 

7. Noise Pollution Management Plan 
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2. Waste Management Plan 
 
In Aizawl district, the Municipal Functions are done by Aizawl Municipal 
Corporation. It is divided into 19 wards. 
 
S.No Name of ULB Population 

(2011 Census) 
No. of Household 
(2011 Census) 

1 Aizawl Municipal Corporation 400,309  
 

2.1 Solid Waste Management Plan (for each ULB) 
 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

  Name of Urban 
Local Body (ULB) 

  [name of ULB] Aizawl 

  No of ULBs in the   [Nos]  
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District 

  Population   [Nos as per 2011 
census] 

293416 

SW1 Report on 
inventory of total 
solid waste 
Generation 

      

SW1a   Total solid waste 
Generation 

[in MT/Day] or [Not 
estimated] 

210 MT/Day 

SW1b   Qty. of Dry Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

147 MT/Day 

SW1c   Qty. of Wet Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

63 MT/Day 

SW1d   Qty. of C&D Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

112.5 MT/Day 

SW1e   Qty. of Street Sweeping [in MT/Day] or [Not 
estimated] 

Not estimated 

SW1f   Qty. of Drain Silt [in MT/Day] or [Not 
estimated] 

Not estimated 

SW1g   Qty. of Domestic Hazardous 
Waste(DHW) collected 

[in MT/Day] or [No 
Facility] 

No Facility 

SW1h   Qty. of Other Waste 
(Horticulture, sanitary 
waste, etc.) 

[in MT/Day] or [Qty 
not estimated] 

Qty not 
estimated 

SW1i   No of Old dump sites [Nos] or [None] 1 (One) 

SW1j   Qty stored in dumpsites [MT] or [Not 
estimated] 

7375.83 MT 

SW1k   No of Sanitary landfills [Nos] or [None] 1 

SW1l   No of wards [nos] 19 

SW2 Compliance by 
Bulk Waste 
Generators 

      

SW2a   No of BW Generators [numbers] or 
[inventory not done] 

17 

SW2b   No of on-site facilities for 
Wet Waste 

[numbers] or [No 
data] 

No data 

SW3 Compliance in 
segregated waste 
Collection SW 
Collection 

      

SW3a   Total generation [Automatic] from 
SW1a 

159.88 MT/Day 

SW3b   Wet Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

62.35 MT/Day 

SW3c   Dry Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

60.75 MT/Day 

SW3d   C&D Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Collection not 
112.5 MT/Day 

SW4 Waste       
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Management 
Operations 

SW4a   Door to Door Collection [100%] / [partial %] / 
[not initiated] 

98% 

SW4b   Mechanical Road Sweeping [100%] / [partial%] / 
[not initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4c   Manual Sweeping [100%] / [partial%] 60% 

SW4d   Segregated Waste 
Transport 

[100%] / [partial %] / 
[not initiated] 

100% 

SW4e   Digesters (Bio-methanation) [% of WW] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4f   Composting operation [% of WW] / [not 
initiated] 

95% 

SW4g   MRF Operation [MRF used] / [not 
installed] 

Not initiated 

SW4h   Use of Sanitary Landfill [% of SW collected] / 
[no SLF] 

0% of SW 
collected 

SW4i   Reclamation of old 
dumpsites 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

SW4j   Linkage with Waste to 
Energy Boilers / Cement 
Plants 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4k   Linkage with Recyclers [initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4l   Authorization of waste 
pickers 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

SW4m   Linkage with TSDF / 
CBMWTF 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4n   Involvement of NGOs [initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

 

SW4o   Linkage with Producers / 
Brand Owners 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4p   Authorisation of Waste 
Pickers 

  Not initiated 

SW4q   Issuance of ID Cards [initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

SW5 Adequacy of of 
Infrastructure   

      

SW5a   Waste Collection Trolleys [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

NIL 

SW5b   Mini Collection Trucks [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

NIL 

SW5c   Segregated Transport [yes] / [no] / [% area 
covered] 

Yes 

SW5d   Bulk Waste Trucks [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

NIL 

SW5e   Waste Transfer points [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 
/[Not available] 

Not Available 

SW5f   Bio-methanation units [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

NIL 

SW5h   Composting units [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

5 

SW5i   Material Recovery Facilities [used or installed] / 
[not available] 

Not Available 
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SW5k   Waste to Energy (if 
applicable) 

[Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

NIL 

SW5l   Waste to RDF [Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

NIL 

SW5m   Sanitary Land fills [Nos] / [Nos. 
Available] 

1 

SW5n   Capacity of sanitary landfills [MT] / / [Nos. 
Available] 

46807 

SW5o   Waste Deposit Centers 
(DHW) 

[Nos] / [Nos. 
Available] 

3 

SW5p   Other facilities [give or select from 
list] 

NIL 

SW6 Notification and 
Implementation of 
By-Laws 

      

SW6a   Notification of By-laws [done] / [in progress] 
/ [not initiated] 

Done 

SW6b   Implementation of by-laws [done] / [in progress] 
/ [not initiated] 

In progress 

SW7 Adequacy of 
Financial Status of 
ULB 

      

SW7a   CAPEX Required [INR] / [Not required] 
Rs.83 cr.  

SW7b   OPEX [INR per Year] / [% 
of requirement] 

Rs.3.57 cr. 

SW7c   Adequacy of OPEX [Yes] / [No] Yes 

 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 
Sl.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 
SW 1: Report on inventory 
of total solid waste 
Generation 

Record of all categories of 
wastes collected viz wet, 
dry, C&D Waste, Street 
Sweeping, Drain Silt, 
domestic Hazardous 
Waste(DHW), Other 
Waste(Horticulture, sanitary 
waste, etc.) shall be 
maintained. 

AMC 

  

Records of No.of Old dump 
sites, Qnty stored in 
dumpsites, no.of Sanitary 
landfills & No.of wards shall 
also be maintained. 

AMC 

2 
SW 2: Compliance by Bulk 
Waste Generators 

Identification of BW 
Generators & on-site 
facilities for Wet Waste and 
records of such facilities. 

AMC 

3 
SW 3: Compliance in 
segregated waste 
collection(MT/Day) 

Quantity of segregated wet, 
dry and C&D Waste shall be 
record. 

AMC 
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4 
SW 4: Waste Management 
Operations 

Manual Sweeping shall be 
enhances as mechanical 
sweeping is not 
economically viable 

AMC 

A mechanical Compost 
Plant of 50 TPD and Vermi 
Compost Plant of 22 TPD 
shall be utilized. 

AMC/SIPMIU 

A 74 TPD capacity MRF 
constructed by SIPMIU at 
Tuirial shall be made 
operational. 

 

Sanitary Landfill having a 
capacity of 44 TPD shall be 
utilized to dispose inerts. 

 

Old dumpsite at Tuirial will 
be reclaimed 

AMC 

  

 

Linkage with Waste to 
Energy Boilers/Cement 
Plants is not applicable to 
the state as there are no 
boilers or cement plants, 
Possibility shall be explored 
if vtrfgneed arises. 

AMC 

Possiblity shall be explored 
for linkage with Recyclers 

AMC 

Hazardous and bio medical 
wastes from domestic 
wastes stream shall be 
linked with 

 

TSDF/CBMWTF when such 
facilities are in place 

 

Involvement of NGOs shall 
be con 

AMC 

Producers/Brand Owners 
shall be made comply with 
Extenses producer 
responsibility 

AMC 

5 
SW 5: Adequacy of 
Infrastructure 

All types of infrastructure for 
scientific management of 
wastes from collection 
trucks to sanitary landfill 
shall be procured and 
managed. 

State 
Govt/AMC/SIPMIU 

6 
SW 6: Notification and 
Implementation of By-Law 

The Bye law notified in the 
official Gazatte shall be 
implemented for solid 
wastes management 

ULB/AMC 

7 
SW 7: Adequacy of 
Financial Status of ULB 

Requirement of CAPEX and 
OPEX shall be worked out 
and plan accordingly. 

State Govt. 

8 
Collection, Segregation & 
Treatment of solid Waste 

Solid Waste to be managed 
in accordance with Mizoram 
Solid Waste Management 
Bye-Laws, 2020 

AMC/LC/Operator 
of Facility 
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9 
Capacity Building 
Programme of the ULBs 

Training to be imparted to all 
ULB Staff for proper 
implementation of 
Sustainable Solid Waste 
Management 

ULB/MPCB 

10 Awareness 

Awareness shall be carried 
out through IEC Campaigns 
with participation from 
SHGs, NGOs and Students 

ULB/AMC/LC 

11 Monitoring and Review 

District Level Committee 
monitors and reviews the 
statues of Solid Waste 
Management 

SLC/DLC/MPCB 

 

 
 
 

2.2 Plastic Waste Management 
 
Plastic  wastes are  to  be  managed  in  accordance  with  the  Plastic  Waste  
Management (Amendment)  Rules,  2018  with  an  emphasis  on  the  3R  
principles  of  Reduce,  Reuse  and Recycle.  
 
No. Action Areas 

Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

PW1 Inventory of plastic 
waste generation 

      

PW1a   Estimated Quantity of 
plastic waste generated in 
District 

[MT/day] / [Not 
Estimated] 

22.05 MT/Day 

PW2 Implementation of 
Collection 

      

PW2a   Door to Door collection [100%] / [partial %] / 
[not initiated] 

98% 

PW2b   Segregated Waste 
collection 

[100%] / [partial %] 98% 
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PW2c   Plastic waste collection at 
Material Recovery Facility 

[MRF used] / [not 
installed] 

Installed but not 
used 

PW2d   Authorization of PW pickers [Nos] / [not initiated] Not initiated 

PW2e   PW collection Centers [Nos] / [not 
established] 

Not established 

PW3 Establishment of 
linkage with 
Stakeholders 

      

PW3a   Established linkage with 
PROs of Producers 

[Nos] / [not 
established] 

2 Nos 

PW3b   Established linkage with 
NGOs 

[Nos] / [not 
established] 

Not established 

PW4 Availability of 
facilities for 
Recycling or 
utilization of PW 

      

PW4a   No. of PW recyclers [Nos] NIL 

PW4b   No Manufacturers [Nos] NIL 

PW4c   No of pyrolysis oil plants [Nos] NIL 

PW4d   Plastic pyrolysis [Quantity in MT sent 
per Month] 

NIL 

PW4e   Use in road making [Quantity MT used 
per Month] 

NIL 

PW4f   Co-processing in Cement 
Kiln 

[Quantity in MT sent 
per Month] 

NIL 

PW5 Implementation of 
PW Management 
Rules, 2016 

      

PW5a   Sealing of units producing < 
50-micron plastic 

[All sealed] / [Partial] 
/ [no action] 

All Sealed 

PW5b   Prohibiting sale of carry 
bags < 50 micron 

[Prohibited] / 
[Partial] / [no action] 

Prohibited 

PW5c   Ban on Carry bags and 
other single use plastics as 
notified by State 
Government 

[Implemented] / 
[Partial] / [no action] 
/ [No Ban] 

Implemented 

PW6 Implementation of 
Extended 
Producers 
Responsibility 
(EPR)  
throughProducers/
Brand-owners 

      

PW6a   No of Producers associated 
with ULBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

PW6b   Financial support by 
Producers / Brand owners 
to ULBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

PW6c   Amount of PRO Support [Rs…] Not available 

PW6d   Infrastructure support by 
Producers / Brand owners 
to ULBs 

[Nos of Producers] / 
[None] 

None 
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PW6e   No of collection centers 
established by Producers / 
Brand owners to ULBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR PLASTIC WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 
 
S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 
PW 1:Inventory of plastic 
waste generation 

Quantity of plastic waste 
generated in District shall be 
estimated every year and reflect 
the same in the annual report to 
be submitted to the MPCB 

AMC/MPCB 

2 
PW 2:Inventory of plastic 
waste generation 

Door to Door collection, 
Authorization of Plastice Waste 
pickers, Plastic Waste collection 
centres to be ensured 

AMC/LC 

Plastice waste collected shall be 
recovered at Material Recovery 
Facility at Tuirial 

AMC/SIPMIU 

PW pickers if any shall be 
authorized 

AMC 

PW collection Centers shall be 
established to store PWs until it is 
dispoed to registered recycler or 
firm engaged for Extended 
Producer Responsibility(EPR) 

AMC/SIPMIU 

3 
PW 3:Establishment of 
Linkage with stakeholders 

Established linkage with PROs of 
Producers 

AMC 

Established linkage with NGOs  

4 
PW 4:Availability of 
facilities for Recycling or 
utilization of PW 

PWs wll be used for road  making AMC/PWD 

In absence of Cement Plant in 
the State, possibility shall be 
explored for sending PWs to 
Cement Plant of other states for 
Co-processing 

 

5 
PW 5:Implementation of 
PW Management Rules, 
2016 

To ensure implementation of 
Plastic Waste Management rules, 
2018, ULBs in association with 
District administration will 
conduct Surprise inspection on 
the commercial establishments 
for the eradiction of banned 
plastic and imposes fine for those 
who store, sell and use the same 

AMC/SIPMIU 

6 PW 6:Implementation of 
Extended Producers 
Responsibility(EPR) 
through producers/Brand-
Owners 

Inventory of Producers/brand 
owners shall be conducted and 
associate with the AMC form 
implementation of EPR 

ULB/AMC/MPCB 

7 Awareness Creation  Awareness shall be carried out 
through IEC Campaigns with 
participation from Schools, 
NGOs, SHGs.  

ULB, NGO, SHG, 
School, DIPRO 
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2.3 Construction & Demolition Waste Management 
In Mizoram, excavated earthen soils constitute, by large, majority of the C&D waste 
generated in the State (80-90%) which poses greatest challenge in the disposal of 
C&D wastes in the state. Earlier, there were several private owned soil dumping 
grounds locatedwithin Aizawl city which are found highly inappropriate due to their 
polluting potentials. New construction constantly spring up. Present waste waste 
management is as follows: 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

CD1 Inventory of C&D 
waste  generation 

      

CD1a   Estimated Quantity [Kg/Day] / [Not 
estimated] 

11250 Kg/Day 

CD2 Implement scheme 
for permitting bulk 
waste generators 

      

CD2a   Issuance of Permissions by 
ULBs 

[Initiated] / [Not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

CD3 Establishment of 
C&D Waste 
Deposition centers 

      

CD3a   Establishment of Deposition 
Points 

[Yes] / [No] Yes 

CD3b   C&D Deposition point 
identified 

[Yes] / [No] Yes 

CD4 Implementation of 
By-Laws for CD 
Waste 
Management 
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CD4a   Implementa 
tion of By-laws 

[notified] / [not 
notified] 

Notified 

CD4b   Collection of Deposition / 
disposal Charges 

[Initiated] / [Not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

CD5 Establishment of 
C&D Waste 
recycling plant or 
linkage with such 
facility 

      

CD5a   Establishment CD Waste 
Recycling Plant 

[Established] / [Sent 
to shared Facility] / 
[No facility exists] 

No facility exists 

CD5b   Capacity of CD Waste 
Recycling Plant 

[MT/Day] / [Not 
available] 

Not available 

 
 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION WASTE 
 
Mizoram stll has rather a long way to go for proper implementation of Construction 
and Demolition waste management rules, 2016 which emphasizes on the duties 
and responsibilities of the C&D waste generators themselves and the conserned 
stakeholders. There is no proper sites apart from few private owned sites. Hence, 
identifying and developing suitable sites for disposal and processing of C&D wastes 
for Aizawl Dist. is need of the hour. 
 
S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 
CD 1:Inventory of C&D 
waste generation 

 Inventory of all 
authorized disposal sites 
of C&D wastes in the 
Dist. 

 Estimate Quantity of 
C&D waste generation in 
the Dist. 

 Inventory of all 
construction and 
demolition activities for 
regulating C&D waste 
generated 

UD&PA/AMC 

2 
CD 2:Implement scheme 
for permitting bulk waste 
generators 

 To issue detailed 
directions to waste 
generators involved in 
construction of 
Govt../Pvt.Buildings etc. 
and Service providers 
involved in construction 
of road, telephone, 
water, electricity etc. for 
proper management of 
C&D waste and make it 
mandatory for 
submission of C&D 
waste management plan 
for carrying out any 
construction activities 

UD&PA/AMC 
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 To submit detailed C&D 
waste management plan 
or undertaking as 
applicable by C&D waste 
generators to concerned 
authority 

 To examine & sanction 
the waste management 
plan of the generators by 
the authority and 
monitoring compliance 

3 
CD 3:Establishment of 
C&D Waste Deposition 
centers 

 To make arrangements 
and place appropriate 
container for collection of 
C&D wastes 

 To issue order for all the 
C&D waste generators to 
collect and segregate 
their wastes and deposit 
to the containers 

 To get the collected 
waste transported to 
authorized sites for 
processing and disposal 
either through own 
resources or by 
appointing private 
operators 

UD&PA/AMC 

4 
CD 4:Implementation of 
By-Laws for CD Waste 
Management 

 Implementation of 
Mizoram MSW 
management By-Laws, 
notified by State Govt. 
which includes provisions 
for C&D waste 
management 

 Collection of 
Deposition/disposal 
charges 

 Action against defaulters 
on C&D waste 
management-levy fines 
as per requirement 

UD&PA/AMC 

5 
CD 5:Establishment of 
C&D Waste recycling plant 
or linkage with such facility 

Review existing dumping 
sites and identify suitable 
sites for C&D waste 
disposal and processing 
facility 

UD&PA/AMC 

To provide suitable sites LR&S 
To incorporate the site in 
the approved land use plan 
so that there is no 
disturbance to the 
processing facility on a long 
term basis 

UD&PA (Town and 
Country Planning 

Commissioning and 
operation of processing and 

UD&PA/AMC 
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disposal facility for C&D 
waste 

 

 

2.4 Bio-Medical Waste (BMW) Management Plan 
 
The Bio medical waste as defined by the BMW Rules, 2016 is any waste which is 
generated during the activities of diagnosis, treatment and immunization of human 
beings or any research activities pertaining thereto or in the production or testing of 
biological or in the health camps.  
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

BMW1 Inventory of 
Biomedical Waste 
Generation 

      

BMW1a   Total no. of Bedded 
Hospitals 

[Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

103 Nos/ 
Inventory done 

BMW1b   Total no. of non-bedded 
HCF 

[Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

222 Nos  
Inventory done 

BMW1c   Total no. Clinics [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

118 Nos/ 
Inventory done 

BMW1d   No of Veterinary Hospitals [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

1 (No inventory) 

BMW1e   Pathlabs [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

66 Nos 
Inventory done 

BMW1f   Dental Clinics [Nos] / [No 35 Nos Inventory 
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inventory] not done 

BMW1g   Blood Banks [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

No separate 
blood blanks; 2 
Nos of inhouse 
blood banks 

BMW1h   Animal Houses [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

NIL  

BMW1i   Bio-research Labs [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

NIL  

BMW1j   Others [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

2 
Inventory done 

BMW2 Authorization of 
HCFs by SPCBs / 
PCCs 

      

BMW2a   Bedded HCFs [Nos Authorized] 84 

BMW2b   Non-bedded HCFs [Nos Authorized] 117 Nos (105 
non-bedded 
HCF’s) 

BMW3a Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and 
Disposal Facilities  
(CBMWTFs) 

      

BMW3a   No of CBMWTFs [Nos] / None None 

BMW3b   Linkage with CBMWTFs [Yes] / [no linkage] Not applicable 

BMW3c   Capacity of CBMWTFs [Adequate] / [Not 
adequate] 

Not applicable 

BMW3d   Requirements of CBMWTFs [Require] / [not 
required] 

Required 

BMW3e   Captive Disposal Facilities 
of HCFs 

[Nos] / [None] 201  

BMW4 Compliance by 
CBMWTFs 

      

BMW4a   Compliance to standards [Meeting] / [Not 
meeting] / [NA] 

Not applicable at 
present 

BMW4b   Barcode tracking by HCFs / 
CBMWTFs 

[100%] / [Partly %] / 
[None] 

Not applicable at 
present 

BMW4c   Daily BMW lifting by 
CBMWTFs 

[Kg / day] Not applicable at 
present 

BMW5 Status of 
Compliance by 
Healthcare 
Facilities 

      

BMW5a   Pre-segregation [100%] / [partly %] / 
[None] 

100% 

BMW5b   Linkage with CBMWTFs [100%] / [partly %] / 
[None] 

Not applicable at 
present 

 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR BIO MEDICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 
S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1  
BMW 1:Inventory of 
Biomedical Waste 
Generation 

Inventorisation of Occupiers 
and data on bio-medical 
waste generation, treatment 
& disposal which are to be 

H&FW/Vety/DC/ 
MPCB 
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updated every year. 

2 
BMW 2:Authorization of 
HCFs by SPCBs/PCCs 

All HCFs shall be made to 
obtain authorization 

MPCB/HCFs(Govt.
& Private) 
 

3 
BMW 3:Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and Disposal 
Facilities(CBMWTFs)  

Proposal for establishment 
of CBMWTF in Aizawl shall 
be pursued. 
 
Establishment of captive 
treatment facility shall be 
ensured by all HCFs not 
covered by the proposed 
Facility 

H&FW 
 
 
 
H&FW/MPCB 

4 
BMW 5:Status of 
compliance by Healthcare 
Facilities 

Biomedical Waste to be 
managed in accordance 
with the Bio Medical Waste 
Management Rules, 2016 

H&FW/MPCB 

5 
CapacityBuilding,Awarene
ss, 
Training 

 HCF should be made 
aware of their roles and 
responsibilities under the 
Bio medical Waste 
Management Rules, 
2016. 

 For proper management 
of the waste in the 
healthcare facilities, the 
technical requirements of 
waste handling are 
needed to be understood 
and practiced by each 
category of the staff in 
accordance with the 
BMWM Rules, 2016. 

DC/H&FW/Vety/ 
MPCB/I&PR 

6 Monitoring and Review 

District Level Monitoring 
committee under the 
chairmanship of Deputy 
Commissioner will monitor 
the compliance of the 
provisions of SWM rules by 
the HCFs 

District Level 
Monitoring 
Committee 
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2.5 Hazardous Waste Management 
 
“Hazardous waste” is any waste which by reason of characteristics such as 
physical, chemical, biological, reactive, toxic, flammable, explosive or corrosive, 
causing danger or is likely to cause danger to health or environment, whether alone 
or in contact with other wastes or substances. District Level Monitoring Committee 
under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner will monitor the compliance of 
Hazardous waste Management Rules. 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

HW1 Inventory of 
Hazardous Waste 

      

HW1a   No of HW Generating 
Industry 

[Nos.] 40 Units 

HW1b   Quantity of HW [MT/Annum] 29.41 

HW1c   Quantity of Incinierable HW [MT/Annum] Nil 

HW1d   Quantity of land-fillable HW [MT/Annum]   5.73 

HW1e   Quantity of Recyclable / 
utilizable HW 

[MT/Annum]   23.68 

HW2 Contaminated 
Sites and illegal 
industrial 
hazardous waste 
dumpsites 

      

HW2a   No of HW dumpsites [Nos] / [None] Nil  

HW2c   Probable Contaminated 
Sites 

[Nos] (provide list) Nil 

HW3 Authorization by 
SPCBs/PCCs 

      

HW3a   No of industries authorized [Nos] 21 ( 19 units are 
exempted for 
authorization 
due to low 
quantity of 
wastes 
generated) 

HW3b   Display Board of HW 
Generation in front of Gate 

[Nos] 1 

HW3 Availability of 
Common 
Hazardous Waste 
TSDF 

      

HW3a   Common TSDF [Exists] / [No] / [Sent 
to Other District 
within State] 

Nil 

HW3b   Industries linkage with 
TSDF 

[Nos.] N.A 

Comment [U1]: Updated as 2019-2020 
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HW4 Linkage of ULBs in 
District with 
Common TSDF 

      

HW4a   ULBs linked to Common 
TSDFs for Domestic 
Hazardous Waste 

[Yes] / [No] No 

 
ACTION PLAN FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 

S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 
HW 1:Inventory of 
Hazardous Waste  

Inventory of HW generating 
units which are mostly 
automobile repairing units 
shall be updated each year  

C&I/MPCB/waste
s generators 

2 

HW 2:Contaminated Sites 
and illegal industrial 
hazardous waste 
dumpsites 

To ascertain existence of 
contaminated sites 

C&I/MPCB 

3 
HW 3:Authorization by 
SPCBs/PCCs 

It is an on-going activity of 
MPCB. All units shall be 
made to obtain authorization 

MPCB 

4 
HW 1:Linkage of ULBs in 
District with Common 
TSDF 

AMC will be linked with 
Common TSDF when they 
are in place 

C&I/AMC 

5 
To check hazardous 
waste 

Disposal of used oil, Paint 
fumes, empty containers of 
paint, pesticides,weedicide, 
etc to be monitored 

C&I/Agri/Horti/ 
MPCB 

 

2.6     e-Waste Management 
 
Electronic waste or e-waste describes discarded electrical or electronic devices. 
Used electronics which are destined for refurbishment, reuse, resale, salvage 
recycling through material recovery, or disposal are also considered e-waste. At 
present e-waste management is in nascent stage in the district and only informal 
trading, dismantling, and recycling of e-waste exists in the District. 
Present Scenario is as under : 
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No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

EW1 Status of 
facilitating 
authorized 
collection of E-
Waste 

      

EW1a   Does the citizen are able to 
deposit or provide E-Waste 
through Toll-free Numbers 
in the District 

[Yes] / [No] No 

EW1c   Collection centers 
established by ULB in 
District 

[Nos] / [None] None 

EW1d   Collection centers 
established by Producers or 
their PROs in the District 

[Nos] / [None] 1 

EW1e   Does the district has linkage 
with authorized E-Waste 
recyclers / Dismantler 

[Yes] / [No]  
No 

EW1f   No authorized E-Waste 
recyclers / Dismantler 

[Nos] / [None] None 

EW2 Status of 
Collection of E-
Waste 

      

EW2a   Authorizing E-Waste 
collectors 

[Authorized] / [None] 2 

EW2b   Involvement of NGOs [Yes] / [No] / [Nos] None 

EW2c   Does Producers have 
approached NGOs/ Informal 
Sector for setting up 
Collection Centers. 

[Yes] / [No] /[Nos] No 

EW2d   Does ULBs have linkage 
with authorized Recyclers / 
Dismantlers 

[Yes] / [No] No 

EW4 Control E-Waste 
related pollution 

      

EW4a   Does informal trading, 
dismantling, and recycling 
of e-waste exists in District 

[Yes] / [No] No 

EW4b   Does the administration 
closed illegal E-Waste 
recycling in the District 

[Yes] / [No] / [Nos] Not applicable 

EW4c   No of actions taken to close 
illegal trading or processing 
of E-Waste 

[Nos] Not applicable 

EW5 Creation of 
Awareness on E-
Waste handling 
and disposal 

      

EW5a   Does PROs / Producers 
conducted any District level 
Awareness Campaigns 

[Yes] / [No] / [Nos] YES 
(by Karo 

Comment [U2]: Centre estsblished by 
AMC at Riangvaithlanmual??  
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Sambhav)  

EW5c   Does District Administration 
conducted any District level 
Awareness Campaigns 

[Yes] / [No] / [Nos] No 

 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR e-WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 
S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1  
EW 1:Status of facilitating 
authorized collection of E-
Waste  

 Providing Toll-free 
Numbers to enable 
citizens deposit e-
Waste? 

 Establishment of 
Collection centers by 
ULB 

 Establishment of 
Collection centers 
established by Producers 
or their PROs in the 
District  

ICT 
 
 
 
AMC 
 
 
 
 
AMC/MPCB 

2 
EW 2:Status of collection 
of E-Waste 

 Authorizing e-Waste 
collectors 

 Involvement of NGOs 
 Linking with authorized 

Recyclers/Dismantlers? 

MPCB 
 
AMC/LC 
 
ICT/AMC 

3 
EW 3: Control e-Waste 
related Pollution 

 Identification of informal 
trading, dismantling, and 
recycling of e-waste 
exists in District? 

 Initiate action against 
defaulters like closing 
illegal e-waste recycling 
in the District 

ICT/AMC/MPCB 
 
 
 
 
ICT/AMC/MPCB/I&
PR 

4 
EW 4:Creation of 
Awareness on e-waste 
handling and disposal 

 District level Awareness 
Campaigns by 
PROs/Producers to be 
ensured.Awareness 
Campaigns? 

 Has District 
Administration conducted 
any District level  

ICT/AMC/MPCB 
 
 
 
 
ICT/AMC/MPCB/I&
PR 
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3. Water Quality Management Plan 
 

There are no polluted river stretches or waste water producing industries in the 
district. However domestic waste, including plastic wrappers and garbage is seen to 
be dumped in the local streams. Thus, time to time surprise checking would be 
done to ensure that no domestic waste and untreated water from any industry is 
released in the water bodies.   
Present Scenario is as under : 
 
No.  Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

WQ1 Inventory of water 
resources in 
District 

      

WQ1a   Rivers [Nos] and [Length in 
Km] 

Tuirial-12.7 kms 
Tlawng-29.6 
kms 
Tuivawl-6.10 
kms 

WQ1b   Length of Coastline [in Km]  NIL 

WQ1c   Nalas/Drains meeting 
Rivers 

[Nos]  263 nos 

WQ1d   Lakes / Ponds [Nos] and [Area in 
Hectares] 

 NIL 

WQ1e   Total Quantity of sewage 
and industrial discharge in 
District 

[Automatic] 
(SW1a+IW1b) 

21.06 MLD 

  Control of 
Groundwater 
Water Quality 

      

WQ2a   Estimated number of bore-
wells 

[Nos] 115 nos. 
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WQ2b   No of permissions given for 
extraction of groundwater 

[Nos] 115 nos. 

WQ2c   Number of groundwater 
polluted areas 

[Nos] NIL 

WQ2d   Groundwater Availability [adequate] / [not 
adequate]   

Not adequate 

WQ3 Availability of 
Water Quality Data 

      

WQ3a   Creation of monitoring cell [Yes] / [No] Yes 

WQ3b   Access to Surface water 
and groundwater quality 
data at DM office 

[Available] or [Not 
available] 

Available at 
State 
Referral(SRI) at 
Tuikhuahtlang, 
aizawl and also 
at Sub-Divisional 
Laboratory at 
Darlawn 

WQ4 Control of River 
side Activities 

      

WQ4a  River Side open defecation [Fully Controlled] / 
[Partly controlled] 
/[no Measures 
taken] 

Fully controlled 

WQ4b   Dumping of SW on river 
banks 

[Fully Controlled] / 
[Partly controlled] 
/[no Measures 
taken] 

Partly controlled 

WQ4c   Control measures for idol 
immersion 

[Measures taken] / 
[Measures taken 
post immersion] / 
[No Measures taken] 

The water 
(Prevention & 
Control of 
Pollution) rules 
on idol 
immersion was 
framed by 
MPCB and has 
been notified by 
the State govt.in 
the Official 
Gazette. The 
CPCB’s 
Guidelines on 
idol immersion 
was provided to 
all Hindu 
communities for 
compliance Pre 
& Post 
monitoring of 
water quality 
were conducted 
at River Tuirial 
where majority 
of idols are 
immersed. Post 
monitoring was 
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also done at 
River Tlawng 
this year as idol 
was known to be 

WQ5 Control of Water 
Pollution in Rivers 

      

WQ5a   Percentage of untreated 
sewage 

[%] (automatic 
SM1g/SM1a) 

100% 

WQ5b   Monitoring of Action Plans 
for Rejuvenation of Rivers 

[Monitored] / [Not 
monitored] [not 
applicable] 

Not monitored 

WQ5c   No of directions given to 
industries for Discharge of 
Untreated industrial 
wastewater  in last 12 
months 

[Nos] NIL 

WQ6 Awareness 
Activities 

      

WQ6a   District level campaigns on 
protection of water quality 

[Nos in previous 
year] 

Not monitored 

WQ6b Oil Spill Disaster 
Contingency Plan 

      

WQ6a   Creation of District Oil Spill 
Crisis Management Group 

[Created] / [Not 
Created] 

NIL 

WQ6b   Preparation  District Oil Spill 
Disaster Contingency Plan 

[Prepared] / [Not 
Prepared] 

NIL 

WQ7 Protection of Flood 
plains 

      

WQ7a   Encroachment of flood 
plains is regulated. 

[Yes] / [No] No 

  Rainwater 
Harvesting 

      

WQ8a   Action plan for Rain water 
harvesting 

[Implemented] / [Not 
implemented] 

Implemented 

 
 
 
 
 
ACTION PLAN WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
 
Owing to low population density, cast forest cover, high everage rainfall, under 
industrialization, low per capita resource consumption and the life style of most 
people close to nature, Mizoram is used to be one of the few states in the country 
where population problems are almost negligible. However, due to rapid 
urbanization, economic developments, rapid rise in number of vehicles plying in the 
state and lack of infrastructures leading to improper haphazard waste management 
system among other factors result into deterioration of water resources. Currently, 
Mizoram has nine identified polluted rivers as per CPCB’s reports. The action plan 
includes various action points to be taken up for conservation of water quality of 
various water sources in the District. 
S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 
1 WQ 1:Inventory of water  Inventory of various water I&WR/PHED/ 
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resources in District  resources in the District 
including surface, 
groundwater, lakes/ponds, 
waterfall etc. 

 Geo mapping of identified 
water resources in the 
District 

 Inventory of polluting 
drains/streams connection 
to identified rivers 

 Quantification of sewage 
and industrial discharge in 
the Dist. 

UD&PA/MPCB 

2 
WQ 2:Control of Ground 
Water Quality 

 Inventory of groundwater 
resources/no.of borewells in 
the Dist. 

 Inventory of units with or 
without permissions for 
extraction  of groundwater 

 Regulating groundwater 
extraction 

 Identification of 
groundwater polluted areas 

 Identification and control of 
groundwater polluting 
sources 

I&WR/PHED/ 
CWC/MPCB 

3 
WQ 3:Availability of Water 
Quality Data 

 Creation of Common 
Platform/Databank/Portal 
for water quality data 
available with concerned 
departments engaged in 
water quality monitoring 

 Develop a system for 
storing, retrieval and 
dissemination and display 
of water quality data to the 
policymakers, 
students,researchers and 
the public 

 Publication of Water Quality 
Status Report on annual 
basis for the Dist. 

 Regular monitoring of water 
quality of various water 
sources within the Dist. and 
display of data through 
websites and other media 
for public awareness. 

I&WR/PHED/ 
CWC/MPCB 

4 
WQ 4:Control of River side 
Activities 

 Prevent/control of dumping 
of solid wastes on river 
banks. 

 Prevent river side open 
defecation 

 Control measures for idol 
immersion 

 Control of mining activities 

EF&CC/AGRI/ 
HORTI/G&MR/ 

I&WR/ 
PHE/MPCB 
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 Control of use of harmful 
chemicals for agricultural 
practices on the river 
banks. 

 Removal of riverbanks 
encroachments 

5 
WQ 5:Control of Water 
Pollution in Rivers 

 Assessment of untreated 
sewages entering 
rivers.Setting up of STP/In-
situremediations for control 
of sewages entering the 
rivers. 

 Develop proper systems for 
solid waste management 
ion the catchment areas as 
perSWM Rules, 2016 

 Inventory of water polluting 
units in the catchment 
areas with functional ETP 
and regulating them for 
compliance of effluents 
standards and actions 
against defaulting units. 

 Implementation of action 
plan for rejuvenation of 
polluted rivers in the 
Dist.Prepared by River 
Rejuvenation Committee of 
Mizoram. 

 Protection of catchment 
areas by construction of 
rainwater harvesting/check 
dams, plantation, 
biodiversity parks, e-flow 
assessment etc. 

EF&CC/AGRI/HOR
TI 

G&MR/I&WR/PHE/ 
MPCB 

6 
WQ 6:Awareness 
Activities 

 Information Education 
and Communication(IEC) 
and Capacity Building 
through Mass Awareness 
Campaigns. 

 Capacity Building-Door-to-
door awareness 
programme for protection of 
water quality, 
Environmental 
conservation, proper waste 
management (#R 
Techniques). Town Level 
Sensitization District level 
campaigns on protection of 
water quality. 

 Open Defecation 
Free/Open Defecation 
Free Plus maintain the 
status of ODF and to take 
steps in achieving ODF+. 

I&WR/EF&CC/ 
UD&PA/PHED/MPC

B 
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Create awareness to public 
regarding hygienic practice 
and its linkage with public 
health. 

7 
WQ 7:Protection of Flood 
plains 

 No flood plain zone in the 
Dist. 

N/A 

8 
WQ 8:Rainwater 
Harvesting 

 Rainwater harvesting policy 
to be notified. 

 Construction of Checkdams 
in the catchment area-
Gabion with layer of geo-
textile. 

 Construction rooftop 
rainwater structure in the 
catchment areas 

AMC/PWD/I&WR/ 
PHED/RD 

 

 

4. Domestic Sewage Management Plan 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

SM1 Inventory of 
Sewage 
Management 

      

SM1a   Total Quantity of Sewage 
generated in District from 
Class II cities and above 

[MLD] TOTAL 
SEWAGE=20 
MLD 

SM1b   No of Class-II towns and 
above 

[Nos] NIL 

SM1c   No of Class-I towns and 
above 

[Nos] 1 

SM1d   No of Towns needing STPs [Nos] 1 

SM1e   No of Towns STPs installed [Nos] 1 (10 MLD)  
(at Aizawl which 
is an ongoing 
project covering 
hardly 30 % of 
the population of 
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Aizawl) 

SM1f   Quantity of treated sewage 
flowing into Rivers (directly 
or indirectly) 

[MLD] NIL 

SM1g   Quantity of untreated or 
partially treated sewage  
(directly or indirectly) 

[Automatic] No treatment 
has been started 

SM1h   Quantity of sewage flowing 
into lakes 

[MLD] NIL 

SM1i   No of industrial townships [Nos] NIL 

SW2 Adequacy of 
Available 
Infrastructure for 
Sewage Treatment 

      

SM2a   % sewage treated in STPs [Automatic] 20 MLD 
(Treatment yet 
to be started 
because of 
objection from 
public while 
laying of sewer 
lines) 

SM2b   Total available Treatment 
Capacity 

[MLD] 10 MLD 

SM2c   Additional treatment 
capacity required 

[MLD] 10.95 MLD 

SM3 Adequacy of 
Sewerage Network 

     

SM3a   No of ULBs having partial 
underground sewerage 
network 

[Nos] 1 

SM3b   No of towns not having 
sewerage network 

[Nos] NIL 

SM3c   % population covered under 
sewerage network 

[Automatic] AMC covering 
30% population 
of Aizawl which 
is ongoing 

 
 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR DOMESTIC SEWAGE MANAGEMENT 
 
S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 Inventory of sewage 
Management 

Survey and  identification of 
Households to ensure 
proper drainage and 
management of sewage  

UD&PA/PHED/AMC 

2 Adequacy of Available 
Infrastructure for Sewage 
Treatment 

1. Some  Household  may  
have  its own Sewage 
management  
infrastructure  so  as  to  
pull  down  this water to 
maintain water level in 
earth and to reuse this 
water at various other 
domestic works after 

UD&PA/PHED/AMC 
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removing contaminants. 
i.e. Grey water after 
removing contaminants 
may be used in gardens, 
toilet flushing etc.  

2. All households should be 
connected to sewage 
management 
infrastructure either at 
home or through proper 
drain across ULB to 
sewage treatment plant 

3 Adequacy of Sewerage 
Management 

Proper drains constructed 
with proper technique 
connecting with all 
household under ULB to 
ensure total sewage 
management. All 
households to connect to 
swer pipe 

UD&PA/PHED/AMC 

 
 

5. Industrial Waste Management Plan 
 

Industrial Wastewater generation is of minor significant in the district. There are no 
large scale industries and most of them are agro based or cottage industries. 
Further, as there is no proper demarcation of industrial and residential areas in the 
district, especially within the city, these industrial units discharge their waste water 
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directly or indirectly to the nearby drains. However, due to limited staff strength of 
the concerned departments, strict monitoring and enforcement of related acts and 
rules are complicated. As number of such industries increases in recent years, 
quantity of waste water discharge apparently increases which needs to be regulated 
and monitored. The present scenario is as shown in the following table. 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

IWW1 Inventory of 
industrial 
wastewater 
Generation in 
District 

      

IWW1a   No of Industries discharging 
wastewater 

[Nos] 61* Total no.of 
Industrial units 
registered by 
DIC is 4230. 
Many of these 
units had 
defunct 

IWW1b   Total Quantity of industrial 
wastewater generated 

[MLD] 0.11 MLD 

IWW1c   Quantity of treated IWW 
discharged into Nalas / 
Rivers 

[MLD] 0.1079 MLD 

IWW1d   Quantity of un-treated or 
partially treated IWW 
discharged into lakes 

[MLD] 0.002 MLD 

IWW1e   Prominent Type of 
Industries 

[Agro based] / [ 
Chemical – Dye etc.] 
/ [Metallurgical] / 
[Pharma] / 
[Pesticide] / [Power 
Plants] / [Mining] / 
[Automobile]  : 
Multiple selection 
based on size of 
operation and 
number 

Agro based 
Units & 
Hospitals 

IWW1f   Common Effluent 
Treatment Facilities 

[Nos] / [No CETPs] No CETP 

IWW2 Status of 
compliance by 
Industries in 
treating 
wastewater 

      

IWW2a   No of Industries meeting 
Standards 

[Nos] 57 

IWW2b   No of Industries not meeting 
discharge Standards 

[Automatic] 4 

IWW2c   No of complaints received  
or number of recurring 
complaints against 
industrial pollution in last 3 

[Nos] NIL 
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months 

AWW4 Status of Action 
taken for not 
meeting discharge 
standards 

      

IWW4a   No industries closed for 
exceeding standards in last 
3 months 

[Nos] 4 

IWW4b   No of industries where 
Environmental 
Compensation was 
imposed By SPCBs 

[Nos] NIL 

 
 
 
 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 

S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 
IWW 1:Inventory of 
industrial wastewater 
Generation 

 No of Industries discharging 
wastewater 

 Qty.of Industrial wastewater 
generated 

 Qty.of treated IWW 
discharged into 
Nalas/Rivers 

 Quantity of un-treated or 
partially treated IWW 
discharged into lakes 

 Prominent Type of 
Industries 

 Common Effluent 
Treatment Facilities 

 Display of waste water 
generating industries in the 
website 

C&I/MPCB 

2 

IWW 2:Status of 
compliance by 
Industries in treating 
wastewater 

 No.of industries having ETP 
or treatment facility 

 No.of Industries meeting 
standards 

 No.of Industries not 
meeting discharge 
Standards 

 No.of complaints received 
or number of recurring 
complaints against 
industrial pollution in last 3 
months 

 Monitoring of Industrial 
wastewater run-off 

C&I/MPCB 

3 
IWW 3:Status of 
Action taken for not 

 No industries closed for 
exceeding standards in last 

C&I/MPCB 
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meeting discharge 
standards 

3 months 
 No of industries where 

Environmental 
Compensation was 
imposed by SPCBs 

 Display of Action taken 
against defaulting units in 
the website 

 
 
 

6.  Air Quality Management Plan 
 
The main sources of Air pollution in the district are burning of Jhum cultivation, 
Vehicular traffic, and Wood based cooking (Rural areas). This plan aims to reduce 
the sources and amount of pollutants responsible for reducing the ambient air 
quality.  
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units  of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

AQ1 Availability of Air 
Quality Monitoring 
Network in District 

      

AQ1a   Manual Air Quality 
monitoring stations of 
SPCBs /CPCB 

[Nos] / [None] 5 stations 

AQ1c   Automatic monitoring 
stations Operated by 
SPCBs / CPCB 

[Nos] / [None] One Operational 

AQ2 Inventory of Air 
Pollution Sources 
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AQ2a   Identification of prominent 
air polluting sources 

[Large Industry] / 
[Small Industry] / 
[Unpaved Roads] / 
[Burning of Waste 
Stubble] / [Brick Kiln] 
/ [Industrial Estate] / 
[Others] (Multiple 
selection) 

The most likely 
prominent air 
polluting sources 
in the District are 
vehicles, road 
dusts, 
jhum/forest fires, 
domestic fuels, 
air polluting 
industries etc. 

AQ2b   No of Non-Attainment Cities [Nos / [None] None 

AQ2c   Action Plans for non-
attainment cities 

[Prepared] / [Not yet 
prepared] 

NA 

AQ3 Availability of Air  
Quality Monitoring 
Data at DMs Office 

      

AQ3a   Access to air quality data 
from SPCBs & CPCB 
through Dashboard 

[Available] / [Not yet 
Available] 

Air Quality Data 
& AQ1 
generated by 
MPDB is made 
available 
through: 
i) MPDB & 
ENVIS 
websites: 
a) 
https://mpcb.miz 
oram.gov.in/pag
e/air-quality-
data-index 
b) 
http://www.mize
nvis.nic.in/Public
ation/Air Data 
ii) CPCB’s 
Portal, EAQDES 
iii) Mobile App-
Mizoram Air 
Quality 
Information, 
developed by 
Mizoram ENVIS 
Hub, hosted at 
MPCB 

AQ4 Control of 
Industrial Air 
Pollution 

      

AQ4a   No of Industries meeting 
Standards 

[Nos] 20 

AQ4b   No of Industries not meeting 
discharge Standards 

[Nos] Nil 

AQ5 Control of Non-
industrial Air 
Pollution  sources 

      

AQ5a   Control open burning of 
Stubble –during winter 

[Nos of fire 
incidents] 

None 
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AQ5b   Control Open burning of 
Waste – Nos of actions 
Taken 

[Nos] 2 

AQ5c   Control of forest  fires [SOP available] / 
[No SoP] 

SOP available 

AQ5d   Vehicle pollution check 
centers 

[% ULBs covered] 100% (Three 
Station 
available) 

AQ5e   Dust Suppression Vehicles [% ULBs covered] NIL 

AQ6 Development of Air 
Pollution complaint 
redressal system 

    Public Grievance 
module is 
available under 
MPCB’s website 

AQ6a   Mobile App / Online based 
air pollution complaint 
redressing system of 
SPCBs. 
 

[Available] / [Not 
available] 

Not available 

 
 
 
ACTION PLAN AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
 
As Mizoram is somewhat industrially backward, degradation of air quality due to 
industrial emissions is yet comparatively low. However, due to vehicular emissions 
on the rise, practice of jhum burning, domestic emissions and haphazard disposal 
mode of wastes contribute to air pollution which is found to be increasing in the 
District. This action plan includes several action points for control of rising air 
pollution in the state. 
 

S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 
AQ 1: Availability of Air 
Quality Monitoring Network 
in District 

 In addition to existing five(5) air 
monitoring stations operated by 
MPCB under NAMP, State 
Govt. shall set up its own 
monitoring network in the city 

 Setting up of 5 Manual Air 
Quality Monitoring Stations 
under NAMP in rural areas 

 Setting up of additional 2 
Automatic Ambient Air quality 
monitoring stations apart from 1 
station being operated by 
SPCBs/CPCB. 

DC/UD&PA/ 
MPCB 

2 
AQ 2: Inventory of Air 
Pollution Sources 

 Inventory of air polluted areas in 
the Dist. 

 Identification of prominent air 
polluting sources-industries & 
non-industrial sources 

UD&PA/ 
MPCB/C&I 

3 
AQ 3: Availability of Air 
Quality Data 

 Regular updation/upgradation of 
air quality data through existing 
dashboards such as-CPCBs 
EAQDES,MPCB & Mizoram 
ENVIS websites, MPCB’s Air 
Quality Mobile App. 

DC/UD&PA/ 
MPCB 
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 Dissemmination of Aizawl 
Dist.air quality data to the public 
on weekly basis thorugh 
Newspaper, Media and Social 
media. 

 Develop common air quality 
databank for Aizawl Dist.for 
collecting and storing data by 
various concerned 
Departments/Agencies as per 
availability. 

 Publication of Annual Air Quality 
Status Report for Aizawl Dist. 

4 
AQ 4: Control of Industrial 
Air Pollution 

 Inventory of Air polluting 
Industries units. 

 Status of compliance of air 
emission standards by the 
inventorised units. 

 Monitoring of air polluting 
industries. 

 Actions against defaulting units. 

C&I/MPCB 

5 
AQ 5: Control of Non-
Industrial Air Pollution 
sources 

 Implementation of SWM bye-
laws for controlling open 
burning of solid wastes-levy 
penalties against defaulters. 

 Prohibition of sale and use of 
firecrackers within the Dist. 

 Awareness on prevention and 
control of forest fires. 

 Implementation of C&D rules for 
control of dust pollution due to 
C&D wastes. 

 Testing of vehicles on stricter 
basis for control of vehicular 
emissions. 

 Maintenance of roads for control 
of road dusts. 

UD&PA/EF&C
C/TRP/SP(Traf

fic)/ 
PWD/MPCB 

 

8. Mining Activity Management Plan 
 

The mining activities being carried out in the district are stone quarrying and 
collection of sand from the river bed. Steps have been taken to check illegal sand 
mining and stone quarrying. No mining permit will be issued without obtaining 
forest clearance. Illegal sand mining will be penalized under the relevant provision 
of the rules. Mineral survey within the district is under process. Besides, stone 
quarrying permit holders are expected to obtain consent from State Pollution 
Control Board and operation/stone blasting will be done under the advice of expert 
from Geology &Mineral Resources Department 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable  

Measurable 
Outcome for 
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Outcome District 

MI1 Inventory of Mining in District 

MI1a 

 Type of Mining Activity (Sand 
Mining)/(IronOre)/ 
(Bauxite)/(Coal)/ 
Other(Specity 

 Sandstone 
Quarryig and 
Sand mining 

MI1b  No of Mining licenses given 
in the District 

(Nos) 81 

MI1c  Area covered under mining (Sq.km) 55.01 ha 

MI1d  Area of District (Sq.km) 3576 sq.km 

MI1e  Sand Mining (Yes/No) Yes 

MI1f 
 Area of sand Mining (River 

bed)/(Estuary)/(Non-
river deposit) 

2 ha 

MI2 Compliance to Environment Conditions 

MI2a  No of Mining areas meeting 
Environmental Clearance 
Conditions 

(Nos) Nil (District 
Mineral Survey 
completed by 
DEAC, Aizawl 
District. 
Processes for 
submission to 
DEIAA for  
approval) 

MI2b  No of Mining areas meeting 
Consent Conditions of 
SPCBs / PCCs 

(Nos) 3 Nos 

MI3a Mining related environmental Complaints 

MI3b 
 

No of pollution related 
complaints against Mining 
Operations in last 1 year 

(Nos) NIL 

MI4 
Action against non-
complying mining 
activity 

     

MI4a  

No of Mining operations 
suspended for violations to 
environmental norms 

(Nos) NIL 

MI4b  
No of directions issued by 
SPCBs 

(Nos) NIL 

 
 
 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR MINING ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT 
 
S.No Action Point Strategy and Approach Stakeholders 

1 Checking pollution  Regulation of mining, 
quarrying etc 

DC, DFO, DCIO 
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9. Noise Pollution Control Plan 
 

 
Noise can be defined as unwanted or undesired sound and Noise pollution simply 
means when there is a lot of noise in the environment which is consequentially 
harming the environment. Like smoking, noise pollution affects active and passive 
recipients when noise levels cross certain safe boundaries. Noise pollution affects 
both human health and behavior. Noise pollution also impacts the health and well-
being of wildlife.  
Most activities that cause pollution are essential to meet the needs of the growing 
population and development. Therefore preventive measures to minimize 
pollutants are more practical than their elimination. Noise Pollution Control Plan is 
as follows:-  
 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable  
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

NP1 Availability 
Monitoring 
equipment 

      

NP1a   No. of noise measuring 
devices with district 
administration 

[Nos] / [None] In process of 
procurement 

NP1b   No. of noise measuring 
devices with SPCBs 

[Nos] / [None] 5 

NP2 Capability to 
conduct noise level 
monitoring by 
State agency / 
District authorities 

      

NP2a   Capability to conduct noise 
level monitoring by State 
agency / District authorities 

[Available] / [Not 
available] 

In process 

NP2 Management of 
Noise related 
complaints 

      

NP2a   No of complaints received 
on noise pollution in last 1 
year 

 (Nos) 1 

NP2b   No of complaints redressed [Nos] 1 

NP3 Compliance to 
ambient noise 
standards 
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NP3a   Implementation of Ambient 
noise standards in 
residential and silent zones 

[Regular Activity] / 
[Occasional] / 
[Never] 

Regular activity 
(There is no 
specific 
demarcation of 
noise zones) 

NP3b   Noise monitoring study in 
district 

[carried out] / [not 
carried out] 

In progress 

NP3c   Sign boards in towns and 
cities in silent zones 

[Installed] / [Partial] / 
[Not Installed] 

Not installed as 
there is no 
declared silent 
xones. However, 
no honking by 
vehicles is a 
general practice 
everywhere in 
the State/District 

 

 

ACTION PLAN FOR MANAGEMENT OF NOISE POLLUTION 
 
Even in a small state like Mizoram, noise pollution has become an environmental 
issue today. There is an increasing trend of ambient noise pollution in the state 
due to increased population, enhanced traffic noise as a result of rapid increase in 
number of vehicles, construction activities and industries. As there is no proper 
industrial estate, all kinds of cottage type of industries like furniture workshop, 
automobile repairing workshop and steel fabrication are sited within the city in a 
random manner. These units contribute to noise level in the city. In order to 
understand the rising noise pollution and to tackle the problems arising out of the 
noise pollution, it is necessary to undertake regular monitoring of ambient noise 
level so as to assess the status and trend of noise pollution in the State. As cuh, 
Action plan for control of Noise pollution in the district is worked out as listed 
below: 
 

S.No Action Point Strategy and 
Approach 

Stakeholders 

1 
NP 1:Availability Monitoring 
equipment 

 Setting up of Real 
time noise monitoring 
station(2 nos.) to 
cover Northern and 
Southern part of the 
city. 

 Apart from 4 Manual 
Noise Monitoring 
stations in the city, 
strengthening of the 
noise monitoring 
network in the district 
is proposed by 
establishing stations 
covering industrial 
estate/areas and road 
traffic junctions. 

 Procurement of Noise 
Monitoring devices for 

DC/SP(Traffic)/MPCB 
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the proposed new 
stations. 

2 
NP 2:Capability to conduct noise 
level monitoring by State 
agency/District authorities 

 Regular monitoring of 
noise level from the 
existing monitoring 
station and the 
proposed new stations 
by the concerned 
department/authority 

 Develop 
database/portal for 
collecting, storing and 
dissemination of 
Noise data generated 
from the monitoring 
stations 

 Display of Real time 
noise data through 
public display 
board(LED) and 
website. 

 Publication of Annual 
Report on ambient 
Noise quality for 
Aizawl District. 

DC/SP(Traffic)/MPCB 

3 

NP 3:Management of Noise 
related complaints 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Develop Noise related 
complaint redressal 
system-Mobile App. 

 Regular monitoring of 
the system for 

attending to the issues 
related to complaints  

DC/SP(Traffic)/MPCB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 NP 4:Compliance to ambient 
noise standards Action Points 

 Strict enforcement of 
the Noise Pollution 
(Regulation & 
Control)Rules,2000. 

 Control of noise 
pollution generating 
units – industries, 
vehicles, firecrackers, 
loud speaker etc. 

 Action against 
defaulters  

 
DC/SP(Traffic)/MPCB  
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9. Conclusion 

 

The District Environment Plan emphasizes the various action plans for thematic areas. 
Though lot of effort has been made by the Local Bodies, Municipal Corporation, 
district administration, various line departments and the general public, there is room 
for improvement. It is also pertinent to mention that there are gaps identified in each 
action area which must be addressed through action plan in order to minimize the 
gaps. Mere involvement of the District Administration cannot minimise the gap but 
public participation and behavioural change are indispensable to achieve the target of 
clean and pollution free environment.   
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II.   DISTRICT ENVIRONMENT PLAN  –  CHAMPHAI 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

In pursuance to the National Green Tribunal order O.A No. -360/2018 and 
Letter No.H.88088/Poltn/50(XXVI)/2019- MPCB/A 32 Dt. 10.1.2020 form Mizoram 
State Pollution Control Board regarding constitution of District Committee to prepare 
District Environment Plan (DEP), the District Level Committee for Champhai District, 
Mizoram was constituted comprising of the following members:  

i) Deputy Commissioner - Chairman  
ii) Project Director, DRDA - Member  
iii) Divisional Forest Officer (Wildlife) - Member  
iv) SE, PHED - Member  
v) EE, PWD - Member  
vi) District Urban Development Officer (DUDO) - Member  
vii) District Medical Superintendent - Member  

 
The District Level Committee held on 17th Jan,2020 prepared the District 

Environmental Plan of Champhai District in line with templates of Central Pollution 
Control Board and covers the following thematic areas:- 

 
1. Waste Management Plan  
(i) Solid Waste Management Plan  
(ii) Plastic Waste Management  
(iii) C&D Waste Management  
(iv) Biomedical Waste Management  
(v) Hazardous Waste Management  
(vi) E-Waste Waste Management  
 
2. Water Quality Management Plan  
3. Domestic Sewage Management Plan  
4. Air Quality Management Plan  
5. Mining Activity Management plan  
6. Noise Pollution Management Plan  
 
2. BRIEF PROFILE OF CHAMPHAI DISTRICT  
 
2.1 Champhai District (Undivided) at a glance 

Area  3186 sq. km (1,230 sq mi)  
Latitude  23.3° N  
Longitude  92.83° E  
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Altitude  1678 mt.  

Population  125,745 (2011 Census)  

No. of Sub Division  04  

No. of Villages  94  

No. of RD Block  04  

Literacy Rate  93.51% (2011 Census)  

 
 
 
 
 
2.2 About District  

Champhai District came into existence on 12th December, 1997. The District, 
located in the North East corner of Mizoram is border with Manipur in the North and 
Myanmar in the East and South. The District has one Sub-Divisions and consists of 
two blocks namely Champhai, and Khawbung. Champhai Town is the administrative 
Headquarters of the District.  

The Office of the Deputy Commissioner, Champhai District, Champhai was 
established on 22nd April 1998 and had Pu C.Hmingthanzuala, IAS as its first Deputy 

Commissioner.  

Set in the beautiful state of Mizoram with its colourful tribal traditions, orchids 
and butterflies, Champhai boasts a fabulous view of the Myanmar hills. It covers an 
area of 3,186 sq km and has a population of 125,745 (2011 Census). This frontier 
district has a special place in the history of the tiny north-eastern state and its people. 
It is said that the history of Mizo starts from Champhai and ends in Champhai. It is a 
fast developing venue on the Indo-Myanmar border. The famous Rihdil Lake is only 

about 50 kms away from the town of Champhai.  

Champhai District has a salubrious climate and a number of tourist attractions. 
Champhai valley known as “The Rice bowl of Mizoram” located towards the base of 
the town. A chain of green hills encircle luxuriant rice fields, which add to the beauty of 
this place.  

Champhai is a bustling commercial town at the Indo-Myanmar border, in the 
beautiful state of Mizoram, 194 km from the capital Aizawl. Champhai District offers a 
wonderful view of the Myanmar hills. A storehouse of ancient relics, monuments and 
memorials connected with legends and folklores, Champhai has a background of rich 
heritage. The small hamlets around the town are dotted with monuments and 
monoliths that depict success in war, valorous hunting, personal distinctions and 
achievements.  
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2.3 Climate:  

Champhai District has a pleasant climate. It is generally cool in summer and not 
very cold in winter. The temperature varies between 20 and 30 degree during summer 
and between 11and 21 degrees in winter. Pre-monsoon rains are experienced from 
March to May while regular south-west monsoon commences from June till October. 
The averages monthly rainfall is 254cms. However, the southern region receives 
relatively higher rainfall than the northern region. Despite such high rainfall, prolonged 
dry spells and occasional drought conditions are noticed. Crops are grown mostly rain-
fed depending upon the monsoon rainfall. Annual rainfall of the State is about 
2500mm with 124 numbers of rainy days, but is concentrated between June to 
September. Except in the month of October and November when rainfall of <200mm 
and >70mm, respectively is received, there is practically no rainfall (>30mm) in the 
subsequent months (December –January). Although the pre-monsoon (February –
January) rainfall is more than 700mm, the distribution of rainfall in February and March 
is scarce (<110mm). This prevent raising of pre-Kharif crops. Therefore, adequate 
irrigation facilities during post-monsoon as well as pre-monsoon seasons are essential 
to raise more than one crop in a year.  

 

2.4 Topography:  

The area is characterized, apart from several minor ridge lines, by six main 
ridgelines and intervening valleys and less prominent ridges. On the western flank of 
the study area, runs Tuivawl River flowing for a distance of about 46.50 km. It flows 
along a relatively small valley and dissected terrain and has practically no large flood 
plain. On the eastern side of Tuivawl river runs a highly dissected ridge line, which 
starts from Chhawrtuitlang towards northwest till Sahmulatualtlang. This ridge line 
passes through Puilo, Kawlkulh and Tawitawkawn villages, whose total length is 42.30 
km. This ridge line varies in height. It attains a height of 1257metres at Kawlkulh 
village and 1147metres at Tawitakawn. This ridge line attains a height of 1587metres 
at melkhattlang, 1548 meters at Bualpuitlang, and at Sahmulatual the ridge line 
continues in the northern side from Meitei tlang (16220metres) and continues towards 
Aiduzawl village (1553metres) and Hmawngzawl village (1172metres) and extends all 
the way to Kawnzawrtlang (1182metres), Khumzawltlang (1109metres) and 
Phaltetlang (1178 meters). This ridge line is terminated by Tuiphallui, whose total 
length is about 15.50 km.  

On the eastern side of these two main ridges, runs Tuiphallui which originates 
near Khuanglam village in the east and flows through the central part of the district 
towards North West direction before it drains itself into Tuivai river. The total length of 
the Tuiphallui within the district is about 36.20 km. On the northern side of Tuiphallui, 
which is the central part of the district, another major ridge line starts from 
behliangtlang (1681meters) and Pamchung village (1180metres) uptoPamchungtlang 
(1196metres). The ridge is terminated by Tuiphallui. The total length of this ridge is 
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about 17.50 km. Another ridge runs in the northern side starting from Sialkaltlang 
towards eastern side and passes through Selam village (1665metres) and ends at 
Takzangtlang (1272metres). The total length of this ridge is about 13.76 kms. Just 
west of the ridge, another ridge line starts near Tuimailui which joins with the 
Sialkaltlang, and extends through Lengtengtlang whose peak is called Neuzuarzo 
(2141metres). This ridge is terminated by a small stream. It then continues towards 
northern direction for a short distance through Ngaikhamtlang (1895metres) before 
ending at the peak of Mutelentlang (1432 metres).  

On the north-western part of the district, another ridge line extends from 
Vanchungbungtlang (1190 metres) and passes through Tingahmuntlang (1258 
metres), chawrahmumtlang (1266 metrs), Ngopa village (1249 metres), 
khawdungseitlang (1200 metres) and Khawkawn village (1280 metres) before ending 
near Tuivailui towards north before ultimately draining itself to Tuivai river in the 
northern boundary of the district. The length of the Tuivailui is about 31.43 kms. To the 
east of the Tuitlalui, runs another ridge line which starts from Mimbungtlang whose 
peak is about 1627 metres high. The ridge line terminates in the northeastern side of 
the district. The length of this ridge line is about 7.37 kms.  

On the easternmost side of the district, run two ridges almost parallel to each 
other. These two ridges are separated by Tangkawnglui. One of them starts from 
Khuangphahtlang (1508 metres) and passes through Zopui chip (1618 metres) and 
continues through Tangkawngmual until it is terminated by tuisalui. The total length of 
this ridge is about 14.80 kms. The other ridge starts from near Khuangphah village 
and passes through New Vaikhawtlang village (1185 metres) and extends all the way 
to Vaikhawtlangdung whose height varies from 1066 to 1172 metres. This ridge 
terminates near Vaikhawtlang village, after extending through a length of about 17.03 
kms. These two ridges are sandwiched by Tuisalui in the west and Tuimanglui in the 
east. Tisa lui originates after five small strems join together near Buagzungtlang (1286 
metres). It then flows towards the northern direction for about 62.38 kms. before 
emptying itself to Tuimanglui in the north. Tuimanglui, on the other hand, originates 
near Khuangphah village and flows towards northern direction, forming eastern 
boundary of the district for about 24.32 kms.  

To the south of these two ridges, runs another ridge line named Diltlangdung, 
almost in northwest direction and joins another ridge extending in the north-south 
direction. The later bifurcates into two ridges at bualzangtlang. The eastern side of this 
ridge passes through Hnahlan village and extends through Hnahlantlangdung, while 
the western ridgevstraightly runs in the north to south direction before terminated by 
Tuisalui in the north. On the south of this ridge, flows Tuitholui originating near 
Khuanglam village. It flows in the south-east direction until it drains itself in the Tiau 
river in the east.  

The Tiau river in the east forms the eastern and southern boundary of the 
district as well as the international boundary of India with Myanmar. The Tiau river 
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originates to the north-east of Khuangphah village nd flows southwards direction. The 
total length of the river within the district is about 148.06 km. Another important river 
within the district is theTuipui river which originates near Khankawn, located within 
Champhai town area. It flows eastward for a short distance before making a left-turn 
near Zotlang village and then flows through champhai plain in the northward direction, 
until Keilungliahlui joins it near Zote village. It then flows in the north-west direction 
before changing course in the southward direction near Tualpui village. It flows in the 
central part of the district and ultimately drains itself in the Tiau river in the south. The 
total length of the river within the district is about 110.96 km.  

To the west of Tuipui river, runs another major ridge line towards north starting 
from Chawngtlai village (1420 metres). It extends through Khawzawl village (1303 
meters) and ends at Darngawntlang (1449 metres). The length of this ridge is about 
20 km. In the south western part of the study area, run two ridges almost parallel to 
each other. These two ridges are separated by lungvalui. One of these two ridges, 
named tlangpuitlangdung starts near tlangpui village (1392 metres), and continues 
towards north. It passes through Vaisamtlang (1463 metres), Tlangpuite village (1309 
metres), Lungtan village (1307 metres) and terminates near Saichaltlang. The total 
length of this ridge is about 20.30 km. The other ridge named Khawhaitlangdung, 
starts from Tinghmuntlang (1474 metres) and continues towards north. This ridge 
passes through Sialhawk village (1408 metres), Leithumtlang (1388 metres), 
Khawhaitlang (1592 metres) and Khawhai village (1568 metres). The length of this 
ridge is about 18.87 metres. In the southern part of the study area, runs another ridge 
line starts near Khuangthing village and runs towards north. It passes through 
Bunghmuntlang (1247 metres), Zawlsei village and Khawbung village. To the east of 
this ridge extends another ridge line from  

Samthangtlang (1740 metres), LianchhiariLunglenttlang (1694 metres), 
Dungtlang (1708 metres), Sakeibuksuktlang (1558 metres), Puruartlang (1521 metres) 
before ending at KhuangMual (1143 metres). This ridge is terminated by a small 
stream (Thangailui). The total length of this ridge is about 19.12 km. In addition to the 
aforesaid ridges, there are also several minor ridge lines located in various parts of the 
district.  

The Tuichang river, which forms an important major river within the district 
originates near Darngawn village and flows in the north-west direction before flowing 
in the southward direction near Mangpuitlang in the central part of the district. It flows 
through the central part of the district before forming the south-western boundary of 

the district. The total length of the river within the district is about 81.01 km.  

Some areas like Tan tlang and its surrounding, hlumtetlang, Ralvawngtlang, 
Sahmulatual (Mawmrangtlang), Vanchungbungtlang and Sur tlang are characterised 
by many spectacular scarps. These scarps are generally very steep, and made up of 
hard rock units. It has been observed that these scraps are mainly confined to the 
southern and northern part of the district, while the central and western part are 
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lacking in these scarps. The spurs are mainly running in east – west directions. The 
spurs on the eastern side of the main ridge are relatively long and gentle than the 
spurs on the western side.  

 

2.5 Forests:  

Champhai district has 2785sqkm of forest cover. The forest cover type of 
Champhai district is mainly subtropical forest especially in the eastern side of the 
district, where the altitude is higher. There is tropical wet evergreen forest mixed with 
semi evergreen and tropical moist deciduous forests comprising mainly of bamboo on 
the western side. The vegetation consists of a mixture of several species. Depending 
on the density of the canopy cover, the forests have been divided in to dense, medium 
dense and less dense forest.  

Dense forest/closed forest:  

This class includes natural forests, which are not disturbed by any biotic factors 
like shifting cultivation and other human activities. It covers an area of 663.99 sq km, 
which accounts for 20.84% of the are3a of the district. The crown density of this class 
is very thick. Subtropical forest, evergreen and semi evergreen forests covers major 
portion of this area. Vast dense forest are near lamzawl, Bungzung, khuangphah, 
Buang, rabung, Kawlbem and NE Diltlang villages.  

Medium dense forest:  

The forest that have a crown cover neither too thick nor thin are classed under 
this category. It covers an area of 577.77 sq.km, which accounts for 18.14 % of the 
total area of the district. It is distributed throughout the district and found in close 
association with dense forests. The only differences lies in the crown density of these 
forests.  

Less dense forest:  

As the name of this class implies, the forest under this category has a thin 
crown cover. This type of forest includes forest,which were once disturbed and 
affected by biotic factors like shifting cultivation and human activities. These forests 
are characterized by those lands where shifting cultivation had been practiced and 
then left fallow for over ayear, the resultant new vegetation of which, regenerated to 
form new forest. It cover an area of 805.19 sq.km, which accounts for 25.27%of the 
total area of the district.  

Bamboo:  

Moist delicious bamboo forests are not as abundant in Champhai district as 
compared to other district. They are found concentrated at the western part, northern 
part and along the banks of river Tiau on the eastern side of the district. It is mostly 
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found in low lying areas near streams and river. In some places it is found on the hill 
slopes. It covers an area of 307.30 sq. km, which accounts for 9.46% of the total area 
of the district. 

 

District  Geogra
phic 
Area 
(sq. 
km.)  

Forest Cover Assessment (in 
sq. km.) 2011 (Revised) (State 
of Forest Report - 2011)  

Proportio
n of 
Forest 
Cover to 
District 
Geographi
c Area (%)  

Proportio
n of 
Forest 
Cover to 
State 
Geographi
c Area (%)  

Proportio
n of 
Forest 
Cover to 
Sate 
Total 
Forest 
Cover (%)  

Very 
Dens
e 
Fores
t 

Mod. 
Dens
e 
Fores
t 

Open 
Forest 

Total 

Champha
i 

3185  57  1096  1632  2785  87.44  13.21  14.57  

 

 

 

2.6 Water resources:  

Champhai district has a number of rivers which flow towards the north like 
Tuisa, Tuivai and Tuivawl rivers and the south flowing rivers like Tiau, Tuipui and 
Tuichang rivers. The drainage systems of Champhai district are dendritic and sub-
dendritic pattern in nature. However the major rivers are the Tiau, Tuipui, Tuiphal, 
Tuisa, TuivaiTuivawl and Tuichang, out of which the Tiau is the biggest and most 
important river. The Tiau river starts from north towards the southern direction and 
then enters Chhimtuipui. The Tuivai river runs in the northern part of Champhai district 
and flows towards western direction and then enter Assam in the north. Rivers are rich 
in fertile river valleys. Besides these rivers, Champhai district is interspersed with 
numerable streamlets and brooks.  
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DISTRICT ENVIRONMENT PLAN (DEF)  

 
1 Waste Management Plan  

Present Scenario  

In Champhai District, there is one (1) Urban Local Body(ULB). However, since 
Municipal Board is not yet established, the District Urban Development Officer 
(DUDO) takes up the charge of the ULB in Champhai presently. 

Sl.no  Name of ULB  Population (As per 2011 
Census)  

No. of Household (As per 2011 
Census)  

1  CHAMPHAI  32734  6756  
 

1.1 Solid Waste Management Plan (for each ULB) 
 
No. Action Areas 

Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

  Name of Urban Local 
Body (ULB) 

  [name of ULB] Champhai ; 
Municipal Board 
is not yet 
established and 
District Urban 
Dvelopment 
Officer(DUDO), 
champhai takes 
up charge of 
ULB presently 

  No of ULBs in the 
District 

  [Nos] 1 (one) 

  Population   [Nos as per 2011 
census] 

32,734 (As per 
2011 census) 

SW1 Report on inventory of 
total solid waste 
Generation 

      

SW1a   Total solid waste 
Generation 

[in MT/Day] or [Not 
estimated] 

5.06 MT/Day 

SW1b   Qty. of Dry Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Collection not 
initiated 

SW1c   Qty. of Wet Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Collection not 
initiated 

SW1d   Qty. of C&D Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Collection not 
initiated 

SW1e   Qty. of Street 
Sweeping 

[in MT/Day] or [Not 
estimated] 

0.5 MT/Day 

SW1f   Qty. of Drain Silt [in MT/Day] or [Not 
estimated] 

1.0 MT/Day 

SW1g   Qty. of Domestic 
Hazardous 

[in MT/Day] or [No 
Facility] 

No Facility 
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Waste(DHW) 
collected 

SW1h   Qty. of Other Waste 
(Horticulture, sanitary 
waste, etc.) 

[in MT/Day] or [Qty not 
estimated] 

Qty not 
estimated 

SW1i   No of Old dump sites [Nos] or [None] 1 (one) Existing 
at Chhungte; 
new dumpsite at 
Melbuk to be 
operational by 
April 2021 

SW1j   Qty stored in 
dumpsites 

[MT] or [Not estimated] Not estimated 

SW1k   No of Sanitary 
landfills 

[Nos] or [None] 1(one) 

SW1l   No of wards [nos] 4 (four) in line 
with census 
operations 

SW2 Compliance by Bulk 
Waste Generators 

      

SW2a   No of BW Generators [numbers] or [inventory 
not done] 

NIL 

SW2b   No of on-site facilities 
for Wet Waste 

[numbers] or [No data] NIL 

SW3 Compliance in 
segregated waste 
Collection SW 
Collection 

      

SW3a   Total generation [Automatic] from SW1a 5.06 MT/Day 

SW3b   Wet Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Collection not 
initiated 

SW3c   Dry Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Collection not 
initiated 

SW3d   C&D Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Collection not 
initiated 

SW4 Waste Management 
Operations 

      

SW4a   Door to Door 
Collection 

[100%] / [partial %] / 
[not initiated] 

Not initiated; 
Proposal to 
initiate underway 

SW4b   Mechanical Road 
Sweeping 

[100%] / [partial%] / 
[not initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4c   Manual Sweeping [100%] / [partial%] 100% 

SW4d   Segregated Waste 
Transport 

[100%] / [partial %] / 
[not initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4e   Digesters (Bio-
methanation) 

[% of WW] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4f   Composting 
operation 

[% of WW] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4g   MRF Operation [MRF used] / [not 
installed] 

Not initiated 
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SW4h   Use of Sanitary 
Landfill 

[% of SW collected] / 
[no SLF] 

Not initiated 

SW4i   Reclamation of old 
dumpsites 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4j   Linkage with Waste 
to Energy Boilers / 
Cement Plants 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4k   Linkage with 
Recyclers 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4l   Authorization of 
waste pickers 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

SW4m   Linkage with TSDF / 
CBMWTF 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4n   Involvement of NGOs [initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated  

SW4o   Linkage with 
Producers / Brand 
Owners 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4p   Authorisation of 
Waste Pickers 

   

SW4q   Issuance of ID Cards [initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW5 Adequacy of of 
Infrastructure   

      

SW5a   Waste Collection 
Trolleys 

[Nos. Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

150 
required/None 
available 

SW5b   Mini Collection 
Trucks 

[Nos. Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

20 
required/None 
available 

SW5c   Segregated 
Transport 

[yes] / [no] / [% area 
covered] 

No 

SW5d   Bulk Waste Trucks [Nos. Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

Not applicable 

SW5e   Waste Transfer 
points 

[Nos. Required] / [Nos. 
Available] /[Not 
available] 

Not Available 

SW5f   Bio-methanation 
units 

[Nos. Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

Not Estimated 

SW5h   Composting units [Nos. Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

19 required/1 
Available 

SW5i   Material Recovery 
Facilities 

[used or installed] / [not 
available] 

Not Available 

SW5k   Waste to Energy (if 
applicable) 

[Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

Not Available 

SW5l   Waste to RDF [Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

Not Available 

SW5m   Sanitary Land fills [Nos] / [Nos. Available] Not Available 

SW5n   Capacity of sanitary 
landfills 

[MT] / / [Nos. Available] Not Available 

SW5o   Waste Deposit 
Centers (DHW) 

[Nos] / [Nos. Available] Proposal to 
initiate underway 

SW5p   Other facilities [give or select from list] Not applicable 
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SW6 Notification and 
Implementation of By-
Laws 

      

SW6a   Notification of By-
laws 

[done] / [in progress] / 
[not initiated] 

Done 

SW6b   Implementation of by-
laws 

[done] / [in progress] / 
[not initiated] 

Done 

SW7 Adequacy of Financial 
Status of ULB 

      

SW7a   CAPEX Required [INR] / [Not required] 
Not applicable  

SW7b   OPEX [INR per Year] / [% of 
requirement] 

Not applicable  

SW7c   Adequacy of OPEX [Yes] / [No] Not applicable  

 
 
Action Plan for Management of Solid Waste: 

 
 
 
 
 

1.2. Plastic Waste Management  
Plastic wastes are to be managed in accordance with the Plastic Waste 

Management (Amendment) Rules, 2018 with an emphasis on the 3R principles of 
Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. 

 
Present Scenario is as under: 
 
No. Action Areas 

Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

PW1 Inventory of plastic 
waste generation 

  
  

  

Sl. 
no.  

Action Point  Strategy and approach  Stake holders  

1  Collection, Segregation & 
Treatment of solid waste  

Solid Waste to be managed in 
accordance with Mizoram Solid Waste 
Management Bye – Laws, 2018  

ULB  

2  Capacity Building 
Program  
of the ULBs  

Training to be imparted to all ULB staff for 
proper implementation of Sustainable 
Solid Waste Management.  

ULB  

3  Awareness  Awareness shall be carried out through 
IEC campaigns with  
participation from SHGs, NGOs and 
Students.   

ULB,  
NGOs,  

4 Monitoring and Review District Level Committee monitor & review 
the status of Solid Waste Management. 

ULB,  
District Level 
Committee 
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PW1a   Estimated Quantity 
of plastic waste 
generated in 
District 

[MT/day] / [Not 
Estimated] 

Not Estimated 

PW2 Implementation of 
Collection 

  
  

  

PW2a   Door to Door 
collection 

[100%] / [partial %] / 
[not initiated] 

85% 

PW2b   Segregated Waste 
collection 

[100%] / [partial %] NA 

PW2c   Plastic waste 
collection at 
Material Recovery 
Facility 

[MRF used] / [not 
installed] 

Not installed 

PW2d   Authorization of 
PW pickers 

[Nos] / [not initiated] Not initiated 

PW2e   PW collection 
Centers 

[Nos] / [not 
established] 

Not established 

PW3 Establishment of 
linkage with 
Stakeholders 

      

PW3a   Established linkage 
with PROs of 
Producers 

[Nos] / [not 
established] 

Not established 

PW3b   Established linkage 
with NGOs 

[Nos] / [not 
established] 

1 (One;YMA); 
One YMA Branch 
per locality 

PW4 Availability of facilities 
for Recycling or 
utilization of PW 

      

PW4a   No. of PW recyclers [Nos] NIL 

PW4b   No Manufacturers [Nos] NIL 

PW4c   No of pyrolysis oil 
plants 

[Nos] NIL 

PW4d   Plastic pyrolysis [Quantity in MT sent 
per Month] 

NA 

PW4e   Use in road making [Quantity MT used 
per Month] 

NA 

PW4f   Co-processing in 
Cement Kiln 

[Quantity in MT sent 
per Month] 

NA 

PW5 Implementation of PW 
Management Rules, 
2016 

      

PW5a   Sealing of units 
producing < 50-
micron plastic 

[All sealed] / [Partial] 
/ [no action] 

NA ; There are no 
units producing < 
50-micron plastic 

PW5b   Prohibiting sale of 
carry bags < 50 
micron 

[Prohibited] / [Partial] 
/ [no action] 

Prohibited 

PW5c   Ban on Carry bags 
and other single 
use plastics as 
notified by State 

[Implemented] / 
[Partial] / [no action] / 
[No Ban] 

Implemented 
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Government 

PW6 Implementation of 
Extended Producers 
Responsibility (EPR)  
through 
Producers/Brand-
owners 

      

PW6a   No of Producers 
associated with 
ULBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

PW6b   Financial support 
by Producers / 
Brand owners to 
ULBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

PW6c   Amount of PRO 
Support 

[Rs…] None 

PW6d   Infrastructure 
support by 
Producers / Brand 
owners to ULBs 

[Nos of Producers] / 
[None] 

None 

PW6e   No of collection 
centers established 
by Producers / 
Brand owners to 
ULBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

 
 Action Plan for Management of Plastic Waste: 
 
Sl.no  Action Points  Strategy and approach  Stake holders  

1  Collection of Plastic 
Waste  

Door to Door Collection, Authorization 
of Plastic Waste pickers, Plastic Waste 
collection centres to be ensured  

ULB  

2  Implementation of 
Plastic Waste 
Management Rules, 
2016  

To ensure implementation of Plastic 
Waste Management Rules, 2016, ULBs 
in association with District 
administration will conduct Surprise 
inspection on the commercial 
establishments for the eradication of 
banned plastic and imposes fine for 
those who store, sell and use the same.  

ULB  

3  Awareness Creation  Awareness shall be carried out through 
IEC Campaigns with participation from 
Schools, NGOs, SHGs.  

ULB, NGO, SHG  
School, DIPRO  
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1.3 Construction & Demolition Waste Management  
Champhai Town with a population of 32,734 (as per census 2011) is still a 

small town. Howevr, due to wrong construction of Reinforced Cement Buildings and 
the fact that there are frequent earthquakes and landslides, there are some 
buildings which need to be demolished. Champhai Urban Town is growing as there 
is migration of families from neighbouring villages. New construction constantly 
spring up. Therefore, management of waste under C&D waste management is as 
follows: 
 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

CD1 Inventory of C&D 
waste  generation 

      

CD1a   Estimated Quantity [Kg/Day] / [Not 
estimated] 

Not estimated 

CD2 Implement scheme for 
permitting bulk waste 
generators 

      

CD2a   Issuance of 
Permissions by 
ULBs 

[Initiated] / [Not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

CD3 Establishment of C&D 
Waste Deposition 
centers 

      

CD3a   Establishment of 
Deposition Points 

[Yes] / [No] No 

CD3b   C&D Deposition 
point identified 

[Yes] / [No] No 

CD4 Implementation of By-
Laws for CD Waste 
Management 

      

CD4a   Implementa 
tion of By-laws 

[notified] / [not 
notified] 

Not Notified 

CD4b   Collection of 
Deposition / 
disposal Charges 

[Initiated] / [Not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

CD5 Establishment of C&D 
Waste recycling plant 
or linkage with such 
facility 

      

CD5a   Establishment CD 
Waste Recycling 
Plant 

[Established] / [Sent 
to shared Facility] / 
[No facility exists] 

No facility exists 

CD5b   Capacity of CD 
Waste Recycling 
Plant 

[MT/Day] / [Not 
available] 

Not available 
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Action Plan for Management of Construction & Demolition  Waste: 
 

 

1.4 Bio-Medical Waste Management Plan  
 

The Bio medical waste as defined by the BMW Rules, 2016 is any waste which 
is generated during the activities of diagnosis, treatment and immunisation of human 
beings or any research activities pertaining thereto or in the production or testing of 
biological or in the health camps.  

 
Present Scenario is as under: 
 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

  Name of ULB   [name of ULB] Champhai ; 
Municipal Board 
is not yet 
established and 
District Urban 
Dvelopment 
Officer(DUDO), 
champhai takes 
up charge of ULB 
presently 

  Population   [Nos as per 
2011 census] 

32,734 (As per 
2011 census) 

BMW1 Inventory of 
Biomedical Waste 
Generation 

      

BMW1a   Total no. of Bedded 
Hospitals 

[Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

3 

BMW1b   Total no. of non-
bedded HCF 

[Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

Not applicable 

BMW1c   Total no. Clinics [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

6 

BMW1d   No of Veterinary 
Hospitals 
 

[Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

1 

BMW1e   Pathlabs [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

No t available 

BMW1f   Dental Clinics [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

5 

BMW1g   Blood Banks 1 2 

Sl. 
no.  

Action Point  Strategy and approach  Stake holders  

1  Construction of 
government/private 
buildings  

Contractors/Owners should clean all 
debris of building material  

DUDO,SP,VC,PW
D 

2  Demolition  Demolition of old/dangerous buildings 
encroaching public roads/land  

DUDO,SP,VC,PW
D 
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BMW1h   Animal Houses [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

No Inventory 

BMW1i   Bio-research Labs [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

Not applicable  

BMW1j   Others [Nos] / [No 
inventory] 

Not applicable 

BMW2 Authorization of HCFs 
by SPCBs / PCCs 

      

BMW2a   Bedded HCFs [Nos Authorized] Not applicable 

BMW2b   Non-bedded HCFs [Nos Authorized] Not applicable 

BMW3a Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and 
Disposal Facilities  
(CBMWTFs) 

      

BMW3a   No of CBMWTFs [Nos] / None None 

BMW3b   Linkage with 
CBMWTFs 

[Yes] / [no 
linkage] 

No linkage 

BMW3c   Capacity of 
CBMWTFs 

[Adequate] / [Not 
adequate] 

Not applicable 

BMW3d   Requirements of 
CBMWTFs 

[Require] / [not 
required] 

Required 

BMW3e   Captive Disposal 
Facilities of HCFs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

BMW4 Compliance by 
CBMWTFs 

      

BMW4a   Compliance to 
standards 

[Meeting] / [Not 
meeting] / [NA] 

Not applicable 

BMW4b   Barcode tracking by 
HCFs / CBMWTFs 

[100%] / [Partly 
%] / [None] 

None 

BMW4c   Daily BMW lifting by 
CBMWTFs 

[Kg / day] Not applicable 

BMW5 Status of Compliance 
by Healthcare 
Facilities 

      

BMW5a   Pre-segregation [100%] / [partly 
%] / [None] 

Not applicable 

BMW5b   Linkage with 
CBMWTFs 

[100%] / [partly 
%] / [None] 

Not applicable 

 
 
Action Plan for Management Bio-Medical Waste: 
 
Sl. 
no  

Action Points  Strategy and approach  Stake holders 
responsible  

1.  Collection, Segregation 
& Treatment of solid 
waste Generation’  

Biomedical Waste to be managed in 
accordance with the Bio Medical 
Waste Management Rules,2016  

All HCF concerned  

2.  Preparation of 
‘Inventory of 
Biomedical Waste 
building/training of 
HCFs  

Inventorisation of Occupiers and data 
on bio- medical waste generation, 
treatment & disposal which are to be 
updated at least two times each year  

MO, DVO, BDO  
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3.  Capacity  • HCF should be made aware of their 
roles and responsibilities under the 
Bio Medical Waste Management 
Rules, 2016.  
 
• For proper management of the 
waste in the healthcare facilities, the 
technical requirements of waste 
handling are needed to be 
understood and practiced by each 
category of the staff in accordance 
with the BMWM Rules, 2016.  
 

CMO, DMS, DC  

4  Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and 
Disposal Facilities 
(CBMWTFs)  

Matter relating to setting up a 
Common Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and Disposal Facilities 
(CBMWTFs) in the district will be 
taken up with Health Deptt/PCB.  

CMO, DUDO 

5. Monitoring and Review District Level Monitoring Committee 
under the chairmanship of Deputy 
Commissioner will be set up to 
monitor the compliance of the 
provisions of SWM rules by the 
HCFs. 

District Level Monitoring 
Committee 

 

1.5 Hazardous Waste Management  
“Hazardous waste” is any waste which by reason of characteristics such as 

physical, chemical, biological, reactive, toxic, flammable, explosive or corrosive, 
causing danger or is likely to cause danger to health or environment, whether alone or 
in contact with other wastes or substances. District Level Monitoring Committee under 
the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner will monitor the compliance of Hazardous 
waste Management Rules.  

 
Present Scenario is as under: 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

HW1 Inventory of 
Hazardous Waste 

      

HW1a   No of HW 
Generating Industry 

[Nos.] None 

HW1b   Quantity of HW [MT/Annum]  Not applicable 

HW1c   Quantity of 
Incinierable HW 

[MT/Annum]  Not applicable 

HW1d   Quantity of land-
fillable HW 

[MT/Annum]  Not applicable 

HW1e   Quantity of 
Recyclable / 
utilizable HW 

[MT/Annum]  Not applicable 

HW2 Contaminated 
Sites and illegal 
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industrial 
hazardous waste 
dumpsites 

HW2a   No of HW 
dumpsites 

[Nos] / [None] None 

HW2c   Probable 
Contaminated Sites 

[Nos] (provide list) None 

HW3 Authorization by 
SPCBs/PCCs 

      

HW3a   No of industries 
authorized 

[Nos] None 

HW3b   Display Board of 
HW Generation in 
front of Gate 

[Nos] Not applicable 

HW3 Availability of 
Common 
Hazardous Waste 
TSDF 

      

HW3a   Common TSDF [Exists] / [No] / [Sent to Other 
District within State] 

No 

HW3b   Industries linkage 
with TSDF 

[Nos.] Not applicable 

HW4 Linkage of ULBs 
in District with 
Common TSDF 

      

HW4a   ULBs linked to 
Common TSDFs for 
Domestic 
Hazardous Waste 

[Yes] / [No] No 

 
  
 
 
 Action Plan for Management of Hazardous Waste:: 
 

Sl. 
no  

Action Points  Strategy and approach  Stake holders 
responsible  

1.  To check hazardous 
waste  

Disposal of Paont fumes, empty 
containers of paint, pesticides, 
weedicide, etc to be monitored. 

DFO 

 
 
 
 
1.6 e-Waste Management  

Electronic waste or e-waste describes discarded electrical or electronic 
devices. Used electronics which are destined for refurbishment, reuse, resale, salvage 
recycling through material recovery, or disposal are also considered e-waste. At 
present E-waste management is in nascent stage in the district and only informal 
trading, dismantling, and recycling of e-waste exists in the District. 
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 Present Scenario is as under: 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

EW1 Status of 
facilitating 
authorized 
collection of E-
Waste 

      

EW1a   Does the citizen are 
able to deposit or 
provide E-Waste 
through Toll-free 
Numbers in the 
District 

[Yes] / [No] No 

EW1c   Collection centers 
established by ULB 
in District 

[Nos] / [None] None 

EW1d   Collection centers 
established by 
Producers or their 
PROs in the District 

[Nos] / [None] None 

EW1e   Does the district has 
linkage with 
authorized E-Waste 
recyclers / 
Dismantler 

[Yes] / [No] No 

EW1f   No authorized E-
Waste recyclers / 
Dismantler 

[Nos] / [None] None 

EW2 Status of 
Collection of E-
Waste 

      

EW2a   Authorizing E-Waste 
collectors 

[Authorized] / [None] None 

EW2b   Involvement of 
NGOs 

[Yes] / [No] / [Nos] No 

EW2c   Does Producers 
have approached 
NGOs/ Informal 
Sector for setting up 
Collection Centers. 

[Yes] / [No] /[Nos] No 

EW2d   Does ULBs have 
linkage with 
authorized 
Recyclers / 
Dismantlers 

[Yes] / [No] No 

EW4 Control E-Waste 
related pollution 

      

EW4a   Does informal 
trading, dismantling, 
and recycling of e-

[Yes] / [No] No 
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waste exists in 
District 

EW4b   Does the 
administration 
closed illegal E-
Waste recycling in 
the District 

[Yes] / [No] / [Nos] Not applicable 

EW4c   No of actions taken 
to close illegal 
trading or 
processing of E-
Waste 

[Nos] Not applicable 

EW5 Creation of 
Awareness on E-
Waste handling 
and disposal 

      

EW5a   Does PROs / 
Producers 
conducted any 
District level 
Awareness 
Campaigns 

[Yes] / [No] / [Nos] No 

EW5c   Does District 
Administration 
conducted any 
District level 
Awareness 
Campaigns 

[Yes] / [No] / [Nos] No 

 
  
 
 
 Action Plan for Management of e-Waste: 
 

Sl.no  Action Point  Strategy and approach  Stake holder  

1  Collection of E-Waste  • Collection Centre to be established by 
ULB  
• Door to Door Collection  
• Authorizing E-waste collectors  

VC 

2  Control E-Waste  
related pollution and  
Awareness  

Creation of Awareness on E-Waste 
handling and disposal  

VC, DFO  
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2  Water Quality Management Plan 
 
There are no polluted river stretches or waste water producing industries in the 
district. Howevr time to time surprise checking would be done to ensure that no 
untreated water from any industry is released in the water bodies. 
 
Present Scenario is as under: 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

WQ1 Inventory of water 
resources in 
District 

      

WQ1a   Rivers [Nos] and [Length in Km] 2 nos. 
Tiau-159 kms 
Tuipui-86.84 
kms 

WQ1b   Length of Coastline [in Km]  NIL 

WQ1c   Nalas/Drains 
meeting Rivers 

[Nos]  Tiau-9 nos. 
Tuipui-12 nos. 

WQ1d   Lakes / Ponds [Nos] and [Area in Hectares]  NIL; 
However, Wet 
Rice,Cultivation 
is practices 
wherein fish 
ponds are 
created 
amnually 

WQ1e   Total Quantity of 
sewage and 
industrial discharge 
in District 

[Automatic] (SW1a+IW1b) SW1a-1.12 
MLD 
IW1b-0.002 
MLD 
Total:1.222 
MLD approx 

  Control of 
Groundwater 
Water Quality 

      

WQ2a   Estimated number 
of bore-wells 

[Nos] 102 

WQ2b   No of permissions 
given for extraction 
of groundwater 

[Nos] NIL 

WQ2c   Number of 
groundwater 
polluted areas 

[Nos] NIL 

WQ2d   Groundwater 
Availability 

[adequate] / [not adequate]   Adequate 
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WQ3 Availability of 
Water Quality 
Data 

      

WQ3a   Creation of 
monitoring cell 

[Yes] / [No] No 

WQ3b   Access to Surface 
water and 
groundwater quality 
data at DM office 

[Available] or [Not available] Not available 

WQ4 Control of River 
side Activities 

      

WQ4a Control of River 
side Activities 

River Side open 
defecation 

[Fully Controlled] / [Partly 
controlled] /[no Measures 
taken] 

Partly 
controlled 

WQ4b   Dumping of SW on 
river banks 

[Fully Controlled] / [Partly 
controlled] /[no Measures 
taken] 

Partly 
controlled 

WQ4c   Control measures 
for idol immersion 

[Measures taken] / [Measures 
taken post immersion] / [No 
Measures taken] 

Not applicable, 
Idol immersion 
does not occur 
in context of 
Mizoram 

WQ5 Control of Water 
Pollution in 
Rivers 

      

WQ5a   Percentage of 
untreated sewage 

[%] (automatic SM1g/SM1a) SM1g=1.122 
MLD 
SM1a-1.222 
MLD 
=100% 

WQ5b   Monitoring of Action 
Plans for 
Rejuvenation of 
Rivers 

[Monitored] / [Not monitored] 
[not applicable] 

Not monitored 

WQ5c   No of directions 
given to industries 
for Discharge of 
Untreated industrial 
wastewater  in last 
12 months 

[Nos] NIL 

WQ6 Awareness 
Activities 

      

WQ6a   District level 
campaigns on 
protection of water 
quality 

[Nos in previous year] NIL 

WQ6b Oil Spill Disaster 
Contingency Plan 

      

WQ6a   Creation of District 
Oil Spill Crisis 
Management Group 

[Created] / [Not Created] Not created; 
Not prepared 

WQ6b   Preparation  District 
Oil Spill Disaster 
Contingency Plan 

[Prepared] / [Not Prepared] Not prepared; 
Not applicable 

WQ7 Protection of       
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Flood plains 

WQ7a   Encroachment of 
flood plains is 
regulated. 

[Yes] / [No] No 

  Rainwater 
Harvesting 

      

WQ8a   Action plan for Rain 
water harvesting 

[Implemented] / [Not 
implemented] 

Not 
Implemented 

  
   
 
Action Plan for Management of Water Quality: 
 

Sl.no Action Points Strategy and Approach Stake Holders 
responsible 

1 Inventory of water 
resources in District 

Inventory of water resources in District 
covering Rivers and other natural water 
bodies, Nalas/ Drains natural water bodies, 
Nalas/ Drains  

DFO 
VC 
EE,PHED, 
EE,I&WRD 
 

2 Collection of Water  Representatives of PHE, Health, DFO, 
PCB will be constituted to monitor and 
control quality of river water, stream etc. 

EE, PHE 
EE,I&WRD 

3 Control of Groundwater 
Water Quality 

To recharge ground water through NRM 
activities under NREGS, and Use of 
fertilizer & pesticides in Agriculture. 

BDO,DAO  
VC,DFO 
EE,I&WRD 

4 Control of River side 
Activities 

River side activities like River Side open 
defecation, Dumping of SW on river banks, 
etc. to be controlled  

EE,PHE 
DFO 
VC 
DVO 

5 Awareness Activities  District level Campaigns on protection of 
water quality and control of water pollution 
in rivers. 

EE, PHE  
DFO 
DUDO 
DIPRO 

6  Protection of Flood 
plains 

Encroachment of flood plains to be 
regulated. 

District 
Administration 

7  
 

Rainwater Harvesting A separate Action plan for Rain water 
harvesting in line with Gov’t policy would be 
prepared. 

EE, PHE 
PD,DRDA 

 
 
  
3 Domestic Sewage Management Plan 
 
Present Scenario is as under 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable  
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

SM1 Inventory of 
Sewage 
Management 

      

SM1a   Total Quantity of 
Sewage generated 

[MLD] 1.12 MLD 
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in District from 
Class II cities and 
above 

SM1b   No of Class-II towns 
and above 

[Nos] 1 

SM1c   No of Class-I towns 
and above 

[Nos] NIL 

SM1d   No of Towns 
needing STPs 

[Nos] 1 

SM1e   No of Towns STPs 
installed 

[Nos] NIL 

SM1f   Quantity of treated 
sewage flowing into 
Rivers (directly or 
indirectly) 

[MLD] 1.12 MLD 

SM1g   Quantity of 
untreated or partially 
treated sewage  
(directly or 
indirectly) 

[Automatic] NIL 

SM1h   Quantity of sewage 
flowing into lakes 

[MLD] NIL 

SM1i   No of industrial 
townships 

[Nos] NIL 

SW2 Adequacy of 
Available 
Infrastructure for 
Sewage 
Treatment 

      

SM2a   % sewage treated in 
STPs 

[Automatic] NIL 

SM2b   Total available 
Treatment Capacity 

[MLD] NIL 

SM2c   Additional treatment 
capacity required 

[MLD] 1.12 MLD 

SM3 Adequacy of 
Sewerage 
Network 

    NIL 

SM3a   No of ULBs having 
partial underground 
sewerage network 

[Nos] NIL 

SM3b   No of towns not 
having sewerage 
network 

[Nos] 1 

SM3c   % population 
covered under 
sewerage network 

[Automatic] NIL 

 
 
Action Plan for Management of Sewage: 
 

Sl.no Action Points Strategy and Approach Stake Holders  

1 Inventory of sewage 
Management  

Survey and identification of Households to 
ensure proper drainage and management 
of sewage 

ULB 

2 Adequacy of Available 1. Some Household may have its own ULB 
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Infrastructure for 
Sewage Treatment 

Sewage management infrastructure so as 
to pull down this water to maintain water 
level in earth and to reuse this water at 
various other domestic works after 
removing contaminants. i.e. Grey water 
after removing contaminants may be used 
in gardens, toilet flushing etc.  
 
2. All households should be connected to 
sewage management infrastructure either 
at home or through proper drain across 
ULB to sewage treatment plant 

3 Adequacy of Sewerage 
Management  
 

Proper drains constructed with proper 
technique connecting with all household 
under ULB to ensure total sewage 
management  

ULB 

 
 
 
 
4 Industrial Wastewater Management Plan 
 
      Industrial Wastewater generation is of minor significant in the district. There are no large scale 
industries. Most small scale industries operating in the district are agro based industries. 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

IWW1 Inventory of 
industrial 
wastewater 
Generation in 
District 

      

IWW1a   No of Industries 
discharging 
wastewater 

[Nos] NIL 

IWW1b   Total Quantity of 
industrial 
wastewater 
generated 

[MLD] NIL 

IWW1c   Quantity of treated 
IWW discharged 
into Nalas / Rivers 

[MLD] NIL 

IWW1d   Quantity of un-
treated or partially 
treated IWW 
discharged into 
lakes 

[MLD] NIL 

IWW1e   Prominent Type of 
Industries 

[Agro based] / [ Chemical – 
Dye etc.] / [Metallurgical] / 
[Pharma] / [Pesticide] / 
[Power Plants] / [Mining] / 
[Automobile]  : Multiple 
selection based on size of 
operation and number 

Agro based 

IWW1f   Common Effluent 
Treatment Facilities 

[Nos] / [No CETPs] No CETPs 
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IWW2 Status of 
compliance by 
Industries in 
treating 
wastewater 

      

IWW2a   No of Industries 
meeting Standards 

[Nos] NIL 

IWW2b   No of Industries not 
meeting discharge 
Standards 

[Automatic] NIL 

IWW2c   No of complaints 
received  or number 
of recurring 
complaints against 
industrial pollution in 
last 3 months 

[Nos] None 

IWW4 Status of Action 
taken for not 
meeting 
discharge 
standards 

      

IWW4a   No industries closed 
for exceeding 
standards in last 3 
months 

[Nos] None 

IWW4b   No of industries 
where 
Environmental 
Compensation was 
imposed By SPCBs 

[Nos] None 

 
Action Plan for Management of Industrial Waste: 
 

Sl.no Action Point Strategy and Approach Stake Holders  

1 To check Industrial 
wastewater  

Monitoring of industrial wastewater run-off DFO 
DCIO 

 
 
 
5 Air Quality Management Plan 
       
The main sources of Air pollution in the district are burning of Jhum sultivation. 
Vehicular traffic, and Domestice cooking (Rural areas). This plan aims to reduce the 
sources and amount of pollutants responsible for reducing the ambient air quality. 
 
Present Scenario is as under : 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units  of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

AQ1 Availability of Air 
Quality 
Monitoring 
Network in 
District 
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AQ1a   Manual Air Quality 
monitoring stations 
of SPCBs /CPCB 

[Nos] / [None] None 

AQ1c   Automatic 
monitoring stations 
Operated by SPCBs 
/ CPCB 

[Nos] / [None] None 

AQ2 Inventory of Air 
Pollution Sources 

      

AQ2a   Identification of 
prominent air 
polluting sources 

[Large Industry] / [Small 
Industry] / [Unpaved Roads] / 
[Burning of Waste Stubble] / 
[Brick Kiln] / [Industrial 
Estate] / [Others] (Multiple 
selection) 

Unpaved 
Roads/ Burning 
of waste 
stubble/Brick 
Kiln 

AQ2b   No of Non-
Attainment Cities 

[Nos / [None] None 

AQ2c   Action Plans for 
non-attainment 
cities 

[Prepared] / [Not yet 
prepared] 

Not yet 
prepared 

AQ3 Availability of Air  
Quality 
Monitoring Data 
at DMs Office 

      

AQ3a   Access to air quality 
data from SPCBs & 
CPCB through 
Dashboard 

[Available] / [Not yet 
Available] 

Not yet 
available 

AQ4 Control of 
Industrial Air 
Pollution 

      

AQ4a   No of Industries 
meeting Standards 

[Nos] Nil 

AQ4b   No of Industries not 
meeting discharge 
Standards 

[Nos] Nil 

AQ5 Control of Non-
industrial Air 
Pollution  sources 

      

AQ5a   Control open 
burning of Stubble –
during winter 

[Nos of fire incidents] Nil 

AQ5b   Control Open 
burning of Waste – 
Nos of actions 
Taken 

[Nos] Fire incidents 
do not occur; 
not controlled. 

AQ5c   Control of forest  
fires 

[SOP available] / [No SoP] SOP available; 
Annually 
revised 

AQ5d   Vehicle pollution 
check centers 

[% ULBs covered] 0% ULBs 
covered 

AQ5e   Dust Suppression 
Vehicles 

[% ULBs covered] 0% ULBs 
covered 

AQ6 Development of 
Air Pollution 
complaint 
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redressal system 

AQ6a   Mobile App / Online 
based air pollution 
complaint 
redressing system 
of SPCBs. 
 

[Available] / [Not available] Not available 

  
   
Action Plan for Management of Air Quality: 
 

Sl. 
no 

Point of action Strategy and Approach Stakeholders  

1  Air Quality Monitoring 
and Data Collection 

To be strictly monitored. DFO 
DC 
DCIO 

2  Inventory of Air 
Pollution Sources 

Inventory of potential air polluting sources 
will be made available 

DFO 
DC 

3  Monitoring of polluting 
vehicle 

DTO will ensure that all ensure that the 
norms have been complied with strictly. 

DTO 

4  Awareness Generation More and more awareness generation 
programme among the students and 
community at large. 

DFO 
DC 

 
 
 
 
6 Mining Activity Management plan 
 

The only mining activity being carried out in the district is stone quarrying and 
collection of sand (balu) from the river bed. There is no complaint lodged so far with 
regard to pollution and environmental degradation. However, steps have been taken 
to check illegal sand mining and stone quarrying. No mining permit will be issued 
without obtaining forest clearance. Illegal sand mining will be penalized under the 
relevant provision of the rules. Mineral survey within the district is under process. 
Besides, stone quarrying permit holders are expected to obtain consent from State 
Pollution Control Board and operation/stone blasting will be done under the advice 
of expert from Geology & Mineral Resources Department. 

 
Present Scenario is as under : 

 
No. Action Areas 

Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable  
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

MI1 Inventory of Mining in District 

MI1a 
 Type of Mining 

Activity 
(Sand Mining)/(IronOre)/ 
(Bauxite)/(Coal)/ 
Other(Specity 

Stone 
Quarrying & 
Sand Mining 

MI1b 
 No of Mining 

licenses given in the 
District 

(Nos) 44 
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MI1c  Area covered under 
mining 

(Sq.km) 24.79 ha. 

MI1d  Area of District (Sq.km) 3,185 Sq.km 

MI1e  Sand Mining (Yes/No) Yes 

MI1f 
 Area of sand Mining (River bed)/(Estuary)/(Non-

river deposit) 
2 ha approx. 

MI2 Compliance to Environment Conditions 

MI2a  No of Mining areas 
meeting 
Environmental 
Clearance 
Conditions 

(Nos) None 

MI2b  No of Mining areas 
meeting Consent 
Conditions of 
SPCBs / PCCs 

(Nos) None 

MI3a Mining related environmental Complaints 

MI3b 
 

No of pollution 
related complaints 
against Mining 
Operations in last 1 
year 

(Nos) None 

MI4 
Action against 
non-complying 
mining activity 

     

MI4a  

No of Mining 
operations 
suspended for 
violations to 
environmental 
norms 

(Nos) None 

MI4b  
No of directions 
issued by SPCBs 

(Nos) None 

 
 
  Action Plan for Management of Mining: 
 

Sl. 
no 

Point of action Strategy and Approach Stakeholders  

1 Checking Pollution Regulation of mining, quarrying etc. DC, DFO, DCIO 

 
 
 

7.  Noise Pollution Management Plan 
 

Noise can be defined as unwanted or undesired sound and Noise pollution 
simply means when there is a lot of noise in the environment which is 
consequentially harming the environment. Like smoking, noise pollution affects 
active and passive recipients when noise levels cross certain safe boundaries. 
Noise pollution affects both human health and behavior. Noise pollution also impacts 
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the health and well-being of wildlife.  
Most activities that cause pollution are essential to meet the needs of the 

growing population and development. Therefore preventive measures to minimize 
pollutants are more practical than their elimination. Noise Pollution Control Plan is 
as follows-  
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable  
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

NP1 Availability 
Monitoring 
equipment 

      

NP1a   No. of noise 
measuring devices 
with district 
administration 

[Nos] / [None] None 

NP1b   No. of noise 
measuring devices 
with SPCBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

NP2 Capability to 
conduct noise 
level monitoring 
by State agency / 
District authorities 

      

NP2a   Capability to 
conduct noise level 
monitoring by State 
agency / District 
authorities 

[Available] / [Not available] Available 

NP2 Management of 
Noise related 
complaints 

      

NP2a   No of complaints 
received on noise 
pollution in last 1 
year 

    

[Nos] None 

NP2b   No of complaints 
redressed 

[Nos] None 

NP3 Compliance to 
ambient noise 
standards 

      

NP3a   Implementation of 
Ambient noise 
standards in 
residential and silent 
zones 

[Regular Activity] / 
[Occasional] / [Never] 

Never 

NP3b   Noise monitoring 
study in district 

[carried out] / [not carried out] Not carried out 

NP3c   Sign boards in 
towns and cities in 
silent zones 

[Installed] / [Partial] / [Not 
Installed] 

Not installed 

 

Action Plan for Management of Noise Pollution: 
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Sl. 
no 

Point of action Strategy and Approach Stakeholders  
Responsible 

1  Noise level Monitoring  PCB or its authorized Agency will 
conduct Noise level Monitoring.  
Monitoring equipment/noise 
measuring devices will be 
procured. 

 

2  Categorization of areas  Categorization of areas into 
commercial, residential, silence 
zone will be done. 

 

3  Restriction on use of loud 
speakers/ PA system etc 
and monitoring  

Loud speaker or a public address 
system will not be allowed to be 
used without obtaining prior written 
permission from the authority. 

District Magistrate 

4  Monitoring of polluting 
vehicle  

DTO will take steps for monitoring 
or checking of vehicles to ensure 
environmental norms are followed. 

DTO 

5  
 

Creation of Awareness Steps will be taken to create more 
awareness among the general 
public. 

District 
Administration, 
NGO 

 

4.  CONCLUSION 

 The District environment Plan emphasizes the various action plans for thematic 
areas. Though lot of effort has benn made by the Local Bodies, various departments 
and the general public, there is room for improvement. It is also pertinent to mention 
that there are gaps identified in each action area which must be addressed through 
action plan in order to minimize the gaps. Mere involvement of the District 
Administration cannot minimize the gap but public participation and behavioural 
change are indispensable to achieve the target of clean environment. 
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III.   DISTRICT ENVIRONMENT PLAN – KOLASIB 

 Kolasib is an administrative district of Mizoram with its headquarters located 
at Kolasib town. It is bounded by Cachar District and hailakandi District, Assam on 
the north and north west respectively. On the south and east by Aizawl District, 
Mizoram and on the south west by Mamit District, Mizoram. 

Area 1472.12 sq.km 

Latitude 23.70-24.50 N 

Longitude 92.50-93 E 

Altitude 722 mt. 

Population 83,955 (2011 Census) 

No.of Sub Division 03 (Vairengte, Kawnpui & Bairabi) 

No.of Villages 53 

No. of RD Block 03 (Bilkhawthlir RD Block, Tlangnuam (Part) & Thingdawl 
RD Block) 

Literacy Rate 91.38% (2011 Census) 

Distance from Aizawl 85.2 km 
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DISTRICT ENVIRONMENT PLAN – KOLASIB 

The proposed Model Action Plan for 7 thematic areas 
Name of Urban Local Body (ULB)  Kolasib District 
No of ULBs in the District  1 no. 
Population  83955 
Panchayats Indentified:  1) Nisapui, 4 Tuirial (ST) 

AC 
2) Project Veng, 5 Kolasib 
(ST) AC 
3) N.Hlimen, 6 Serlui (ST) 
AC 

Land Identified for SWM  1) Dihmuntlang for 
Kolasib Town 
2) Venghlun for Vairengte 
Town 
3) ThinghnuteMual at 
Bualpui for Kawnpui 
Town. 
4) Zophai road for Bairabi 
Town. 

 
1.0  Waste Management Plan 
 
1.1  Solid Waste Management Plan (for each ULB) 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of 
Measurable  
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome 
For District 

SW1 Report on inventory of total solid waste Generation 

SW1a   Total solid waste 
Generation 

 11.25 TPD 

SW1b   Qty. of Dry Waste 
segregated 

 6.75 TPD 

SW1c   Qty. of Wet Waste 
segregated 

 4.5 TPD 

SW1d   Qty. of C&D Waste 
segregated 

 Cannot be 
determined 

SW1e   

Qty. of Street 
Sweeping 

 Twice a day 
sweeping for 3 main 
commercial areas 
and 5 wards in 
Kolasib town. 

SW1f   Qty. of Drain Silt  Cannot be 
determined. 

SW1g   
Qty. of Domestic 
Hazardous 
Waste(DHW) 

 Cannot be 
determined. 
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collected 

SW1h   

Qty. of Other Waste 
(Horticulture, sanitary 
waste, etc.) 

 Horticultural waste is 
being managed at 
source. 

SW1i   
No of Old dump sites  None 

SW1j 
 

Qty stored in 
dumpsites 

 Not estimated. 
When Kolasib Solid 
Waste Management 
Centre is functional, 
it is estimated that 
upto 30 tonnes of 
recyclable waste 
could be stored in 
the WRMC and 6 
tonnes of wet waste 
could be managed 
at the vermi compost 
plants daily 

SW1k 
 

No of Sanitary landfills 
 1 (construction just 

completed and is not 
yet in use) 

SW1l 
 

No of wards 

 1) Kolasib - 17 
2) Vairengte - 4 
3) Kawnpui - 5 
4) Bairabi - 2 

SW2 Compliance by Bulk Waste Generators 

SW2a   No of BW Generators 
 There are no BWGs 

in Kolasib District 

SW2b   No of on-site facilities 
for Wet Waste 

 2 nos of 3 TPD 
vermi compost 
plants is constructed 
in Kolasib Town 
which will be used 
when the SWMC is 
functional. 1 no 
3TPD is available 
each in Vairengte 
Town, Kawnpui 
Town and Bairabi 
Town. 

SW3 Compliance in segregated waste Collection SW Collection 

SW3a   Total generation  11.25 TPD 

SW3b   Wet Waste  4.5 TPD 

SW3c   Dry Waste  6.75 TPD 

SW3d   C&D Waste  

Collection Not 
initiated since most 
of the C&D waste 
generated are 
reused and 
repurposed by the 
waste generators 
except for the 
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excavated soil. 
Plans are underway 
for a dedicated 
dumpsite for 
excavated soil. 

SW4 Waste Management Operations 

SW4a   Door to Door 
Collection 

 
100% 

SW4b   Mechanical Road 
Sweeping 

 
Not initiated 

SW4c   Manual Sweeping  

100% for 3 main 
commercial areas 
and 5 wards 
including 3 markets 
in Kolasib Town. 
In Vairengte, 
Kawnpui and 
Bairabi, the markets 
are swept once daily 
and the commercial 
areas are swept 
daily by the store 
owners. 

SW4d   Segrated Waste 
Transport 

 In practice. 

SW4e   
Digesters (Bio-
methanation) 

 Not Initiated 

SW4f   Composting operation  
Not Initiated but will 
commence once the 
SWMC is functional. 

SW4g   MRF Operation  
Not Initiated but will 
commence once the 
SWMC is functional. 

SW4h   Use of Saniatry 
Landfill 

 
0%, landfill not yet in 
use 

SW4i   Reclamation of old 
dumpsites 

 
Not Initiated but will 
commence once the 
SWMC is functional. 

SW4j   
Linkage with Waste to 
Energy Boilers / 
Cement Plants 

 Not available 

SW4k   Linkage with 
Recyclers 

 

Negotiation is 
ongoing with K-N-O-
W Waste company 
which is linked to 
Residue Company. 

SW4l   
Authorization of waste 
pickers 

 5 nos. ID Card 
issued 

SW4m   

Linkage with TSDF / 
CBMWTF 

 Not initiated as it is 
not yet applicable to 
the present waste 
disposal scenario. 

SW4n   

Involvement of NGOs  NGOs have always 
been involved in the 
waste management 
and will continue to 
do so.  
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SW4o   
Linkage with 
Producers / Brand 
Owners 

 Not initiated 

SW4p   
Authorisation of Waste 
Pickers 

 All waste pickers are 
authorised by 
DUDO(K) 

SW4q   
Issuance of ID Cards  ID Card issued for 5 

Waste pickers by 
DUDO(K) 

SW5 Adequacy of Infrastructure   

SW5a   
Waste Collection 
Trolleys 

 29 trolleys available 
out of 19 are in use. 

SW5b   
Mini Collection Trucks  2 available with 1 in 

use 

SW5c   

Segregated Transport  A unique system of 
collection is 
designed for Kolasib 
Town in which wet 
waste will be 
collected in garbage 
bags and segrated 
from dry wastes. 

SW5d   Bulk Waste Trucks  3 are available with  
in use 

SW5e   
Waste Transfer points  Not applicable to the 

current solid waste 
scenario. 

SW5f   Bio-methanation units  0 

SW5h   

Composting units  2 nos of 3 TPD 
vermi compost 
plants is constructed 
in Kolasib Town 
which will be used 
when the SWMC is 
functional. 1 no 
3TPD is available 
each in Vairengte 
Town, Kawnpui 
Town and Bairabi 
Town. 

SW5i   

Material Recovery 
Facilities 

 Waste Resource 
Management Centre 
is constructed in 
Kolasib Town which 
will be used when 
the SWMC is 
fuctional.1 no 3TPD 
WRMC is available 
each in Vairente 
Town, Kawnpui 
Town and Bairabi 
Town 

SW5k   
Waste to Energy (if 
applicable) 

 Not applicable to the 
current solid waste 
scenario. 

SW5l   
Waste to RDF  Not applicable to the 

current solid waste 
scenario. 

SW5m   
Sanitary Land fills  1 constructed and 

will be used when 
the SWMC is 
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functional. 

SW5n   Capacity of sanitary 
landfills 

 2080 cum 

SW5o   

Waste Deposit 
Centers (DHW) 

 1 bin for each ward 
in Kolasib Town (17 
wards) is installed 
for Domestic 
hazardous Waste. 

SW5p   Other facilities  NA 
 

SW6 Notification and Implementation of By-Laws 

SW6a   Notification of By-laws 
 

Notified on 9th 
September,2020 

SW6b   
Implementation of by-
laws  

in progress 

SW7 Adequacy of Financial Status of ULB 

SW7a   CAPEX Required 
 

Not applicable 

SW7b   OPEX 
 

Not applicable 

SW7c   Adequacy of OPEX 
 

No 

 

 
ACTION PLAN: 
                 The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Govt. of India has 
notified the Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016. As per rule no.15, the duties & 
responsibilities of local authorities and village Panchayats of census towns and urban 
agglomeration has been specified. Thus, solid waste has to be managed in  accordance 
with the said rules as follows: 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holders 

1 Collection, Segregation and 
Treatment of Solid Waste 

Solid Waste to be managed in accordance 
with Mizoram Solid Waste Management Bye-
Laws, 2018 

ULB 

2 Capacity Building Program of the 
ULBs 

Training to be imparted to all ULB staff for 
proper implementation of Sustainable Solid 
Waste Management 

ULB 

3 Awareness Awareness shall be carried out through IEC 
campaign with participation from SHGs, 
NGOs and Students 

ULB,NGOs 

4 Monitoring and Review District Level Committee monitor & review the 
status of Solid Waste Management 

ULB, District Level 
committee 

 
 
 

1.2  Plastic Waste Management (for each ULB) 
 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable  
Outcome 

Measurable Outcome 
for District 

PW1 Inventory of plastic waste generation 

PW1a 
 

Estimated Quantity of 
plastic waste 
generated in District 

  Not estimated 
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PW2 Implementation of Collection 

PW2a 
 

Door to Door 
collection 

  100% 

PW2b 
 

Segregated Waste 
collection 

  40% 

PW2c 
 

Plastic waste 
collection at Material 
Recovery Facility 

  MRF not yet 
functional 

PW2d 
 

Authorization of PW 
pickers 

  Plastic Waste pickers 
are not found but the 
Nodal department will 
continue to search for 
PW pickers and will 
authorize them as 
required. 

PW2e 
 

PW collection Centers   3 plastic waste bins 
in Kolasib Town 

PW3 Establishment of linkage with Stakeholders 

PW3a 
 

Established linkage 
with PROs of 
Producers 

  Not established as it 
is not applicable for 
the current solid 
waste scenario. 

PW3b 
 

Established linkage 
with NGOs 

  Not established as 
VCs are authorized to 
take up the Waste 
collection in the 
present situation. 

PW4 Availability of facilities for Recycling or utilization of PW 

PW4a 
 

No. of PW recyclers   0 

PW4b 
 

No Manufacturers   0 

PW4c 
 

No of pyrolysis oil 
plants 

  
0 

PW4d 
 

Plastic pyrolysis   0 

PW4e 
 

Use in road making   0 

PW4f 
 

Co-processing in 
Cement Kiln 

 
0 

PW5 Implementation of PW Management Rules, 2016 

PW5a 
 

Sealing of units 
producing < 50-micron 
plastic 

  Plastic Waste 
management 
byelaws is being 
prepared for Kolasib 
Town and is in the 
process of being 
notified. 

PW5b 
 

Prohibiting sale of 
carry bags < 50 
micron 

  No Action but will 
commence  when the 
bye laws are notified. 

PW5c 
 

Ban on Carry bags 
and other single use 
plastics as notified by 
State Government 

  No Action but will 
commence  when the 
bye laws are notified. 

PW6 Implementation of Extended Producers Responsibility (EPR)  through Producers/Brand-owners 

PW6a 
 

No of Producers 
associated with ULBs 

  0 

PW6b 
 

Financial support by 
Producers / Brand 
owners to ULBs 

  0 

PW6c 
 

Amount of PRO   0 
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Support 

PW6d 
 

Infrastructure support 
by Producers / Brand 
owners to ULBs 

  None 

PW6e 
 

No of collection 
centers established by 
Producers / Brand 
owners to ULBs 

  None 

 
 
 
ACTION PLAN: 
 Plastic waste to be managed in accordance with the Plastic Waste Management 
(Amendment) Rules, 2018 with an emphasis on the 3R principles of Reduces, Reuse and 
Recycle. 
 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake 
holders 

1 Collection of Plastic Waste Door to door Collection authorization of 
Plastic Waste pickers, Plastice Waste 
collection centres to be ensured 

ULB 

2 Implementation of Plastic Waste 
Management Rule, 2016 

To ensure implementation of Plastic Waste  
Management Rules, 2016, ULBs in 
association with District administration will 
conduct Surprise inspection on the 
commercial establishments for the eradiction 
of banned plastic and imposes fine for those 
who store, sell and use the same. 

ULB 

3 Awareness Creation Awareness shall be carried out through IEC 
campaign with participation from SHGs, 
NGOs and Students 

ULB,NGO, 
SHG, School, 
DIPRO 

 
 

1.3 C & D Waste Management : 
 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable  
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for District 

CD1 Inventory of C&D waste  generation 

CD1a 
 

 Estimated Quantity   Not Estimated 

CD2 Implement scheme for permitting bulk waste generators 

CD2a 
 

 Issuance of 
Permissions by ULBs 

  Not applicable for the 
current waste 
generation scenario. 

CD3 Establishment of C&D Waste Deposition centers 

CD3a 
 

Establishment of 
Deposition Points 

  The deposition point 
for excavated soil 
have been identified. 

CD3b 
 

C&D Deposition point 
identified 

  Yes 

CD4 Implementation of By-Laws for CD Waste Management 

CD4a 
 

Implementation of By-
laws 

  Not notified 
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CD4b 
 

 Collection of 
Deposition / disposal 
Charges 

  Not applicable to the 
current waste 
generation scenario. 

CD5 Establishment of C&D Waste recycling plant or linkage with such facility 

CD5a 
 

Establishment CD 
Waste Recycling Plant 

  No facility exists as 
most of the C&D 
waste generated are 
reused and 
repurposed by the 
waste generators 

CD5b 
 

Capacity of CD Waste 
Recycling Plant 

  Not available and not 
applicable for the 
current waste 
generation scenario 

 
 

ACTION PLAN: 
          Construction & Demolition waste in Kolasib District is negligible. The waste 
generated by construction and demolition are small in quantity as of now and is 
manageable. However, Construction & Demolition waste in small quantity would be 
disposed without affecting the nearby environment by instructing ULBs and Village 
Council. 
 

 
1.4  Biomedical Waste Management (for each ULB) 
 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable Outcome 
for District 

BMW1 Inventory of Biomedical Waste Generation 

BMW1a 
 

Total no. of Bedded 
Hospitals 

  1(DH), 1(CHC), 
5(PHC) 

BMW1b 
 

Total no. of non-
bedded HCF 

  26(SC), 8(SC Clinic) 

BMW1c 
 

Total no. Clinics   Nil 

BMW1d 
 

No of Veterinary 
Hospitals 

  One 

BMW1e 
 

Pathlabs   1(DH) 

BMW1f 
 

Dental Clinics   3(DH), Vairengte 
CHC, Lungdai PHC 

BMW1g 
 

Blood Banks  1 (DH) 

BMW1h 
 

Animal Houses   9 (at Thingdawl farm 
and Vety Complex, 
Kolasib) 

BMW1i 
 

Bio-research Labs   Disease investigation 
Laboratory is present 
at Kolasib Veterinary 
Hospital. 
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BMW1j 
 

 Others 

 

 

Veterinery Dispensary 
- 4 nos at Bairabi, 
Lungdai, Kawnpui and 
Vairengte. 
A new Veterinary 
Hospital is to be 
constructed with an 
estimated amount of 
Rs. 85 Lakhs which is 
expected to meet 
desired pollution 
control standards. 

BMW2 Authorization of HCFs by SPCBs / PCCs 

BMW2a 
 

Bedded HCFs   1(DH), 1(CHC), 
5(PHC) 

BMW2b 
 

Non-bedded HCFs   NIL (application 
submitted for 26SC 
and 8 SC Clinics) 

BMW3 

Biomedical Waste Treatment and Disposal Facilities  (CBMWTFs) 
The District Hospital, Kolasib is presently following strict waste segregation system done at the 
point of generation, after which the waste is treated with disinfectants. Waste, which need to be 
buried are segregated and disposed at Deep Burial Pit and Sharp Pit designed for disposing 
sharp medical instruments. Liquid waste is disposed at soak pits available at the Hospital 
campus. Other non medical wastes are collected by UD&PA department twice every week at the 
point of generation. 

BMW3a 
 

No of CBMWTFs   As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW3b 
 

Linkage with 
CBMWTFs 

  As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW3c 
 

Capacity of 
CBMWTFs 

  As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW3d 
 

Requirements of 
CBMWTFs 

  As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW3e 
 

Captive Disposal 
Facilities of HCFs 

  As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW4 Compliance by CBMWTFs 

BMW4a 
 

Compliance to 
standards 

  As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW4b 
 

Barcode tracking by 
HCFs / CBMWTFs 

  As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW4c 
 

Daily BMW lifting by 
CBMWTFs 

  As explanatory note 
above. 

BMW5 Status of Compliance by Healthcare Facilities 

BMW5a 
 

Pre-segregation   100% pre 
segregated. As 

explainatory note 
above. 

BMW5b 
 

Linkage with 
CBMWTFs 

  

 
 

ACTION PLAN: 
         The Bio medical waste as defined by the BMW Rules, 2016 is any waste which is 
generated during the activities of diagnosis, treatment and immunisation of human 
beings or any research. 
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         There are four numbers of healthcare facilities in the district which produces 
about less than one quintal bio medical waste and general solid waste. 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holders 

1 Collection , Segregation & 
Treatment of solid waste 
Generation. 

Biomedical Waste to be managed in 
accordance with the Bio Medical Waste 
Management Rules, 2016 

All HCF concerned

2 Preparation of ‘Inventory of 
Biomedical Waste 
building/training of HCFs 

Inventorisation of Occupiers and data on bio-
medical waste generation, treatment & 
disposal which are to be updated at least two 
times each year. 

DMO,DVO,BDO

3 Capacity  HCF should be made aware of their roles 
and responsibilities under the Bio Medical 
Waste Management Rules, 2016 

 For proper management of the waste in the 
healthcare facilities, the technical 
requirements of waste handling are needed 
to be understood and practiced by each 
category of the staff in accordance with the 
BMWM Rules, 2016 

CMO, DMS, DC 

4 Biomedical Waste Treatment 
and Disposal 
Facilities(CBMWTFs) 

Matter relating to setting up a Common 
Biomedical Waste Treatment and Disposal 
Facilities (CBMWTFs) in the district will be 
taken up with Health Deptt/PCB 

 

5 Monitoring and Review District Level Monitoring Committee under the 
Chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner will be 
set up to monitor the compliance of the 
provisions of SWM rules by the HCFs. 

District Level 
Monitoring Committee

 
 
 
 

1.5  Hazardous Waste Management 
 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for District 

HW1 Inventory of Hazardous Waste 

HW1a 
 

No of HW Generating 
Industry 

  

There is no industry 
generating 

Hazardous Waste at 
Kolasib District. 

HW1b 
 

Quantity of HW   

HW1c 
 

Quantity of 
Incinierable HW 

  

HW1d 
 

Quantity of land-
fillable HW 

  

HW1e 
 

Quantity of Recyclable 
/ utilizable HW 
 

  

HW2 Contaminated Sites and illegal industrial hazardous waste dumpsites 

HW2a 
 

No of HW dumpsites  None, but when the 
Sanitary Landfill is 
functional, the 
domestic hazardous 
wastes will be 
deposited at the 
landfill. 

HW2c 
 

Probable 
Contaminated Sites 

  0 
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HW3 Authorization by SPCBs/PCCs 

HW3a 
 

No of industries 
authorized 

 0 

HW3b 
 

Display Board of HW 
Generation in front of 
Gate 

  0 

HW3 Availability of Common Hazardous Waste TSDF 

HW3a 
 

Common TSDF   None 

HW3b 
 

Industries linkage with 
TSDF 

  0 

HW4 Linkage of ULBs in District with Common TSDF 

HW4a 
 

 ULBs linked to 
Common TSDFs for 
Domestic Hazardous 
Waste 

  No 

 

 
ACTION PLAN: 
 
         “Hazardous waste” is any waste which by reason of characteristics such as physical, 
chemical, biological, reactive, toxic, flammable, explosive or corrosive, causing danger or 
is likely to cause danger to health or environment, whether alone or in contact with other 
wastes or substances. It is imperative to mention that there is no Hazardous Waste 
generating industry in Kolasib District. District Level Monitoring Committee under the 
chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner will be set up to monitor the compliance of 
Hazardous waste Management Rules. 
 
 

1.6  e-Waste Waste Management 
 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Unit of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable Outcome 
for District 

EW1 Status of facilitating authorized collection of E-Waste 

EW1a 
 

 
 

Does the citizen are 
able to deposit or 
provide E-Waste 
through Toll-free 
Numbers in the 
District 

  Not yet but plans for 
establishing a 
centralised deposit 
centre is underway.  

EW1c 
 

Collection centers 
established by ULB in 
District 

  Will commence as 
and when the bye 
laws are notified 

EW1d 
 

Collection centers 
established by 
Producers or their 
PROs in the District 

  None 

EW1e 
 

Does the district has 
linkage with 
authorized E-Waste 
recyclers / Dismantler 

  No but there is one 
authorised  E-Waste 
collector for the state 
- Greeniva Recycler 
Pvt. Ltd. 

EW1f 
 

No authorized E-
Waste recyclers / 
Dismantler 

  1 

EW2 Status of Collection of E-Waste 
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EW2a 
 

Authorizing E-Waste 
collectors 

  Authorised, Greeniva 
Recycler Pvt. Ltd. 

EW2b 
 

Involvement of NGOs  No 

EW2c 
 

Does Producers have 
approached NGOs/ 
Informal Sector for 
setting up Collection 
Centers. 

  No  

EW2d 
 

Does ULBs have 
linkage with 
authorized Recyclers / 
Dismantlers 

 No, but there is one 
authorised  E-Waste 
collector for the state 
- Greeniva Recycler 
Pvt. Ltd. 

EW4 Control E-Waste related pollution 

EW4a 
 

 
 

Does informal trading, 
dismantling, and 
recycling of e-waste 
exists in District 

  No 

EW4b 
 

Does the 
administration closed 
illegal E-Waste 
recycling in the District 

  No 

EW4c 
 

No of actions taken to 
close illegal trading or 
processing of E-Waste 

  0 

EW5 Creation of Awareness on E-Waste handling and disposal 

EW5a 
 

Does PROs / 
Producers conducted 
any District level 
Awareness 
Campaigns 

 

 
No 

EW5c 
 

 Does District 
Administration 
conducted any District 
level Awareness 
Campaigns 
 

  No but plans are 
underway to spread 
awareness when the 
collection points are 
established. 

 
ACTION PLAN: 
 
         Electronic waste or e-waste describes discarded electrical or electronic devices. Used electronics 
which are destined for refurbishment, reuse, resale, salvage recycling through material recovery, or disposal 
are also considered e-waste. At present E-waste management is in nascent stage in the district and only 
informal trading, dismantling, and recycling of e-waste exists in the District. 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holders 

1 Collection of E-Waste  Collection Centre to be established by ULB 
 Door to Door Collection 
 Authorizing E-waste collectors 

ULB 

2 Control E-Waste related 
pollution and Awareness 

Creation of Awareness on E-Waste handling 
and disposal 

ULB, NGO 

 
 
 
2.0 Water Quality Management Plan 
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No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for District 

WQ1 
Inventory of water resources in District 
Survey is being taken up for implementing sewerage and storm drain system for Koalsib town. 

WQ1a 
 

Rivers  74 Nos. with 
2,81,859m in length 

WQ1b 
 

Length of Coastline  281859 in length 

WQ1c 
 

Nalas/Drains meeting 
Rivers 

 370 Nos. 

WQ1d 
 

Lakes / Ponds  1 no. with 2 Hectares. 

WQ1e 
 

Total Quantity of 
sewage and industrial 
discharge in District 

 Not available 

WQ2 Control of Groundwater Water Quality 

WQ2a 
 

Estimated number of 
bore-wells 

 70 nos. 

WQ2b 
 

No of permissions 
given for extraction of 
groundwater 

 Not yet given 

WQ2c 
 

Number of 
groundwater polluted 
areas 

 There is no known 
ground water polluted 
area within the 
district. 

WQ2d 
 

Groundwater 
Availability 

 Not Adequate 

WQ3 Availability of Water Quality Data 

WQ3a 
 

Creation of monitoring 
cell 

 Yes, monitoring cell 
under the 
chairmanship of EE, 
PHED, WATSAN 
Division, has been 
created and action is 
taken as required. 

WQ3b 
 

Access to Surface 
water and 
groundwater quality 
data at DM office 

 Laboratory is present 
at the office of the 
EE, PHED, WATSAN 
Division for testing 
quality of water and 
testing is done at 
regular intervals. 

WQ4 Control of River side Activities 

WQ4a 
 

River Side open 
defecation 

 Fully Controlled  

WQ4b 
 

Dumping of SW on 
river banks 

 Partly  

WQ4c 
 

 Control measures for  
idol immersion 

 N.A 

WQ5 Control of Water Pollution in Rivers 
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WQ5a 
 

Percentage of 
untreated sewage 

 The Sewage 
treatment plant is not 
available at the 
district but Survey is 
being taken up for 
implementing 
sewerage and storm 
drain system for 
Kolasib town. 

WQ5b 
 

Monitoring of Action 
Plans for Rejuvenation 
of Rivers 

 Monitored by PHED 
in collaboration with 
Forest Department 
and Village Water 
and Sanitation 
Committees. 

WQ5c 
 

No of directions given 
to industries for 
Discharge of 
Untreated industrial 
wastewater  in last 12 
months 

 No industries 
generating sewage is 
present in the district. 

WQ6 Awareness Activities 

WQ6a 
 

 District level 
campaigns on 
protection of water 
quality 

 12 nos. during 2018-
2019. Village level 
campaigns are also 
carried out from time 
to time. 

WQ6b Oil Spill Disaster Contingency Plan 
 

WQ6c 
 

Creation of District Oil 
Spill Crisis 
Management Group 

 Not applicable for 
Kolasib District. 

WQ6d 
 

Preparation  District 
Oil Spill Disaster 
Contingency Plan 

 Not prepared as it is 
not applicable. 

WQ7 Protection of Flood plains 

WQ7a 
 

 Encroachment of 
flood plains is 
regulated. 

 There is no town area 
flooding problem in 
the District. 

WQ8 Rainwater Harvesting 

WQ8a 

 

 Action plan for Rain 
water harvesting 

 Awareness is given 
and sensitization 
programmes are held 
frequently. Individual 
households are 
encouraged to 
practice Rain Water 
Harvesting 
system.PHE 
Department in future 
may be requested to 
introduce rainwater 
harvesting plants at 
selected villages. 

 
 

ACTION PLAN: 
         There is no polluted river stretch or waste water producing industry in the district. 
However time to time surprise checking would be done to ensure that no untreated 
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water from any industry is released in the water bodies. 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake 
holders 

1 Inventory of water resources in 
District 

Inventory of water resources in District 
covering Rivers and other natural water 
bodies. Nalas/Drains natural water bodies, 
Nalas/Drains 

DFO, ULBs 

2 Collection of Water Representatives of PHE, Health, DFO, PCB 
will be constituted to monitor and control 
quality of river water, stream etc. 

EE,PHE 

3 Control of Groundwater Water 
Quality 

To recharge ground water through NRM 
activities under NREGSs, and Use of fertilizer 
& pesticides in Agriculture 

BDO, DAO, 
ULB 

4 Control of River side Activities River side activities like River Side open 
defacation, dumping of SW on river banks, 
etc. to be controlled 

District 
Administratio
n, EE,PHE, 
BDO, ULB 

5 Awareness Activities District Level Campaigns on protection of 
water quality and control of water pollution in 
rivers 

EE, PHE, 
BDO 

6 Protection of Flood plains Encroachment of flood plains to beregulated District 
Administratio
n 

7 Rainwater Harvesting A separate Action plan for Rain Water 
harvesting in line with Govt policy would be 
prepared 

EE,PHE 

 
 
 
 

3.0 Domestic Sewage Management Plan 
 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for District 

SM1 Inventory of Sewage Management 

SM1a 
 

Total Quantity of 
Sewage generated in 
District from Class II 
cities and above 

 0 MLD 

SM1b 
 

No of Class-II towns 
and above 

 Nil 

SM1c 
 

No of Class-I towns 
and above 

 Nil 

SM1d 
 

No of Towns needing 
STPs 

 6 nos. 

SM1e 
 

No of Towns STPs 
installed 

 Nil 

SM1f 
 

Quantity of treated 
sewage flowing into 
Rivers (directly or 
indirectly) 

 0 MLD 

SM1g 
 

Quantity of untreated 
or partially treated 
sewage  (directly or 
indirectly) 

 [Automatic] 

SM1h 
 

Quantity of sewage 
flowing into lakes 

 0 MLD 
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SM1i 
 

No of industrial 
townships 

 Nil 

SW2 Adequacy of Available Infrastructure for Sewage Treatment 

SM2a 
 

% sewage treated in 
STPs 

 [Automatic] 

SM2b 
 

Total available 
Treatment Capacity 

 0 MLD 

SM2c 
 

Additional treatment 
capacity required 

 7.2 MLD 

SM3 Adequacy of Sewerage Network 

SM3a 
 

No of ULBs having 
partial underground 
sewerage network 

 Nil 

SM3b 
 

No of towns not 
having sewerage 
network 

 N.A 

SM3c 
 

% population covered 
under sewerage 
network 

 [Automatic] 

 
 
ACTION PLAN: 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holders 

1 Inventory of sewage 
Management 

Survey and identification of Households to 
ensure proper drainage and management of 
sewage. 

ULB 

2 Adequacy of Available 
Infrastructure for Sewage 
Treatment 

1. Some Household may have its own 
Sewage management infrastructure so as to 
pull down this water to maintain water level in 
earth and to reuse this water at various other 
domestic works after removing contaminants. 
i.e. Grey water after removing contaminants 
may be used in gardens, toilet flushing etc. 
 
2. All households should be connected to 
sewage management infrastructure either at 
home or through proper drain across ULB to 
sewage treatment plant 

ULB 

3 Adequacy of Sewarage 
Management 

Proper drains constructed with proper 
technique connecting with all household under 
ULB to ensure total sewage management 

ULB 

 
 

4.0 Industrial Wastewater Management Plan 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for District 

IWW1 Inventory of industrial wastewater Generation in District 

IWW1a 
 

 No of Industries 
discharging 
wastewater 

 

Nil 

IWW1b 
 

Total Quantity of 
industrial wastewater 
generated 

 Nil 
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IWW1c 
 

Quantity of treated 
IWW discharged into 
Nalas / Rivers 

 Nil  

IWW1d 
 

Quantity of un-treated 
or partially treated 
IWW discharged into 
lakes 

 Nil 

IWW1e 
 

Prominent Type of 
Industries 

 1) Wood-based small 
scale industries - 30 
nos. approx 
2) Tiny Tailoring 
industrial units - 50 
nos. approx 
3) Steel Fabrication - 
10 nos. approx 
4) Palm oil extraction 
- 1 unit 
5) Brick kiln unit - 1 

IWW1f 
 

Common Effluent 
Treatment Facilities 

 
Nil 

IWW2  Status of compliance by Industries in treating wastewater 

IWW2a   
No of Industries 
meeting Standards 

 

Not Applicable 

IWW2b   
No of Industries not 
meeting discharge 
Standards 

 

IWW2c   

No of complaints 
received  or number of 
recurring complaints 
against industrial 
pollution in last 3 
months 
 

 

IWW4  Status of Action taken for not meeting discharge standards 

IWW4a   

No industries closed 
for exceeding 
standards in last 3 
months 

 Not Applicable 

IWW4b   

No of industries where 
Environmental 
Compensation was 
imposed By SPCBs 

 

 
ACTION PLAN: 
         There is no such polluting industries present at Kolasib as of now, no specific action plan has been 
prepared. 
 
        

5.0 Air Quality Management Plan 
 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for District 

AQ1 Availability of Air Quality Monitoring Network in District 

AQ1a 
 

Manual Air Quality 
monitoring stations of 
SPCBs /CPCB 

 None 
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AQ1c 
 

Automatic monitoring 
stations Operated by 
SPCBs / CPCB 

 None 

AQ2 Inventory of Air Pollution Sources 

AQ2a 
 

Identification of 
prominent air polluting 
sources 

 Burning of Jhum 
cultivation, Vehicular 
traffic 

AQ2b 
 

No of Non-Attainment 
Cities 

 
None 

AQ2c 
 

Action Plans for non-
attainment cities 

 Not yet prepared as 
there is no non-
attainment 
town/village in the 
District 

AQ3 Availability of Air  Quality Monitoring Data at DMs Office 

AQ3a 
 

 Access to air quality 
data from SPCBs & 
CPCB through 
Dashboard 

 
Not yet available. It is 
monitored by MPCB 

AQ4 Control of Industrial Air Pollution 

AQ4a 
 

No of Industries 
meeting Standards 

 0 

AQ4b 
 

No of Industries not 
meeting discharge 
Standards 

 0 

AQ5 Control of Non-industrial Air Pollution  sources 

AQ5a 
 

Control open burning 
of Stubble –during 
winter 

 Effort is taken up in 
collaboration with 
Forest Department. 

AQ5b 
 

Control Open burning 
of Waste – Nos of 
actions Taken 

 Will commence once 
the bye laws are 
notified. 

AQ5c 
 

Control of forest  fires  Effort is taken up in 
collaboration with 
Forest Department. 

AQ5d 
 

Vehicle pollution 
check centers 

 The District 
Magistrate has 
written to MPCB for 
setting up Vehicle 
Pollution Check 
Centre in Kolasib 
which is not available 
at the District Hqrs till 
date. 

AQ5e 
 

Dust Suppression 
Vehicles 

 None 

AQ6 Development of Air Pollution complaint redressal system 

AQ6a 
 

 Mobile App / Online 
based air pollution 
complaint redressing 
system of SPCBs. 

. 
 

Not yet implemented 
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ACTION PLAN: 
         The main sources of Air pollution in the district are burning of Jhum cultivation, 
Vehicular traffic, and Domestic cooking (Rural areas). This plan aims to reduce the 
sources and amount of pollutants responsible for reducing the ambient air quality. 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holders 

1 Air Quality Monitoring and Data 
Collection 

To be monitored in association with PCB. 
PCB will be requested to set up facility in the 
District Headquarter 

PCB, DC, DCIO 

2 Inventory of Air Pollution 
Sources 

Inventory of potential air polluting sources will 
be made available 

PCB, DC 

3 Monitoring of polluting vehicle DTO will ensure that all ensure that the norms 
have been complied with strictly 

DTO 

4 Awareness Generation More and more Awareness generation 
programme among the students and 
community at  large 

DFO, DC, PCB 

 
 

6.0 Mining Activity Management Plan 
 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable Outcome 
for District 

MI1a Inventory of Mining in District 

MI1a Type of Mining Activity Stone Quarrying and 
Sand Mining 

 Stone and Sand 

MI1b 
No of Mining licenses 
given in the District 

12 
 There are over 30 

valid stone quarrying 
permit holders within 
the district. Steps are 
continually taken to 
check illegal sand 
mining and stone 
quarrying.No mining 
permit will be issued 
without obtaining 
forests clearance. 
Illegal mining will be 
penalized under the 
relevant provision of 
the rules. 

MI1c 
Area covered under 
mining 

11.377 ha 
 

MI1d Area of District 1382 Sq.km  

MI1e Sand Mining Yes  

MI1f Area of sand Mining 4 ha (approx.) 

 

MI2 Compliance to Environmental Conditions 

MI2a 
 

No of Mining areas 
meeting 
Environmental 
Clearance Conditions 

 All mining permits are 
issued by the State 
Geology and Mineral 
Resources 
Department. 
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MI2b 
 

No of Mining areas 
meeting Consent 
Conditions of SPCBs / 
PCCs 

 Steps will be taken to 
enforce stone 
quarrying permit 
holders in obtaining 
consent from the 
State Pollution 
Control Board. 

MI3a Mining related environmental Complaints 

MI3b 
 

 No of pollution related 
complaints against 
Mining Operations in 
last 1 year 

 Complaint has not 
been lodged 
concerning pollution 
and environmental 
degradation caused 
by mining activities. 

MI4  Action against non-complying mining activity 

MI4a 
 

 No of Mining 
operations suspended 
for violations to 
environmental norms 

 

Nil 

MI4b 
 

 No of directions 
issued by SPCBs 

 
Nil 

ACTION PLAN: 
         The only mining activity being carried out in the district is stone quarrying and 
collection of sand(balu) from the river bed. There is no complaint lodged so far with 
regard to pollution and environmental degradation. However, steps have been taken to 
check illegal sand mining and stone quarrying. Illegal sand mining will be penalized 
under the relevant provision of the rules. Mineral survey within the district is under 
process. Besides, stone quarrying permit holders are expected to obtain consent from 
State Pollution Control Board and operation/stone blasting will be done under the 
advice of expert from Geology & Mineral Resources Department. 
 
 
7.0 Noise Pollution Management Plan 
 
The District Magistrate will write to the State Pollution Control Board to set up a site office 
in Kolasib as to monitor various kinds of pollution in the District. 
 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for District 

NP1 Availability Monitoring equipment 

NP1a 
 

No. of noise 
measuring devices 
with district 
administration 

 None 

NP1b 
 

No. of noise 
measuring devices 
with SPCBs 

 None 

NP2 Capability to conduct noise level monitoring by State agency / District authorities 
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NP2a 
 

Capability to conduct 
noise level monitoring 
by State agency / 
District authorities 

 

Not available 

NP2 Management of Noise related complaints 

NP2a 
 

No of complaints 
received on noise 
pollution in last 1 year 

 
0 

NP2b 
 

No of complaints 
redressed 

 
0 

NP3 Compliance to ambient noise standards 

NP3a 
 

Implementation of 
Ambient noise 
standards in 
residential and silent 
zones 

 Steps will be taken. 

NP3b 
 

Noise monitoring 
study in district 

 Has not been carried 
out. This cannot be 
carried out unless in 
collaboration with 
MPCB 

NP3c 
 

Sign boards in towns 
and cities in silent 
zones 

 Steps will be taken. 

 

 
ACTION PLAN: 
 
       Noise can be defined as unwanted or undesired sound and Noise pollution simply 
means when there is a lot of noise in the environment which is consequentially 
harming the environment. Like smoking, noise pollution affects active and passive 
recipients when noise levels cross certain safe boundaries. Noise pollution affects 
both human health and behavior. Noise pollution also impacts the health and well-
being of wildlife. The District Magistrate will write to the State Pollution Control Board 
to set up a site office in Kolasib so as to monitor various kinds of pollution in the 
District. 
       Most activities that cause pollution are essential to meet the needs of the growing 
population and development. Therefore preventive measures to minimize pollutants 
are more practical than their elimination. Noise Pollution Control Plan is as follows - 
 
Sl. 
No. 

Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holders 

1 Noise level Monitoring PCB or its authorized Agency will conduct 
Noise level Monitoring. Monitoring 
equipment/noise measuring devices will be 
procured. 

 

2 Categorization of areas Categorization of areas into commercial, 
residential, silence zone will be done 

 

3 Restriction on use of loud 
speakers/PA system etc and 
monitoring 

Loud speaker or a public address system will 
not be allowed to be used without obtaining 
prior written permission from the authority 

District 
Magistrate 

4 Monitoring of polluting vehicle DTO will take steps for monitoring or checking 
of vehicles to ensure environmental norms are 
followed 

DTO 

5 Creation of Awareness Steps will be taken to create more awareness 
among the general public 

District 
Administration, 
NGO 
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IV.    DISTRICT ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN - MAMIT 

INTRODUCTION 

In pursuance to the National Green Tribunal order O.A.No. -360/2018, Dated 

26/09/2019 regarding constitution of District Committee (as a part of District Planning 

Committee under Article 243 ZD) under Articles 243 G, 243 W, 243 ZD read with 

Schedules 11 and 12 and Rule 15 of the Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016 

District Level Committee for Mamit district, Mizoram was constituted comprising the 

following members: 

i) Deputy Commissioner     - Chairman 

ii) Divisional Forest Officer    - Member 

iii) Sr. EE, PHED      - Member 

iv) District Urban Development Officer   - Member 

v) District Commerce & Industries Officer  - Member 

vi) District Medical Superintendent    - Member 

vii) Sub-Divisional Officer-, Project Division, PWD - Member 

As per directions of the state Gov’t, District Level Committee in respect of 

Mamitdistrict was constituted to evolve and execute District Environmental Plan in the 

District.  
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A meeting of the District Committee to prepare the District Environmental Plan in 

respect of MamitDistrict was held on 15th Jan,2020. 

This plan has been prepared in line with the model District Environment Plan 

(DEP) of CPCB and covers following thematic areas; 

1. Waste Management Plan 

a) Solid Waste Management Plan 

b) Plastic Waste Management 

c) C&D Waste Management 

d) Biomedical Waste Management 

e) Hazardous Waste Management 

f) E-Waste Waste Management 

 

2. Water Quality Management Plan 

3. Domestic Sewage Management Plan 

4. Industrial Wastewater Management Plan 

5. Air Quality Management Plan 

6. Mining Activity Management plan 

7. Noise Pollution Management Plan 

 

MAMIT DISTRICT AT A GLANCE  

(As per 2011 Census & Statistical Handbook, Mizoram, 2014) 

1.  Area       : 3025 Sq.Km. 

2.  Location  

 Longitude     : 92o15’ 44.54”E and 92o40’ 39.63”E 

 Latitude    : 23o15’21.25”’ N and 24o15’16.80”N 

3.  No. of Sub-Division   : 3 

4.  No. of RD Blocks   : 3 

5.  No. of Villages   : 86 

6.  No. of Town    : 3 

No. of Sub-Town   : 11 

7.  Population (Total)   : 86364 

  Male    : 44828 

  Female   : 41536 

8.  Density of population  : 29 P/Sq.Km. 

9.  No. of BPL Families   : 8274 

10.  No. of BPL Population   : 33096 

11. No. of Households   : 17,731 

12. % of Minority    : 42.10%  

13.  % of workers under Agriculture : 87.50% 

14.  Average annual rainfall   :  212.2 mm  
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15.  Length of International border :  50 Kms. 

16. Literacy rate    : 84.93%  

17. Sex Ratio    : 927 

 

1.1 About Mamit 

Mamit District with its headquarters at Mamit was etched out from the erstwhile 

Aizawl District in 1998. The new District started functioning from the 24th April, 1998 

which was the date when the first Deputy Commissioner assumed office.  The District, 

for the purpose of social and economic development, needs to be assessed from the 

infrastructural facilities that are presently available as there remains a lot to be done 

for the development of the region. 

 

1.2  Area& Topography  

Mamit District is situated in the western part of Mizoram. It is separated from 

Aizawl by the river Tlawng which flows in the south-north direction and empties itself 

to the Barakriver of Cachar District of Assam. It is a land locked district and is bound 

by Bangladesh and Tripura on the West, Assam on the North, Kolasib and Aizawl 

District on the East and Lunglei District on the South. The total geographical area of 

the district is 3025.75 sq.km. It falls in the agro-climatic zone of Temperate Zone. The 

important rivers flowing in the district are Tlawng, Tut, Langkaih, Khawthlangtuipui, 

Teirei and Mar.  

The entire District is covered by hilly terrain as well as some plain areas and is 

part of the western extension of the system that links up with the ranges of Nagaland 

and Manipur in the north and Chin Hills of Myanmar in the east and ramifies from the 

Sub-Himalayan Patkai-Arakan Ranges. The terrains are crisscrossed by valleys and 

deep gorges where the rivers wend their ways to constitute its river system. Three 

major rivers viz. Teirei, Tut and Tlawng which run parallel to each other almost 

uptoBairabi. The other two rivers join up with Tlawng at Chilui and Tlangkhang 

respectively. The river Tlawng in turn joins the Barakriver in Assam and this is 

navigable uptoSairangvillage during certain season of the year. 

As the region falls within the sub-tropical rain forest region, the vegetation of 

the district falls into four categories as under:- 

(i) Tropical Moist Deciduous Forests 

(ii) Tropical Semi-Evergreen Forests  

(iii) Sub-Tropical Pine-Forests 

(iv) Sub-Tropical Broad Leaved Hill Forests 
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With its fertile soil and plentiful rain, the vegetation is an admixture of species 

which ranges from bamboos and canes to fuel woods and timber species, with proper 

management could be exploited on commercial basis. Raising plantation commercially 

viable species such as Teak, Red Oil Palm and Arecanut (Betel nut) are of vital 

importance, other species such as Pine, Eucalyptus etc. are also adopted on a smaller 

scale. 

 

1.3 Climate 

The District is under the influence of Sub-Tropical Monsoon and the climate is 

tempered to a great extent by the altitude of its terrain and therefore is pleasant and 

not subjected to extremes. According to the classification of the Department of 

Environment, Forests & Climate Change, Govt. of Mizoram, the year is characterized 

by four distinct seasons:- 

1. Summer  -  March to May 

2. Rainy season   -  June to August 

3. Autumn   -  September to October 

4. Winter   -  November to February 

The temperature varies between 10° to 34° Celsius in between winter and 

summer. January is the coldest month with the mean daily maximum temperature at 

27.1°C and the mean minimum of 6.1°C. However, the lowest minimum temperature 

was recorded on 28th December, 2014 at 5.3°C and the highest temperature observed 

during the last four years was 35.6°C recorded on 6th May, 2014. The District receives 

abundant rainfall with an average of 2662 mms. It is heaviest during June, July & 

August. The winter is normally cold and dry.  

 

1.4  Major Crop  

Soil is fertile and l8% of the net cropped area is having irrigation facility. Major 

crops production, which is paddy, in the district takes place during the Kharif season. 

In Rabbi Season Mustard, Cabbage, Radish, Carrot, Tomato, Potato and Pulses are 

grown. The district is famous for Oranges, Arecanuts and Hatkora fruits. The major 

allied activity in the district is Animal Husbandry (Piggery and Poultry) 

1.5 Administrative setup 

The Deputy Commissioner heads the District Administration. He is responsible 

for law and order and for all developmental programmes. Mamit is the Headquarter of 
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the District. There are threeCivil Sub-Divisions viz. Mamit, West Phaileng and 

Kawrthah headed by Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) and three Rural Development 

Blocks headed by Block Development Officers, viz. Reiek, West Phaileng and 

Zawlnuam. The Block-wise population of the District as per Census 2011 is as 

follows:- 

 

Blocks No. of Villages Population 

Reiek 23 17,867 

West Phaileng 24 21,309 

Zawlnuam 42 47,188 

TOTAL 89 86,364 

 

1.6   Infrastructure 

(a) Roadways - Land transport is the main medium of transport. The district 

headquarters of Mamit is connected to the State Capital Aizawl by a State 

highway which is 112 Kms long which is being upgraded to 2-lane National 

Highway. There is also an ongoing construction to extend and widen the 

State highway upto Tripura so as to make it an inter-state highway. Due to 

the difficult terrain, many villages are not yet linked by black-topped roads. 

However, construction of new roads and widening of existing ones are 

constantly underway. 

 
(b) Post & Telegraph - Despite the efforts made by the concerned authority, the 

postal service in this part of the region suffers from certain inherent 

weakness due to the topographical and climatic condition. There are 2 

Telephone Exchanges in the district, one in Reiek and the other one in 

Mamit. Mobile services are also available. 

 
(c) Power & Electricity - As on date, Mizoram is not yet self-sufficient in power 

generation and has to import from neighboring states. The lack of electricity 

is the bane of industrial and economic development in the State. Mamit 

District is no different from other parts of the State in power supply. Of the 

entire population, the number of household electrified is shown below block-

wise:- 

 

Blocks No. of Household No. of Household electrified 

Reiek 8,178 2,186 

West Phaileng 4,464 3,074 

Zawlnuam 9,523 7,454 

TOTAL 22,165 12,714 

(Source: Census 2011) 
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Thuspercentages of electrification of households stand at 71.8%. 

 

1.7 Banking Facilities  

The district is serviced by three Commercial Banks, with branch network as 

shown below:- 

Name of Bank No. of Branches 

SBI 2 

MRB 6 

MCAB 1 

Total 9 

 

These 9(Nine) bank branches cater to a population of 86,364 which 

means, on an average one bank branch for every 9,596 persons.  

 

1.8  Industrial Scenario 

 

The district has no industries to boast of due to lack of infrastructure. 

Agriculture as mentioned before is the mainstay of the entire population of the district 

with a few exceptions i.e. some persons in Govt. and semi-Govt. services. However, 

after completion of the proposed extension of Lengpui - Mamit National Highway upto 

Tripura, trade activity may pick up along the route. 

1.9  Schools and Colleges 

 

The literacy rate in Mizoram is quite high as compared to other States. 

This is due to the fact that education has been emphasized and is within the reach of 

every household. Education plays an important role in the upliftment of the society. 

The statistical break-up of educational facility in the District is as follows:- 

Block College High Sec. 

School 

High 

School 

Middle 

School 

Primary 

School 

Reiek - - 9 30 40 

W. Phaileng - 1 8 34 49 

Zawlnuam 2 3 22 39 60 

TOTAL 2 4 39 103 149 
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1.10 Medical Services 

The District has 1 Hospital to boast of with several Community Health 

Centres (CHCs) and Primary Health Centres (PHCs) situated at various villages. The 

block-wise distributions of PHCs are indicated below:- 

 

Blocks No. of villages Population No. of PHCs/Others 

Reiek 23 17,867 1 

West Phaileng 24 21,309 3 

Zawlnuam 42 47,188 4 

TOTAL 89 86,364 8 

 

 

1.11 Agricultural Resources and Potential  

The economy of the District is basically Agro-based. Paddy which is the 

staple food of the populace is the main crop. Jhum   cultivation is the most popular 

type of cultivation and comprises the main source of agricultural products. The entire 

District crop production for 2014-2015for some popular crops as per Agriculture 

Statistical Abstract 2014-2015 published by Directorate of Agriculture (Crop 

Husbandry) Mizoram, Aizawl are as follows:- 

Sl. 

No. 
Name of Crop Type of Cultivation Area in h.a. 

Production in 

M.T 

1. 

Rice 

(1) Jhum 

 

Kharif 2190 1971 

(2) WRC 
Kharif 968 2426 

Total of Rice 3158 4397 

2. Potato 

a)Kharif 10 45 

b)Rabi 21 107 

Total of Potato 31 152 

3. 

French Bean 

Kharif 20 16 

 Rabi 74 68 

 Total of French Bean 94 84 

4. Sugarcane Kharif 56 1680 

5. Sesamum Kharif 80 48 

6. Soyabean Kharif 40 6 

7. Cow Pea Kharif 311 616 

8. Maize Kharif 740 1036 

9. Rice Bean Kharif 59 87 

10. Chick Pea Rabi 3 3 
 

1. Waste Management Plan 
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Waste management is one of the most essential services for maintaining the 
quality of life in the urban areas and for ensuring better standards of health and 
sanitation. However, this service falls short of the desired level as the systems of 
management adopted are outdated and inefficient. Institutional weakness, shortage 
of human and financial resources, improper choice of technology, inadequate 
coverage and lack of short and long term planning are responsible for the 
inadequacy of services. 

Present Scenario 

In Mamit District, there are two (2) ULBs, and 86 Village Councils. The no. of 
waste generated by ULBs is not so high. The quantities of waste are also growing 
with each passing year. 

Sl. No. Name of ULB Population 
(As per 2011 
census) 

No of 
Household 

Total Waste 
Generated 
per day (In MT) 

1. Mamit 7884 5275 3 

2. Zawlnuam 3733 1643 1.5 

 

 

1.1 Solid Waste Management Plan: 

 Solid  waste  to  be  managed  in  accordance  with  the  SWM  Rules,  2016 issued  
by  the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India are as follows: 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome 
for District 

  Name of Urban Local 
Body (ULB) 

  [name of ULB]  
Mamit 

  No of ULBs in the District   [Nos] 2 

  Population   [Nos as per 2011 
census] 

14,899 (As 
per 2011 
census) 

SW1 Report on inventory of 
total solid waste 
Generation 

      

SW1a   Total solid waste 
Generation 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Not estimated] 

16.7 

SW1b   Qty. of Dry Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

13.8 

SW1c   Qty. of Wet Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

6.5 

SW1d   Qty. of C&D Waste 
segregated 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

Not 
estimated 

SW1e   Qty. of Street 
Sweeping 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Not estimated] 

0.7 
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SW1f   Qty. of Drain Silt [in MT/Day] or 
[Not estimated] 

Not 
estimated 

SW1g   Qty. of Domestic 
Hazardous 
Waste(DHW) 
collected 

[in MT/Day] or [No 
Facility] 

0.3 

SW1h   Qty. of Other Waste 
(Horticulture, 
sanitary waste, etc.) 

[in MT/Day] or 
[Qty not 
estimated] 

Qty not 
estimated 

SW1i   No of Old dump sites [Nos] or [None] 1  

SW1j   Qty stored in 
dumpsites 

[MT] or [Not 
estimated] 

Not 
estimated 

SW1k   No of Sanitary 
landfills 

[Nos] or [None] None 

SW1l   No of wards [nos] 9 

SW2 Compliance by Bulk 
Waste Generators 

      

SW2a   No of BW 
Generators 

[numbers] or 
[inventory not 
done] 

17 

SW2b   No of on-site 
facilities for Wet 
Waste 

[numbers] or [No 
data] 

No data 

SW3 Compliance in segregated 
waste Collection SW 
Collection 

      

SW3a   Total generation [Automatic] from 
SW1a 

14 

SW3b   Wet Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

7 

SW3c   Dry Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

9 

SW3d   C&D Waste [in MT/Day] or 
[Collection Not 
initiated] 

 

SW4 Waste Management 
Operations 

      

SW4a   Door to Door 
Collection 

[100%] / [partial 
%] / [not initiated] 

96% 

SW4b   Mechanical Road 
Sweeping 

[100%] / [partial%] 
/ [not initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4c   Manual Sweeping [100%] / [partial%] 87% 

SW4d   Segregated Waste 
Transport 

[100%] / [partial 
%] / [not initiated] 

100% 

SW4e   Digesters (Bio-
methanation) 

[% of WW] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4f   Composting 
operation 

[% of WW] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4g   MRF Operation [MRF used] / [not 
installed] 

Not initiated 

SW4h   Use of Sanitary 
Landfill 

[% of SW 
collected] / [no 
SLF] 

Not initiated 
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SW4i   Reclamation of old 
dumpsites 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4j   Linkage with Waste 
to Energy Boilers / 
Cement Plants 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4k   Linkage with 
Recyclers 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4l   Authorization of 
waste pickers 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

SW4m   Linkage with TSDF / 
CBMWTF 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated 

SW4n   Involvement of 
NGOs 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Initiated  

SW4o   Linkage with 
Producers / Brand 
Owners 

[initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW4p   Authorisation of 
Waste Pickers 

   

SW4q   Issuance of ID Cards [initiated] / [not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

SW5 Adequacy of of 
Infrastructure   

      

SW5a   Waste Collection 
Trolleys 

[Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

 

SW5b   Mini Collection 
Trucks 

[Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

 

SW5c   Segregated 
Transport 

[yes] / [no] / [% 
area covered] 

Yes 

SW5d   Bulk Waste Trucks [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

 

SW5e   Waste Transfer 
points 

[Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 
/[Not available] 

 

SW5f   Bio-methanation 
units 

[Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

Nil 

SW5h   Composting units [Nos. Required] / 
[Nos. Available] 

2 nos. 
Available 

SW5i   Material Recovery 
Facilities 

[used or installed] 
/ [not available] 

Not 
Available 

SW5k   Waste to Energy (if 
applicable) 

[Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

NIL 

SW5l   Waste to RDF [Required] / [Nos. 
Available] 

NIL 

SW5m   Sanitary Land fills [Nos] / [Nos. 
Available] 

Not 
Available 

SW5n   Capacity of sanitary 
landfills 

[MT] / / [Nos. 
Available] 

NIL 

SW5o   Waste Deposit 
Centers (DHW) 

[Nos] / [Nos. 
Available] 

NIL 

SW5p   Other facilities [give or select 
from list] 

NIL 

SW6 Notification and 
Implementation of By-
Laws 
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SW6a   Notification of By-
laws 

[done] / [in 
progress] / [not 
initiated] 

In progress 

SW6b   Implementation of 
by-laws 

[done] / [in 
progress] / [not 
initiated] 

In progress 

SW7 Adequacy of Financial 
Status of ULB 

      

SW7a   CAPEX Required [INR] / [Not 
required]  

SW7b   OPEX [INR per Year] / 
[% of requirement] 

 

SW7c   Adequacy of OPEX [Yes] / [No]  

 
Proposal for management is as follows : 

Sl. No. Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holders 

1 Collection, Segregation 
& Treatment of solid 
waste 

Solid Waste to be managed in 
accordance with Mizoram Solid Waste 
Management Bye – Laws, 2018 

ULB 

2 Capacity Building 
Program  
of the ULBs 

Training to be imparted to all ULB staff 
for proper implementation of Sustainable 
SWM 

ULB 

3 Awareness Awareness shall be carried out through 
IEC campaigns with participation from 
SHGs, NGOs and Students. 

ULB, NGOs 
Schools 
SHGs,DIPRO 

4 Monitoring and Review District Level Committee will sit regularly 
to review the status of SWM 

ULB 
District Level 
Committee 

 

1.2 Plastic Waste Management 

Plastic  waste  to  be  managed  in  accordance  with  the  Plastic  Waste  
Management (Amendment)  Rules,  2018  with  an  emphasis  on  the  3R  principles  
of  Reduce,  Reuse  and Recycle. 

No. Action Areas 
Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

  Name of ULB   [name of ULB] Mamit 

  Population   
[Nos as per 2011 
census] 

14,899 (As 
per 2011 
census) 

PW1 Inventory of 
plastic waste 
generation 

  
  

  

PW1a   Estimated Quantity of 
plastic waste generated in 
District 

[MT/day] / [Not 
Estimated] 

Not 
Estimated 

PW2 Implementation of 
Collection 

  
  

  

PW2a   Door to Door collection [100%] / [partial %] / 89% 
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[not initiated] 

PW2b   Segregated Waste 
collection 

[100%] / [partial %] 98% 

PW2c   Plastic waste collection at 
Material Recovery Facility 

[MRF used] / [not 
installed] 

Not installed 

PW2d   Authorization of PW 
pickers 

[Nos] / [not initiated] Not initiated 

PW2e   PW collection Centers [Nos] / [not 
established] 

Not 
established 

PW3 Establishment of 
linkage with 
Stakeholders 

      

PW3a   Established linkage with 
PROs of Producers 

[Nos] / [not 
established] 

Not 
established 

PW3b   Established linkage with 
NGOs 

[Nos] / [not 
established] 

 

PW4 Availability of 
facilities for 
Recycling or 
utilization of PW 

      

PW4a   No. of PW recyclers [Nos] NIL 

PW4b   No Manufacturers [Nos] NIL 

PW4c   No of pyrolysis oil plants [Nos] NIL 

PW4d   Plastic pyrolysis [Quantity in MT sent 
per Month] 

NIL 

PW4e   Use in road making [Quantity MT used 
per Month] 

NIL 

PW4f   Co-processing in Cement 
Kiln 

[Quantity in MT sent 
per Month] 

NIL 

PW5 Implementation of 
PW Management 
Rules, 2016 

      

PW5a   Sealing of units producing 
< 50-micron plastic 

[All sealed] / [Partial] / 
[no action] 

Prohibited 

PW5b   Prohibiting sale of carry 
bags < 50 micron 

[Prohibited] / [Partial] 
/ [no action] 

Implemented 

PW5c   Ban on Carry bags and 
other single use plastics 
as notified by State 
Government 

[Implemented] / 
[Partial] / [no action] / 
[No Ban] 

 

PW6 Implementation of 
Extended 
Producers 
Responsibility 
(EPR)  through 
Producers/Brand-
owners 

      

PW6a   No of Producers 
associated with ULBs 

[Nos] / [None] None 

PW6b   Financial support by 
Producers / Brand owners 

[Nos] / [None] None 
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to ULBs 

PW6c   Amount of PRO Support [Rs…] None 

PW6d   Infrastructure support by 
Producers / Brand owners 
to ULBs 

[Nos of Producers] / 
[None] 

None 

PW6e   No of collection centers 
established by Producers 
/ Brand owners to ULBs 

[Nos] / [None]  

 
 Proposal for management is as follows: 
 
Sl.no  Action Points  Strategy and approach  Stake holders  

1  Collection of Plastic 
Waste  

Door to Door Collection, Authorization 
of Plastic Waste pickers, Plastic 
Waste collection centres to be 
ensured  

ULB  

2  Implementation of 
Plastic Waste 
Management Rules, 
2016  

To ensure implementation of Plastic 
Waste Management Rules, 2016, 
ULBs in association with District 
administration will conduct Surprise 
inspection on the commercial 
establishments for the eradication of 
banned plastic and imposes fine for 
those who store, sell and use the 
same.  

ULB  

3  Awareness Creation  Awareness shall be carried out 
through IEC Campaigns with 
participation from Schools, NGOs, 
SHGs.  

ULB, NGO, SHG  
School, DIPRO  

 
 
 
1.3  Construction & Demolition Waste Management  
 

In Mamit District, there is no problem of Construction & Demolition waste 
as this waste is negligible and is reused. The waste generated by construction 
and demolition are so less as of now and have been manageable. However, 
ULBs and village council have been ask to ensure that the wastes are disposed 
without affecting the nearby environment. 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

  Name of ULB   [name of ULB] Mamit 

  Population   [Nos as per 2011 
census] 

14,899 (As 
per 2011 
census) 

CD1 Inventory of C&D 
waste  generation 

      

CD1a   Estimated Quantity [Kg/Day] / [Not 
estimated] 

Not 
estimated 
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CD2 Implement 
scheme for 
permitting bulk 
waste generators 

      

CD2a   Issuance of Permissions 
by ULBs 

[Initiated] / [Not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

CD3 Establishment of 
C&D Waste 
Deposition 
centers 

      

CD3a   Establishment of 
Deposition Points 

[Yes] / [No] No 

CD3b   C&D Deposition point 
identified 

[Yes] / [No] No 

CD4 Implementation of 
By-Laws for CD 
Waste 
Management 

      

CD4a   Implementa 
tion of By-laws 

[notified] / [not 
notified] 

Not Notified 

CD4b   Collection of Deposition / 
disposal Charges 

[Initiated] / [Not 
initiated] 

Not initiated 

CD5 Establishment of 
C&D Waste 
recycling plant or 
linkage with such 
facility 

      

CD5a   Establishment CD Waste 
Recycling Plant 

[Established] / [Sent 
to shared Facility] / 
[No facility exists] 

No facility 
exists 

CD5b   Capacity of CD Waste 
Recycling Plant 

[MT/Day] / [Not 
available] 

Not available 

 
Proposal for management is as follows : 
 

Sl. No Action Points Strategy and approach Stake holders 
responsible 

1. 

 

Collection, Segregation 
&  Treatment of solid 
waste Generation’  

Biomedical Waste to be managed 
in accordance with the Bio 
Medical Waste Management 
Rules,2016 

All HCF concerned 

2. 
Preparation of ‘Inventory 
of Biomedical Waste 
building/training of HCFs  

Inventorisation  of  Occupiers  and  
data  on  bio- medical waste 
generation, treatment & disposal 
which are to be updated at least 
two times each year 

CMO,DMS, DVO, 
BDO 

3. Capacity 

HCF should be made aware of 
their roles and responsibilities  
under  the  Bio  Medical  Waste 
Management Rules, 2016 For  
proper  management  of  the  

CMO, DMS, DC 
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waste  in  the healthcare facilities 
the technical requirements of 
waste handling are needed to be 
understood and practiced  by  
each  category  of  the  staff  in 
accordance with the BMWM 
Rules, 2016. 

4 Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and Disposal 
Facilities (CBMWTFs) 

Matter   relating   to   setting   up   
a   Common Biomedical   Waste   
Treatment   and   Disposal 
Facilities   (CBMWTFs)  in  the  
district  will  be taken up with 
Health Deptt/PCB. 

 

5. Monitoring and Review District Level Monitoring 
Committee  under the 
chairmanship of Deputy 
Commissioner will be set up to 
monitor the compliance of the 
provisions of SWM rules by the 
HCFs. 

District Level 
Monitoring 
Committee 

 

1.4  Bio-Medical Waste Management Plan 

The bio medical waste as defined by the BMW Rules, 2016 is any waste which 
is generated during the activities of diagnosis, treatment and immunisation of human 
beings or any research activities pertaining thereto or in the production or testing of 
biological or in the health camps. 

Present Scenario 

There are 9 No. of healthcare facilities in the district which produces about 1 
quintal Bio Medical Waste and general solid Waste. 

 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

BMW1 Inventory of 
Biomedical Waste 
Generation 

      

BMW1a   Total no. of Bedded 
Hospitals 

(Nos)/(No inventory 2 

BMW1b   Total no. of non-
bedded HCF 

(Nos)/(No inventory  

BMW1c   Total no. Clinics (Nos)/(No inventory  

BMW1d   No of Veteri 
nary Hospitals 

(Nos)/(No inventory 2 

BMW1e   Pathlabs (Nos)/(No inventory Nil 

BMW1f   Dental Clinics (Nos)/(No inventory 1 
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BMW1g   Blood Banks (Nos)/(No inventory 1 

BMW1h   Animal Houses (Nos)/(No inventory 1 

BMW1i   Bio-research Labs (Nos)/(No inventory  

BMW1j   Others (Nos)/(No inventory  

BMW2 Authorization of 
HCFs by SPCBs 
/PCCs 
 

      

BMW2a   Bedded HCFs [Nos Authorized]  

BMW2b   Non-bedded HCFs [Nos Authorized]  

BMW3a Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and 
Disposal Facilities  
(CBMWTFs) 

      

BMW3a   No of CBMWTFs  1 

BMW3b   Linkage with 
CBMWTFs 

(Yes)/(no linkage)  Yes 

BMW3c   Capacity of 
CBMWTFs 

(Adequate)/(Not 
adequate) 

Not 
adequate 

BMW3d   Requirements of 
CBMWTFs 

(Required)/(Not 
required) 

Required 

BMW3e   Captive Disposal 
Facilities of HCFs 

(Nos)/(None)  

BMW4 Compliance by 
CBMWTFs 

      

BMW4a   Compliance to 
standards 

(Meeting)/(not 
meeting)/(NA) 

Yes 

BMW4b   Barcode tracking by 
HCFs / CBMWTFs 

(100%)/(Partly%)/(No
ne) 

 

BMW4c   Daily BMW lifting by 
CBMWTFs 

[Kg / day]  

BMW5 Status of 
Compliance by 
Healthcare 
Facilities 

      

BMW5a   Pre-segregation (100%)/(Partly%)/(No
ne) 

100% 

BMW5b   Linkage with 
CBMWTFs 

(100%)/(Partly%)/(No
ne) 

100% 

      

    Proposal for management is as follows : 
Sl. No Action Points Strategy and approach Stake holders 

responsible 

1. 

 

Collection, Segregation 
&  Treatment of solid 
waste Generation’  

Biomedical Waste to be 
managed in accordance with 
the Bio Medical Waste 
Management Rules,2016 

All HCF concerned 

2. 
Preparation of 
‘Inventory of 
Biomedical Waste 
building/training of 

Inventorisation  of  Occupiers  
and  data  on  bio- medical 
waste generation, treatment & 
disposal which are to be 
updated at least two times each 

CMO,DMS, DVO, 
BDO 
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HCFs  year 

3. Capacity 

HCF should be made aware of 
their roles and responsibilities  
under  the  Bio  Medical  Waste 
Management Rules, 2016 For  
proper  management  of  the  
waste  in  the healthcare 
facilities the technical 
requirements of waste handling 
are needed to be understood 
and practiced  by  each  
category  of  the  staff  in 
accordance with the BMWM 
Rules, 2016. 

CMO, DMS, DC 

4. Biomedical Waste 
Treatment and 
Disposal Facilities 
(CBMWTFs) 

Matter   relating   to   setting   
up   a   Common Biomedical   
Waste   Treatment   and   
Disposal Facilities   
(CBMWTFs)  in  the  district  
will  be taken up with Health 
Deptt/PCB. 

 

5. Monitoring and Review District Level Monitoring 
Committee under the 
chairmanship of Deputy 
Commissioner will be set up to 
monitor the compliance of the 
provisions of SWM rules by the 
HCFs. 

District Level 
Monitoring 
Committee 

 

1.5    Hazardous Waste Management :  

“Hazardous waste” is any waste which by reason of characteristics such as 

physical, chemical, biological, reactive, toxic, flammable, explosive or corrosive, 

causing danger or is likely to cause danger to health or environment, whether 

alone or in contact with other wastes or substances. However, there is no 

Hazardous Waste generating industry in Mamit District. District Level Monitoring 

Committee under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner will be set up to 

monitor the compliance of Hazardous waste Management Rules. 

 
1.6 e-Waste Management 

 
Electronic waste or e-waste describes discarded electrical or electronic 
devices. Used electronics which are destined for refurbishment, reuse, resale, 
salvage recycling through material recovery, or disposal are also considered 
E-waste. 
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Present Scenerio – At present E-waste management is in nascent stage in 
the district and only informal trading, dismantling, and recycling of e-waste 
exists in the District. 
 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Outcome 

Measurable 
Out 
come for 
District 

EW1 Status of 
facilitating 
authorized 
collection of E-
Waste 

      

EW1a   Does the citizen are 
able to deposit or 
provide E-Waste 
through Toll-free 
Numbers in the 
District 

(Yes)/(No)  No 

EW1c   Collection centers 
established by ULB 
in District 

(Nos)/(None)  None 

EW1d   Collection centers 
established by 
Producers or their 
PROs in the District 

(Nos)/(None)  None 

EW1e   Does the district has 
linkage with 
authorized  
E-Waste recyclers 
/Dismantler 

(Yes)/(No)  No 

EW1f   No authorized E-
Waste recyclers / 
Dismantler 

(Nos)/(None)  None 

EW2 Status of 
Collection of E-
Waste 

      

EW2a   Authorizing  
E-Waste collectors 

(Authorized)/(None)  None 

EW2b   Involvement of 
NGOs 

(Yes)/(No)/(Nos)  No 

EW2c   Does Producers 
have approached 
NGOs/ Informal 
Sector for setting up 
Collection Centers. 

(Yes)/(No)/(Nos)  No 

EW2d   Does ULBs have 
linkage with 
authorized 
Recyclers / 
Dismantlers 
 

(Yes)/(No) No 

EW4 Control E-Waste 
related pollution 
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EW4a   Does informal 
trading, disman 
tling, and recycling 
of  
e-waste exists in 
District 

(Yes)/(No)  No 

EW4b   Does the adminis 
tration closed illegal  
E-Waste recycling in 
the District 

(Yes)/(No)/(Nos)  No 

EW4c   No of actions taken 
to close illegal 
trading or process 
sing of  
E-Waste 

(Nos) No 

EW5 Creation of 
Awareness on E-
Waste handling 
and disposal 

      

EW5a   Does PROs / Produ 
cers conducted any 
District level 
Awareness Cam 
paigns 

(Yes)/(No)/(Nos)  No 

EW5c   Does District 
Adminis 
tration conducted 
any District level 
Aware 
ness Campaigns 

(Yes)/(No)/(Nos) No 

 
Action Plan for Management of e- Waste: 
 
Sl.No. Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holder 

1 Collection of E-Waste  Collection Centre to be 
established by ULB 

 Door to Door collection 
 Authorizing E-waste 

collectors 

ULB 

2 Control E-Waste related 
pollution and Awareness 

Creation of Awareness on E-
waste handling and disposal 

ULB 
NGO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2.0  Water Quality Management Plan 
 
There is no polluted river stretch or waste water producing industry in the 
district. However, time to time surprise checking would be done to ensure that 
no untreated water from any industry is released in the water bodies. 
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No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Out 
come 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

WQ1 Inventory of water 
resources in 
District 

      

WQ1a   Rivers (Nos) and (Length in 
Km) 

3 nos 
Length=294.
227kms 

WQ1b   Length of Coastline (in Km) 294.227 

WQ1c   Nalas/Drains 
meeting Rivers 

(Nos)  Nil 

WQ1d   Lakes / Ponds (Nos) and(Area in 
Hectares) 

Nil 

WQ1e   Total Quantity of 
sewage and 
industrial discharge 
in District 

[Automatic] 
(SW1a+IW1b) 

 

  Control of Ground 
water Water 
Quality 

      

WQ2a   Estimated number of 
bore-wells 

(Nos) Nil 

WQ2b   No of permissions 
given for extraction 
of groundwater 

(Nos) Nil 

WQ2c   Number of ground 
water polluted areas 

(Nos)  Nil 

WQ2d   Groundwater 
Availability 

(Adequate)/(Not 
Adequate) 

Not 
Adequate 

WQ3 Availability of 
Water Quality 
Data 

      

WQ3a   Creation of 
monitoring cell 

(Yes)/(No) No 

WQ3b   Access to Surface 
water and ground 
water quality data at 
DM office 

(Available) Or (Not 
Available) 

 

WQ4 Control of River 
side Activities 

      

WQ4a Control of River 
side Activities 

River Side open 
defecation 

(Fully 
Controlled)/(Partly 
controlled)/(no 
Measures taken) 

Fully 
controlled 

WQ4b   Dumping of SW on 
river banks 

(Fully 
Controlled)/(Partly 
controlled)/(no 
Measures taken) 

 Fully 
controlled 

WQ4c   Control measures 
for idol immersion 

(Measures 
taken)/(Measures 
taken post 
immersion)/(No 
Measures taken) 

No Measure 
taken 
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WQ5 Control of Water 
Pollution in Rivers 

      

WQ5a   Percentage of 
untreated sewage 

 (%)(automatic 
SM1g/SM1a) 

  

WQ5b   Monitoring of Action 
Plans for Rejuve 
nation of Rivers 

(Monitored)/(Not 
monitored)/(Not 
applicable) 

 Not 
monitored 

WQ5c   No of directions 
given to Industries 
for Discharge of 
Untreated industrial 
wastewater  in last 
12 months 

(Nos)  Nil 

WQ6 Awareness 
Activities 

     

WQ6a   District level cam 
paigns on protect 
tion of water quality 

(Nos in previous 
year)   

WQ6b Oil Spill Disaster 
Contingency Plan 

      

WQ6a   Creation of District 
Oil Spill Crisis 
Manage 
ment Group 

(Created)/(Not 
created) 

 

WQ6b   Preparation  District 
Oil Spill Disaster 
Contingency Plan 

(Prepared)/(Not 
prepared) 

  

WQ7 Protection of Flood 
plains 

      

WQ7a   Encroachment of 
flood plains is 
regulated 

(Yes)/(No)   

  Rainwater 
Harvesting 

      

WQ8a   Action plan for Rain 
water harvesting 

(Implemented)/(Not 
implemented) 

Implemented 

 
Action Plan for Management of Water Quality: 
 
Sl.No. Action Point Strategy and approach Stake 

holder 
1 Inventory of water resources 

in District 
 Inventory of water resources in 
district    
 covering Rivers and other natural 
water  
 bodies, Nalas/Drains meeting 
Rivers,  
 lakes/Ponds etc. 

EE, PHE 
DFO 
ULBs 

2 Collection of water control of 
groundwater quality 

A monitoring cell with 
representatives of PHE, Health, 
DFO, PCB will be constituted to 
monitor and control quality of 
river water, stream etc. 

EE,PHE 
ULBs 
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3 Control of River side activities River side activities like river 
side open defecation, dumping 
of SW on river banks, etc. to be 
controlled 

Dist.Admin 
EE,PHE,BD
Os 
ULBs 

4 Awareness activities District level campaigns on 
protection of water quality and 
control of water pollution in 
rivers 

EE,PHE 
BDOs 

5 Protection of Flood plan Encroachment of flood plains to 
be regulated 

Dist.Administ
ration 

6 Rainwater harvesting A separate Action Plan for 
rainwater harvesting in line with 
Govt.policy would be prepared 

PHE 

 
 
3.0   Domestic Sewage Management Plan 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of measurable 
Out 
come  

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

SM1 Inventory of 
Sewage 
Management 

      

SM1a   Total Quantity of 
Sewage generated 
in District from Class 
II cities and above 

(MLD) Nil 

SM1b   No of Class-II towns 
and above 

(Nos)  

SM1c   No of Class-I towns 
and above 

(Nos)  

SM1d   No of Towns 
needing STPs 

(Nos)  5 

SM1e   No of Towns STPs 
installed 

(Nos)   

SM1f   Quantity of treated 
sewage flowing into 
Rivers (directly or 
indirectly) 

(MLD) No treatment 
has been 
started 

SM1g   Quantity of 
untreated or partially 
treated sewage  
(directly or indirectly) 

(Automatic)   

SM1h   Quantity of sewage 
flowing into lakes 

(MLD)   

SM1i   No of industrial town 
ships 

(Nos)  

SW2 Adequacy 
ofAvailable 
Infrastructure for 
Sewage 
Treatment 

      

SM2a   % sewage treated in 
STPs 

(Automatic) Nil 
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SM2b   Total available Treat 
ment Capacity 

(MLD) NA 

SM2c   Additional treatment 
capacity required 

(MLD) 
 

NA 

SM3 Adequacy of 
Sewerage 
Network 

      

SM3a   No of ULBs having 
partial underground 
sewerage network 

(Nos) Nil 

SM3b   No of towns not 
having sewerage 
network 

(Nos) Nil 

SM3c   % popula 
tion covered under 
sewerage network 

(Automatic)  Nil 

 
 
Action Plan for Management of Sewage: 
 
Sl.No. Action Point Strategy and approach Stake 

holder 
1 Inventory of sewage 

management 
 Survey and identification of   
 Households to ensure proper 
drainage  
 and management of sewage 

ULB 

2 Adequacy of Available 
Infrastructure for Sewage 
Treatment 

1. Some Household may have its 
own Sewage management 
infrastructure so as to pull down 
this water to maintain water leve 
in earth and to reuse this water at 
various other domestic works 
after removing contaminants i.e. 
Grey waterafter removing 
contaminants may be used in 
gardens, toilet flushing etc. 
 
2. All households should be 
connected to sewage 
management infrastructure either 
at home or through proper drain 
across ULB to sewage treatment 
plant 

ULB 
 

3 Adequacy of Sewarage 
Managment 

Proper drains constructed with 
proper technique connecting with 
all household under ULB to 
ensure total sewage 
management 

ULB 

 
 
4.0  Industrial Wastewater management Plan 
 
There is no waste water producing industry in the district. However, time to time 
surprise checking would be done to ensure that no untreated water is released 
in the water bodies. 
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No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Out 
come 

Measurable 
Outcome for 
District 

IWW1 Inventory of 
industrial 
wastewater 
Generation in 
District 

      

IWW1a   No of Industries dis 
charging wastewater 

(Nos) Not 
applicable 

IWW1b   Total Quantity of 
industrial 
wastewater 
generated 

(MLD) Not 
applicable 

IWW1c   Quantity of treated 
IWW discharged into 
Nalas / Rivers 

(MLD) Not 
applicable 

IWW1d   Quantity of un-
treated or partially 
treated IWW 
discharged into 
lakes 

(MLD) Not 
applicable 

IWW1e   Prominent Type of 
Industries 

(Agro 
based)/(Chemical-
Dye 
etc.)/(Metallurgical)/ 
(Pharma)/(Pesticide)/ 
(PowerPlants)/(Minin
g)/ 
(Automobile):Multiple 
selection based on 
size of operation and 
number 

 

IWW1f   Common Effluent 
Treatment Facilities 

(Nos)/(No CETPs)  

IWW2 Status of 
compliance by 
Industries in 
treating 
wastewater 

      

IWW2a   No of Industries 
meeting Standards 

(Nos) Nil 

IWW2b   No of Industries not 
meeting discharge 
Standards 

(Nos)  Nil 

IWW2c   No of complaints 
received  or number 
of recurring 
complaints against 
industrial pollution in 
last 3 months 

(Automatic)  Nil 

IWW4 Status of Action 
taken for not 
meeting discharge 
standards 
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IWW4a   No Industries closed 
for exceeding 
standards in last 3 
months 

(Nos) Nil 

IWW4b   No of industries 
where 
Environmental 
Compen 
sation was imposed 
By SPCBs 

(Automatic)  Nil 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.0  Air Quality Management Plan 
 
The main sources of Air pollution in the district are burning of Jhum cultivation, 
Vehicular traffic and Traditional domestic cooking activity (in rural areas). This 
plan aims to reduce the sources and amount of pollutants responsible for 
reducing the ambient air quality. 
 
No. Action Areas Details of Data 

Requirement 
Units of Measurable 
Out 
come 

Measurable 
Out 
come for 
District 

AQ1 Availability of Air 
Quality Monitoring 
Network in District 

      

AQ1a   Manual Air Quality 
monitorring stations 
of SPCBs /CPCB 

(Nos)/(None) None 

AQ1c   Automatic 
monitorring stations 
Operated by SPCBs 
/ CPCB 

(Nos)/(None)  None 

AQ2 Inventory of Air 
Pollution Sources 

     Others-
Vehicular 
emission 

AQ2a   Identification of 
promi 
nent air polluting 
sources 

(Large 
Industry)/(Small 
Industry)/(Unpaved 
Roads)/(Burning of 
Waste 

None 
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Stubble)/(Brick 
Kiln)/(Inustrial 
Estate)/(Others)(Multi
ple selection) 

AQ2b   No of Non-
Attainment Cities 

(Nos)/(None) NA 

AQ2c   Action Plans for 
non-attainment cities 

(Prepared)/(Not 
prepared) 

Not yet 
prepared 

AQ3 Availability of Air  
Quality Monitoring 
Data at DMs 
Office 

      

AQ3a   Access to air quality 
data from SPCBs & 
CPCB through Dash 
board 

(Available)/(Not yet 
Available) 

Not yet 
available 

AQ4 Control of 
Industrial Air 
Pollution 

      

AQ4a   No of Industries 
meeting Standards 

(Nos) Nil 

AQ4b   No of Industries not 
meeting discharge 
Standards 

(Nos) Nil 

AQ5 Control of Non-
industrial Air 
Pollution  sources 

      

AQ5a   Control open 
burning of Stubble –
during winter 

(Nos of fire incidents) No record 

AQ5b   Control Open 
burning of Waste – 
Nos of actions 
Taken 

(Nos) Nil 

AQ5c   Control of forest  
fires 

[SOP availa 
ble] / [No SoP] 

100% 

AQ5d   Vehicle pollution 
check centers 

(% ULBs covered) Nil 

AQ5e   Dust Suppres 
sion Vehicles 

(% ULBs covered) Nil 

AQ6 Development of 
Air Pollution 
complaint 
redressal system 

      

AQ6a   Mobile App / Online 
based air pollution 
complaint redres 
sing system of 
SPCBs. 

(Available)/(Not 
available) 

Not available 

 

Action Plan for Management of Air Quality: 

Sl.No. Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holder 
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1 Air Quality Monitoring and 
Data Collection 

 To be monitored in association 
with     
 PCB. 
 
 PCB will be requested to set up 
facility    
 in the District Headquarter 

PCB,DC,DCIO 

2 Inventory of Air pollution 
Sources 

Inventory of potential air 
polluting sources will be made 
available 

PCB, DC 
 

3 Monitoring of polluting vehicle DTO will ensure that all ensure 
that the norms have been 
complied with strictly 

DTO 

4 Awareness Generation More and more awareness 
generation programme among 
the students and community at 
large 

DFO,DC,PCB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.0  Mining Activity Management Plan 

The only mining activity being carried out in the district is stone quarrying and 
collection of sand (balu) from the river bed.  There are 15 valid Stone Quarrying permit 
within the district covering a total area of 0.0540 sq/km. There is no complaint lodged 
so far with regard to pollution and environmental degradation. However, steps have 
been taken to check illegal sand mining and stone quarrying. No mining permit will be 
issued without obtaining forest clearance. Illegal sand mining will be penalized under 
the relevant provision of the rules. DFO is entrusted to monitor and notify the phone 
no to receive any complain on illegal mining activity. Mineral survey within the district 
is under process. Besides, stone quarrying permit holders are being instructed to 
obtain consent from State Pollution Control Board and operation/stone blasting will be 
done under the advice of expert from Geology & Mineral Resources Department. 

Action Plan for Management of Mining: 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units of Measurable 
Out 
come 

Measurable 
Out 
come for 
District 

MI1 Inventory of Mining in 
districts 

      

MI1
a 

  Type of Mining 
Activity 

(Sand Mining)/(Iron 
Ore)/(Bauxite)/(Coal)/
Other(Specify) 
Multiple selection in 

Sand mining 
& Sandstone 
Quarrying 
(Minor 
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order of magnitude of 
operations 

mineral) 

MI1
b 

  No of Mining 
licenses given in 
the District 

(Nos) 15 nos. 

MI1c   Area covered 
under mining 

(Sq.km) 0.054 
Sq.Km(undivi
ded Mamit) 

MI1
d 

  Area of District (Sq.km) Nil 

MI1
e 

  Sand Mining (Yes)/(No) Yes 

MI1f  Area of Sand 
mining 

(River 
bed)/(Estuary)/(Non-
river deposit) 

Nil 

MI2 Compliance to 
Environmental Conditions 

   

MI2
a 

 No of Mining areas 
meeting 
Environmental 
Clearance 
Conditions 

(Nos)  

MI2
b 

 No of Mining areas 
meeting Consent 
Conditions of 
SPCBs/PCCs 

(Nos) Nil 

MI3
a 

Mining related 
environmental 
Complaints 

   

MI3
b 

 No of pollution 
related complaints 
against Mining 
Operations in last 
year 

(Nos) Nil 

MI4 Action against non-
complying mining activity 

   

MI4
a 

 No of Mining 
operations 
suspended for 
violations to 
environmental 
norms 

(Nos) Nil 

MIb  No of directions 
issued by SPCBs 

(Nos) Nil 

 

 

7.0  Noise Pollution management Plan 

Noise can be defined as unwanted or undesired sound and Noise pollution simply 
means the amount of unwanted sound being exposed in our day to day life which on 
the other hand has an adverse effect to the environment. The effect of noise pollution 
is observed when noise levels cross certain safe boundaries. Studies prove that 
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noise pollution hampers the human physical and psychological health condition as 
well as the well-being of wild animals. 

Most activities that cause pollution are essential to meet the needs of the growing 
population and development. Therefore preventive measures to minimize pollutants 
are more practical than their elimination. 

No. Action Areas Details of Data 
Requirement 

Units 
Measurable 
Outcome 

Please enter 
Mea 
surable Out 
come for 
District 

NP1 Availability Monitoring 
equipment 

      

NP1a   No. of noise 
measuring devices 
with district 
administration 

 (Nos)/(None) None 

NP1b   No. of noise 
measuring devices 
with SPCBs 

(Nos)/(None)  None 

NP2 Capability to conduct 
noise level monitoring 
by State agency / 
District authorities 

      

NP2a   Capability to conduct 
noise level 
monitorring by State 
agency / District 
authorities 

(Available)/(Not 
available) 

 None 

NP2 Management of Noise 
related complaints 

      

NP2a   No of complaints 
received on noise 
pollution in last 1 year 

 (Nos) Not available 

NP2b   No of complaints 
redressed 

(Nos) Nil 

NP3 Compliance to ambient 
noise standards 

      

NP3a   Implementation of 
Ambient noise 
standards in residen 
tial and silent zones 

(RegularActivity)/ 
(Occasional)/(Ne
ver) 

Never 

NP3b   Noise monitoring 
study in district 

(carried out)/(not 
carried out) 

Not carried out 

NP3c   Sign boards in towns 
and cities in silent 
zones 

(Installed)/(Partia
l)/ 
(Not installed) 

Not installed 

 

Action Plan for Management of Noise Pllution: 

Sl.No. Action Point Strategy and approach Stake holder 
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1 Noise level Monitoring  PCB ir its authorized Agency will   
 conduct Noise level Monitoring, 
 Monitoring equipment/noise 
measuring  
 devices will be procured. 

 

2 Categorization of 
areas 

Categorization of areas into 
commercial residential, silence 
zone will be done 

PCB, DC 
 

3 Restriction on use of 
loud speakers/PA  
system etc. and 
monitoring 

Loud speaker or a public address 
system will not be allowed to be 
used without obtaining prior written 
permission from the authority 

District Magistrate 

4 Monitoring of polluting 
vehicle 

DTO will take steps for monitoring 
or checking of vehicles to ensure 
environmental norms are followed 

DTO 

5 Creation of Awareness Steps will be taken to create more 
awareness among the general 
public 

District 
Authority/NGO/CBO 
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